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DESCRIPTION COMPUMOTOR 1810/11 MOTOR CONTROLLER 

DKSCl.IPTIOR 

The 1810/11 Motor Controller is a member of a family of 
motor controllers which are built to be inserted into any 
Multibus*/IEEE-796 compatible computer. The Controller consists 
of a single printed circuit card on which are mounted an Intel 
8088 microprocessor, an AMD 9513 counter/timer, a variety of 
interface circuity and, of course, the Multibus interface. 

Although the 1810/11 has its own microprocessor and memory 
it still requires a host processor in the system to allow it to 
operate: It cannot operate as a stand-alone device. The host 
processor will typically take the form of another card plugged 
into the Multibus backplane or a Compumotor Model 3000 Indexing 
System. 

The 1810/11 unit is designed to control a single motor by 
issuing pulses to attain motor motion. The 1810 Motor Controller 
issues its pulses open loop, that is, it does not look for any 
feedback from the motor to see if the desired position or 
velocity has been achieved. It is assumed that the motor being 
controlled has been properly designed into its motion control 
environment and so will not stall when executing commands issued 
to it by a host processor. 

The 1811, on the other hand, can control the motor using a 
closed position loop. By using an incremental encoder as a 
feedback device, the 1811 can position a motor based on encoder 
position. The 1811 does not require the use of an encoder, 
however. It can perform any of the commands that the 1810 can, 
i.e., the 1811 commands are a superset of the 1810 commands. 

The 1810/11 relieves the host of the tasks of controlling 
velocity, distance and linear acceleration parameters as well as 
monitoring end-of-travel limit switches and trigger inputs. It 
will perform a sequence of moves and remember that sequence for 
later execution upon issuance of a single command. The host may 
also directly control the motion algorithm to achieve sculptured 
acceleration profiles for applications that require contouring. 
All velocity, acceleration and distance parameters are given to 
the Motor Controller in binary bytes representing numbers of 
pulses (per second, per second squared, etc ••• ). This allows the 
1810/11 to control motors of virtually any resolution. 

Board revision leyel 

When reading this manual, please note which revision level 
your 1810/11 Motor Controller is. You will find a "dash" number 
at the end on the board part number (61-002lS4-zz) on the right
hand side of the board (components up, gold fingers toward you). 
As of this writing the dash number could be -01. -02. -03 or -04. 

The major differences in the boards will be found in the 
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FUNCTIONAL CHECK 1810/11 MOTOR CONTROLLER OPERATOR'S MANUAL 

PUHCTlOHAL CHlC% 

The 1810/11 Motor Controller may be installed and 
functionally tested for proper operation very simply without 
instructions from the host processor card. If the 1810/11 is to 
control a Compumotor Motor-Driver having 25,000 steps per 
revolution, do the following. 

1. Remove power from the Multibus computer. 
2. Ensure that jumpers JUS, JU6 and JU15 are installed, 

and then insert the 1810/11 into an open slot in the 
Multibus computer. 

3. Attach the Motor-Driver cable's (P/N 71-2490-01) header 
end (non D-end) to J4 on the 1810/11. 

4. Solder the 25 pin D-connector to the cable which comes 
with the motor-driver listed under the section 
"Operation, Connecting the Motor". Attach the D-end of 
the Motor-Driver cable to the D-end of the cable sup
plied with the Compumotor Motor-Driver. 

5. 8et up the Compumotor Motor-Driver 1n accordance with 
the Motor-Driver Operator's manual. 

6. Apply power to both the Motor-Driver and the Mul tibus 
Computer. 
laportant: lDsure that the Compuaotor i. free to 
rotate a fall revolation in either direction for this 
test. 

7. The Compumotor Motor-Driver and the 1810/11 Motor 
Controller are now ready for self testing. 

Depress the self-test switch (switch 81). 81 is 
located on the upper edge of the printed circuit assem
bly, just off center. 

The Compumotor should rotate one full revolution in the 
counter-clockwise direction, stop, and rotate one revolution in 
the clockwise direction and stop; the Board Monitor Alal'1lL.-the 
red LED next to S~ll come on. 

If the motor does not rotate as predicted the problem will 
probably be found in one of the following areas. 

1. The Motor Controller: 
a. The Motor Contro ller is not powered. Check for 5 

Volts DC on J5, pin 9, the Auxiliary Connector. Ground may 
be found on J5, pin 16, to reference the 5 volts. If 5 
volts is not present the 1810/11 is not being powered by 
the Multibus backplane. 

b. The limit switches are not connected and not by
passed. Ensure that jumpers JU5 and JU6 are installed for 
this test. 
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INSTALLATION 1810/11 MOTOR CONTROLLER OPERATOR'S MANUAL 

IBSTA.LLATIOR 

A. Configuration Juapers 

Installation of the 1810/11 Motor Controller is a straight
forward process that may be quickly and easily accomplished 
provided the Controller is properly configured prior to 
attempting to operate it. 

Refer to Appendix F for the location of the configuration 
jumpers on the 1810/11 board. 

The first step in configuring the Controller is to install 
the configuration jumpers. These jumpers are of five basic 
types: 

Multibus interrupts 
Multibus addressing 
Limit switch bypass 
Trigger #1 input bypass (-01 and -02 boards only) 
Test switch enable 

All of the Configuration Jumper designations shown below 
reflect those for the -03/-04 revision boards. For other 
revisions see Appendix B. 

1. Multibus Interrupts 

Use of interrupts on the 1810/11 Motor Controller is 
optional. When first attempting to ge t the Cont ro ller up-and
running it might well be easier to leave the interrupts disabled, 
the way the Controller comes from the factory, until appropriate 
software can be written to handle the interrupts. 

There are three basic interrupts: 
Interru2t Jum2er Status Bit 

Message ready (MR) JU18 3 
Input ready (IR) JU20 4 
Controller failed (CF) JU19 5 

Any of these interrupts may be directed to any of the 
Multibus interrupt lines, INTO/-INT7/* (JU63-JU70). The. three 
Controller interrupts are wire ORed together so that any combina
tion of the interrupt jumpers may be installed, but the interrupt 
which goes active first masks any further interrupts in the 
Status Byte until the previous condition 1s cleared (see the 
sections "Programming, Interrupts" and ''Programming, Reading and 
Writing" for details). 

Only one of the Multibus interrupt lines (INTO/-INT7/) may 
be used to interrupt the host processor if interrupts are enabled 
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INSTALLATION 1810/11 MOTOR CONTROLLER OPERATOR'S MANUAL 

2. Multibus Addressiug 

a. Address juapers 

The 1810/11 Motor Controller requires two address locations 
to access its data and command registers. For this reason the 
least significant bit of its potential addresses is not speci
fied. The board's address is selected by installing configura
tion jumpers which carry binary val ues. The sum of the jumper 
values is equal to the board's base or even address. 

Jumper Bit Number 

JU45 - Address bit 
JU46 - Address bit 
JU47 - Address bit 
JU48 - Address bit 
JU49 - Address bit 
JU50 - Address bit 
JU51 - Address bit 

JU39 - Address bit 
JU40 - Address bit 
JU41 - Address bit 
JU42 - Address bit 
JU29 - Address bit 
JU30 - Address bit 
JU31 - Address bit 
JU32 - Address bit 

1, value -
2, value -
3, value -
4, value -
5, value -
6, value -
7, value -

8, value -
9, value -

10, value -
11, value -
12, value -
13, value -
14, value -
15, value -

Decimal 

2 
4 
8 

16 
32 
64 

128 

256 
512 

1,024 
2,048 
4,096 
8,192 

16,384 
32,768 

JU33 - Address bit 16, value - 65,536 
JU34 - Address bit 17, value - 131,072 
JU35 - Address bit 18, value - 262,144 
JU36 - Address bit 19, value - 524,288 

Hex 

2h 
4h 
8h 

10h 
20h 
40h 
80h 

100h 
200h 
400h 
800h 

1000h 
2000h 
4000h 
8000h 

10000h 
20000h 
40000h 
80000h 

If, for example, you wanted to specify an address of FFFOh 
(65,520 decimal) you would install address select jumpers JU29-
32, 39-42 and 48-51. 

b. Addressiug.-,de juapers 

Once the board's address has been selected, select the 
eight, twel ve or sixteen-bit addreSSing .ode. This is done by 
determining the number of the most significant bit used for 
addressing and then assigning the next higher addreSSing mode 
number by installing the appropri ate j umper(s). (See Table 1.) 
Should more than one addressing mode be selected, the lowest mode 
will be used, e.g., if the eight-bit addressing mode is selected 
and jumper JU37 is installed (sixteen-bit addressing or more) the 
1810/11 will default to eight-bit addressing. 
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INSTALLATION 1810/11 MOTOR CONTROLLER OPERATOR'S MANUAL 

limit switch until the open circuit condition is corrected. 

In applications that do DOt require liait switches, jumpers 
JU5 and JU6 should be left installed as the unit comes from the 
factory. 

A limit switch normally takes the form of a noraallJ closed 
ainale-pole-sinale-throw .witch, a Ball effect proxt.itJ sensor 
or an optical iDterruptor which i8 placed sufficiently far from 
the load's end of travel to allow the load to stop from it's 
maximum running velocity without damage. The switches should be 
able to provide the following. 

The 

1. 1 mA current sinking capability (lmA closure to ground) 
2. Logic low no greater than 0.5 VDC 
3. Logic high no greater than 5.5 VDC 

(unless open collector) 
4. Minimum signal high duration of 200 microseconds 

limit switches are connected to 
Clockwise limit switch 
Clockwise limit switch return 
Counter-clockwise limit switch 
Counter-clockwise limit switch 

the following pins. 
J5, pin 3 
J5, pin 4 
J5, pin 5 

return J5, pin 6 

The limit switch returns are the 1810/11's signal ground so 
care should be taken to not connect these lines to earth around 
or use the. for a shield, as this will greatly reduce the noise 
immunity of the 1810/11 and increase its susceptibility to damage 
as a result of voltage or current spikes on the power line. 

The limit switch wires should be shielded to prevent 
voltages from being induced into them which could cause the limit 
switch inputs to be activated. An earth ground suitable for 
shielding purposes is found on J5, pin 20. (This shield is only 
effective 1f J6 1s connected to a good earth--usually 
chassi&--ground.) 

Suitable 8V1tch types are: 
Vane activated magnetic switch--M1croswitch 4AVIC-T1 
Vane activated optical switch--Spectronics SPX2002 
Proximity sensor, Ball effect--Hicroswitch 205SRlA 

Some I imi t swi tches require a power source. This is pro
vided for in the 1810/11 on J5, pin 19. A maximum of 250 milliamps 
may be drawn from this connection. A word of warning about this 
power source: It comes straight from the Multibus five volt 
power supply through a one ohm, quarter watt, resistor, and so 
should be used with caution. Signal ground for the limit swit
ches is found on J5, pins 4 and 6. 

The limit switches attatch to J5 through a user supplied 20 
pin flat-cable connector. Typically, the flat cable will be 
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INSTALLATION 1810/11 MOTOR CONTROLLER OPERATOR'S MANUAL 

routed to a panel connector which will be installed in the 
Multibus chassis, and another cable connector wl11 route the 
wires to the aotor driven assembly. 

c. ao.e Poaltloa .... or 

SometimeoJ an ••• olate refere.ce is required for the motion 
control system, so that a known position may be found upon apply
ing power to the systea or prior to attempting a very precise 
move. The 1810/11 allows this to be done by using a normally 
closed switch similar to the ones used as li.it switches 
described above, as well as hoae reference marks on linear and 
rotary encoders. 

The home position sensor is attatched to JS, pin 9, the 
Rome Limit input, and it muat have all of the electrical charac
teristics described above for the li.it switches. The Rome Limit 
input ia IIDore. when it is not being used as a position refer
ence. Signal ground for the home position sensor is the same as 
that of the limit switches, JS, pins 4 and 6. 

It i. reco.mended that an earth ground be connected to J6 
using the ground cable provided in the 1810/11's ship kit. It is 
important that the ground used here does Dot connect to the 
Signal ground used for the Multibus system or for any other 
electronic device. This earth ground is routed to the Kultibus 
connectors that require a shield connection so that sensitive 
wires may be shielded without sacrificing noise immunity. 
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OPERATION 1810/11 MOTOR CONTROLLER OPERATOR'S MANUAL 

OPDATIOR 

A. Introcluctiol1 

Operation of the 1810/11 Motor Controller begins with its 
installation into a Multibus backplane, and is followed by con
nection of a motor-driver. The Motor Controller may then be 
self-tested to ensure that it is operating normally (as described 
in the "Installation" section above. Beyond that, all interac
tion with the Motor Controller aU8t be done through a host pro
cessor Mul tibus card inserted elsewhere in the Mul tibus back
plane. 

The 1810/11 appears to the host processor as two address 
locations: one for CONTROL and STATUS, and one for DATA input and 
output. The address locations may appear anywhere in memory, or 
as any Input/Output (I/O) port. The Control and Status are at 
the even address location and Data can be found at the odd 
address location. Refer to the section "Installation, 
Configuration Jumpers" for details on how to set up addressing on 
the 181 0/ 11. 

The 1810/11 should be reset using the board reset bit in 
the Control Byte (bit 5). 

The following sections describe how to connect a motor
driver assembly to the 1810/11, suggest ways to avoid problems in 
operating the target motion control system and how to interface 
the following inputs and outputs. 

1. Remote power shutdown (output) 
2. Trigger inputs (inputs) 
3. Programmable outputs 

I. Connectiq the Motor 

Two cables are supplied with the 1810/11 Motor Controller: 
a ground lead that should be connected to earth grouud, and a 
cable which connects the .otor-driver connector (J4) to a 
bulkhead connector. The bulkhead connector, in turn, connects 
the 1810/11 to a motor-driver. A 25 pin D-connector is supplied 
which plugs into the bulkhead end of the supplied flat cablej the 
motor-driver cable is soldered to it using the connector pinouts 
listed below. 
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OPERATION 1810/11 MOTOR CONTROLLER OPERATOR'S MANUAL 

c. -..ote Power ShutdoVll 

The Remote Power Shutdown (RPS) control line is a 
Compumotor feature that allows the motor to be shutdown (all 
torque removed) for the purpose of motor-driver cooling or to 
allow the user to manually position the load. Although the 
standard Comp~otor motor-driver 1s rated for a 100 percent duty 
cycle it is sometimes advantageous to shut down the motor-driver 
to lessen the amount of heat dissipated into a given environment. 
Additionally, since stepper motors have full rated torque at zero 
velocity, it becomes very difficult to manually position the 
motor's load with power applied to the motor. Rather than remove 
power from the motor-driver under these conditions Compumotor has 
provided the Remote Power Shutdown feature. 

CAUTION: Position may be lost when shutting down the motor 
and then powering it back up again. When poaition .ust be 
aaintained while the .otor ia in the Shutdown condition a 
friction lock or brake ahould be used to .. intain ahaft position. 

Remote Power Shutdown is found on pins 16 and 17 of the 
bulkhead connector (Pin 6 of J4). Pin 16 goes high with 
reference to pin 17 when RPS is activated. IPS ia controlled 
with commands 12h and 13h of the command language, a Compumotor 
Joystick and/or the Shutdown input line on the Auxiliary connec
tor, J5, pin 18 (active low). The motor will not be shutdown if 
the motor is moving; should the motor be moving when the RPS 
command is received the 1810/11 will ignore the command. See the 
section "Programming, Command Language" for more details. 

D. Trigger Inputs 

The trigger inputs (l1lso called trigger ''bits'') consist of 
six inputs on the Auxiliary connector, J5. The 1810/11 may be 
programmed to elect ronica lly ''watch'' anyone of these inputs and 
perform a predefined function when the proper signal appears. 
Two of these inputs (1 and 6) de Ii ver an interrupt to the 8088 
microprocessor on the 1810/11 circuit card upon a positive going 
trigger, providing very fast response to input signals. The 
other trigger inputs (2-5) are level sensitive and so are a 
little more flexible than 1 and 6 but are also a bit slower. 

Trigger inputa 1 and 6 must make a low to high transition to 
be considered active. Trigger 1 requires a hold time of 500 
microseconds to be recognized, and Trigger 6 requires 1 
millisecond. Following this there must be a dwell period of at 
least two milliseconds before the input makes another positive 
going transition if it to be recognized a8 a Trigger. 

Trigger inputs 2-5 may be either a high or low level to 
indicate an active condition. Selection of the level triggering 
is done when issuing the command. The signal must remain active 
for a minimum of four milliseconds for it to be recognized. 
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OPERATION 1810/11 MOTOR CONTROLLER OPERATOR'S MANUAL 

All trigger related commands allow only one trigger input to 
be specified for use at a given time. Thus, checking for an AND 
condition to occur on the trigger inputs is not possible. 

There are 11 trigger input related commands; of these, nine 
use only triggers 1 and 6. Command 2C, ''Wait for trigger "X" to 
go acti ve" is the only command which allows you to use a level 
sensitive input or an edge sensitive input. This command allows 
interruption of a sequence of moves until some external event 
comes true. lefer to the aection "Prolr~na, ec-aad La ..... le" 
for .ore information on theae com.auda. 

Trigger input signals must be able to drive one standard TTL 
load. For our purposes here this means the trigger input should 
be able to source 1 milliamp and sink 2 milliamps. The Auxiliary 
connectory may be connected to external signal sources by running 
a 20-pin flat cable from J5 to a D-type bulkhead connector in the 
Multibus housing. From there a D-connector will allow connection 
of shielded cabling to the motion control system. 

Command 
(in hex) 
-2C--

74 
75 
76 
77 
7C 
7D 
7E 
7F 
AC 

94 

Following 
sitive trigger 

TTL high 

TTL low 

Command description, event occurs TriDers 
when trigger fiX" goes active. used 
Wait, continue on trigger 1 thru 6 
Stop motion 1 or 6 
Discontinue sequence buffer 1 or 6 
Suspend sequence buffer 1 or 6 
Discontinue singular command 1 or 6 
Kill motion 1 or 6 
Kill the sequence buffer I or 6 
Kill Singular command, wait for cont. I or 6 
Kill velocity-streaming buffer I or 6 
Interrupt 1 or 6 

Request state of trigger inputs 2 thru 5 

Table 3. 

is an illustration 
bit (triggers 2-5). 

of an active level sen-

\ / 
\ 00 active / 

\ / 
\,--------------------------,/ 

<--------- t -----------> 
t >- 4 msecs 
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'n'L high 
I 

/ 
I 

TTL low ---' 
nonzero active 

fiaare 1. 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\~-

The following illustration is of an active rising edge 
sensitive trigger (triggers 1 and 6). 

'n'L high __ _ 
\ I 
\ / <--Positive going transision 

TTL low 
\ I 
\'---'/ 

I<-tl -> <-----
tl >- 200 usecs 

figure 2. 

t2 --------> 

t2 >- 2 msecs 

Following is a list of the pin connections for the trigger 
inputs on J5. the Auxiliary connector. For conversion to 25 pin 
"D" connector format, see Appendix C. 

Pin Number 
-7 

11 
17 
12 
10 
1 

Description 
Trigger input 1 
Trigger input 2 
Trigger input 3 
Trigger input 4 
Trigger input 5 
Trigger input 6 

Table 4. 

*DC common 
(signal ground) may 
be found on pins 
2, 4. 6 and B. 

Triller i.pat. 3 and 4 are .bared with the Dri ve Faul t and 
Slip Fault functions on the Motor-Driver output connector (pins 
17 and 19, respectively). Drive Fault and Slip Fault are inputs 
reserved for possible future explansion. and as yet have DO 

function. Care should be taken to avoid putting signals 
different from Triggers 3 and 4 onto these inputs. 

B. Prolr.-ble Oatpat. 

The programmable outputs on the 1810/11 allow you to 
directly control two high current outputs on the Auxiliary con
nector of the 1B10/11. Commands OB and OC (hex) set and reset 
(make high or low, respectively) these outputs. 
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These outputs can sink or source 60 milliamps and are short 
ci rcui t protected (a I bei t for short periods of time). They may 
be used to trigger an external event during, or at the completion 
of, some Compumotor driven action. 

The progr.ammable output bits are found on pins 13 and 15 of 
J5, the Auxiliary connector. The Auxiliary connectory may be 
connected to external signal sources by running a 20-pin flat 
cable from J5 to a D-type bulkhead connector in the Multibus 
housing. From there a D-connector will allow connection of 
shielded cabling to the motion control system. 

F. Joystick Interface 

The Joystick interface on the 1810/11 allows you to use a 
Compumotor Model 852 Joystick in conjunction with the 1810/11 
Motor Controller. The Model 852 is a two-and-a-halfaxis unit 
that allows full control of two axes with an X-Y spring-loaded 
joystick and control of a third axis via a TTL compatible 
quadrature output incremental encoder. Either of the two main 
axes of the 852 may be connected to the 1810/11 so that, when the 
host processor allows it, the motor may be moved under Joystick 
control, being monitored all the while by the 1810/11. This way 
a move can be made by an operator and the absolute or relative 
position of the move reported back for later use. The entire 
path the motor takes may be recorded, provided the host has 
enough memory to record all of the moves made. 

There are only two commands in the 1810/11 which deal 
directly with the Joystick. These are 10 (hex) and 11 (hex), 
which disable and enable the Joystick, respectively. Control 
must be given to the Joystick via the 1810/11 Joystick enable 
command if moves are to be made under Joystick control. Motor 
posi tlon may be determined by using position requests, commands 
80, 82 and 83 (hex). 

Command 80 (hex) reports the position from the last place 
the Joystick stopped the motor. The 1810/11 has 
several status lines available to it from the Joystick 
so that it is "aware" of whether or not the motor is 
moving under Joystick control. 

Co •• and 82 (hex) reports absolute position with respect to 
the last home position found during a go-home sequence. 

Co __ and 83 (hex) reports absolute position with respect to 
absolute zero. 

NOTE: Home position and absolute zero position are both 
reset upon power-up. 

Connecting the 852 Joystick is accomplished by first con
necting a 20 pin flat cable header to the Joystick connector, J3. 
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From this header, a flat cable is routed to the Mu1tibus frame 
where it is attached to I5-pin D-type bulkhead connector. From 
there the standard cable which is provided with the 852 Joystick 
is connected between the bulkhead connector and the 852 Joystick. 
Refer to Appendix C for a complete connector listing. 

G. Encoder Interface (1811 only). 

The Encoder interface (J6) on the 1811 allows the 1811 to 
respond to an incremental encoder for positioning purposes. The 
interface is not designed to monitor/correct-for velocity errors, 
the interface allows verification of position, and motor stall 
detection. Appendix E lists and describes the commands which are 
used for postion maintenance/stall detection. The Indexer 
understands all of these commands as well as all of the open-loop 
comcands listed in Appendix A. 

The Encoder interface is a very powerful addition to the 
1810. It allows defini tion of the number of pu 1 ses sent to the 
motor for how many pulses are expected from the encoder (command 
BOh). Because of this it is possible to use virtually any 
resolution encoder. Further, the encoder need not be mounted 
directly on the motor. In situations where the load could well 
be in a different place from that of the motor, such as when a 
gear train of some sort is involved, the encoder may be mounted 
where it will do the most good. An example of this is driving 
the load through a series of gears. It would be very nice to be 
able to ignore the backlash induced by the geartrain and get down 
to business. Putting the encoder on the load would cause any 
closed-loop move (you may choose either open- or closed-loop 
moves at any time) to automatically compensate for backlash and 
gear ratios in the gear train. 

1. Electrical Considerations 

A schematic of the encoder input is shown in Appendix F. 
Connec tion of the encoder to the 1811 will typica 11 y be 
accomplished by running a cable to a bulkhead connector 1n the 
MULTIBUS card rack, and then running a 26 pin flat cable from the 
bulkhead to J6 on the 1811 using a flat cable header. 
Connections for the encoder connector may be found in Appendix C 
along with a translation of flat cable to D-connector pinouts. 

There are test points clearly labeled A and B next to the 
Encoder connector which may be used to establish whether or not 
the encoder input is working properly. These two test points 
should have a square wave signal on then (900 out of phase) any 
time the encoder is moved. Position tracking (closed-loop) does 
not have to be enable for this to occur. 

A and B channel inputs are required for position tracking 
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and stall detection, the home input is only required if a home 
position is needed. The home input need not come from the 
encoder either. The home input may come from any appropriate TTL 
compatible switch as referenced in the installation section of 
this manual. For example, using a linear encoder on an X-Y stage 
you may want to utilize the home line on the encoder because that 
input goes active only once in the entire range of travel, is 
similar in electrical characteristics to the A and B channel 
inputs and can be wired in the same harness as the other encoder 
inputs. 

A rotary encoder, on the other hand, which is attached 
directly to the motor gives its home indication once per 
revolution. This is of little value in most applications. To 
get around having the once per revolution home mark the encoder 
has a home enable input which, when inactive, causes the home 
input to be ignored. Thus, another switch is required that will 
be active only when the motor is within one revolution of the 
home area. 

2. Encoder Resolution (lines). 

The resolution of the encoder, usually given in lines is 
multiplied by four times by the 1811. This is done through a 
quadrature detection technique. Thus, if you have a 1,000 line 
incremental encoder, the 1811 will see it as a 4,000 line 
encoder. This is also known as specifying the poat-quadrature 
encoder resolution. When specifying the number of motor steps to 
encoder steps (command BO) you must specify the encoder 
resolution multiplied by four. 

3. Usable Encoder Resolution 

The ratio of motor pulses to encoder pulses should probably 
not get smaller than 2:1. The reason for this is a practical 
one, and is not restricted by the 1811. Simply stated, as the 
distance moved by a single motor step approaches the size of an 
encoder step it becomes increasingly difficult to position the 
motor accurately. Consider the following diagram. 

Motor step alze--> 

Encoder atep size--> 

Motor steps equal one-half an encoder atep 

In this example the motor steps are half the size of the encoder 
steps. On paper, this might lead you to assume that there is 
plenty of room for the motor to find a particular encoder 
position. In reality, because of the elastic nature of step 
motors, it may be di fficul t for the motor to ac tually find the 
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desired position. Consider the case where the motor step size is 
different in each direction of motor travel. This would be true 
any time the motor is changing direction while driving a 
frictional load. 

Motor step size--> _1_1 ____ 1_1 

Encoder step size--> 

Motor steps are one-half an encoder step, step size is not equal. 

In the above grossly exagerated example there are still four 
motor steps to two encoder steps, but it is not clear where each 
will fall. It is possible that the backlash caused by frictional 
loading on the motor will vary the step size enough to make it 
difficult for the motor to pOSition exactly on the desired 
encoder position. 

Motor step size--> __ 1 ___________ _ 

Encoder step size--> 

Motor steps are larger than encoder step 

Should motor steps ever exceed the size of encoder steps, the 
motor would probably never find its desired position, especially 
if the load is subject to vibration. Even if it is not, the 
likelyhood of the motor positioning correctly and sitting still 
are small. When the motor steps are larger than encoder steps it 
is likely that the motor will never sit still while position 
maintainance is enabled (command ISh). 
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this bit is set go on to step two, otherwise repeat 
this step. 

2) Write the Motor Controller command string (the com
mand byte followed by any required parameter bytes) 
into the lOB. 

3) Write to the CB and set bit four, the Command-Ready
In-The-IDB bit. This indicates to the Motor Controller 
that there is a command in the IDB. 

Following step three above, the Motor Controller will go 
to the lOB and read the command string that the host has placed 
there. Commands are placed into a command buffer internal to 
the Motor Controller and are processed In sequential order. 
Following is a flow chart illustrating the above three step 
procedure. 

/\ <-------
/ \ 

/ is \ 
/ bit \ no 

/ 4 of \ I 
/ the \ 
\ STATUS /--

\ BYTE / 
\ set / 
\? / 

\ / 
\/ 
I yes 
V 

----~~--------~--~~-----place a command string 
into the INPUT DATA BUFFER 

I 
V 

,------~----------~~~-------, write a one to bit four 
of the CONTROL BYTE 

2. leading responses from the 1810/1811 

Commands that require the 1810/1811 to respond via the 
Multibus require a six step handshaking process. The first three 
steps are the same as for writing to the Motor Controller, steps 
four through six result in the host reading the message in the 
ODB. Following is a flow chart illustrating the six step proce
dure. 

1) Read the SB and check bit four, the IDB-Ready bit. If 
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this bi t is set go on to step two, othe rwise re pea t 
this step. 

2) Write the Motor Controller command string (the com
mand byte followed by any required parameter bytes) 
into the lOB. 

3) Write to the CB and set bit four, the Command-Ready
In-The-IDB bit. This indicates to the Motor Controller 
that there is a command in the lOB. 

4) Read the SB and check bit three, the ODB-Ready bit. 
If this bit is set go on to step five, otherwise 
repeat this step. 

5) Read the message in the ODB. There will always be 
sixteen bytes in the message, but only the signifi
cant bytes need be read, the extra bytes may be 
ignored. 

6) Write to the CB and set bit seven, the Message
Accepted-From-The-ODB bit. This will indicate to the 
Motor Cont ro 11 er tha t the me ssage it P laced in the 
ODS for the host has been read. If the Motor Con
troller has been waiting to send additional mes
sages to the host it will do so then. 

Following is a flowchart illustrating the above handshake 
sequence. 
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COHPUMOTOR CORPORATION 

1\ <-----
1 \ 

1 1s \ 
I bit \ no 

1 4 of \ 
1 the \ 
\ STATUS 1-
\ BYTE 1 

\ set 1 
\? 1 
\ 1 
\1 
I yes 
V 

----~----------~--~-----. place a command string 
into the INPUT DATA BUFFER 

I 
______ ~-----V~~~~------write a one to bit four 

of the CONTROL BYTE 

I 
V 

1\ <------
1 \ 

1 is \ 
1 bit \ no 

1 3 of \ 
I the \ 
\ STATUS 1-
\ BYTE 1 

\ set 1 
\? / 
\ / 
\I 
I yes 

________ ~~-V------~------. read the message in 
the OUTPUT DATA BUFFER 

I 
V 

----wr~i~t-e-a--o-n-e -t-o-:b~i:-t--.-e9-e-D----

of the CONTROL BYTE 
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2. 

The 

The Status Byte (SB) 

information available to the host via the SB is, 
POWER-UP· 

BIT STATE DEFINITION 
bIt~ Cleared User defined status bit number 0 
bit 1 Cleared User defined status bit number 1 
bit 2 Cleared User defined status bit number 2 

bit 3 Cleared ODB Ready 
bit 4 Set IDB Ready 

bit 5 Cleared Fail 

bit 6 Set Interrupt Mask Set 
bit 7 Cleared Interrupt 

• Power-up initialization takes about one second to 
complete. 

Bits 0-2 are set and cleared by commands 08-0A (hex), 
respec t i ve ly. They may be used by the hos t to indica te a Motor 
Controller status not directly supported by the 1810/1811 command 
language. For example, it is sometimes important to know how 
many moves have been made out of a sequence. The moves may be 
loaded into the sequence buffer with the user defined status bits 
set and cleared at critical places in the sequence. Then the 
host may read the status byte to see which of the user bits have 
been set, indicating where the Motor Controller is in the se
quence. 

Bits 3 and 4 are set when their corresponding data buffer 
is ready: Bit 3 is set when the ODB contains a message for the 
host, signalling the host to read the information it contains; 
and Bit 4 is set when the IDB is ready, telling the host it may 
write information to the IDB. 

Bit 5, when set, tells the host that the Motor Controller 
has detected an internal failure from which it cannot recover. 
The only way to clear this bit is to reset the Motor Controller. 
This may be done by I.} setting the reset bit (5) in the comnand 
by te, 2.) cycling power to the Motor Cont ro 11 er, or 3.} act i
vating the Multibus reset line. Motor Controller outputs are in 
a high impedance state when the unit fails, so no pulses will be 
output to the motor. Exercising the test-switch function (FF 
hex) will also set this bit. 

Bit 6 of the 5B reflects the inverse of bit 6 of the CB. 
If bit 6 of the CB is cleared (masking interrupts), or has not 
been changed since power-up, SI bit 6 will be set. When this bit 
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is cleared, an interrupt condition will cause a Multibus inter
rupt. See the sections "Installation, Configuration Jumpers" and 
"Programming, Interrupts" for more details. 

Bit 7, when set, indicates that an interrupt has occurred. 
The type of ih~errupt may be determined by looking at bits 3-5 of 
the SB. See the sections "Installation, Configuration Jumpers" 
and "Programming, Interrupts" for more details. 

D. Interrupts 

The 1810/11 Motor Controller has the capacity to interrupt 
the host on a variety of conditions. Commands 01 and AO-AF (hex) 
control these conditions, along with configuration jumpers JU18-
20. Any command that causes an interrupt to be sent to the host 
does so via the Message ready interrupt. Selecton of interrupt 
jumpers is out I ined in the section "Installation, Configuration 
Jumpers". 

There are three basic interrupts: 
Interrupt Jumper 

Input ready (IR) JU20 
Message ready (MR) JU18 
Controller failed (CF) JU19 

Status Bit 
4 
3 
5 

The Input ready (IR) interrupt signals the host that the 
1810/11 is ready to accept data into its lOB. This interrupt is 
activated by installing jumper JU20 and enabling interrupts by 
setting bit 6 of the Command Byte. Whenever these conditions are 
met and the lOB is empty, an interrupt will be generated on 
whichever Multibus line has been selected by jumpers JU63-70 
( INT7 /- INTO / ) • 

This interrupt may be used whenever it is necessary to write 
to the Motor Controller in quick succession, such as when using 
the Velocity Streaming Buffer, and you don't want to constantly 
read the Status Byte to see if the lOB is ready. To clear the 
interrupt, you must set bit four of the CB, indicating to the 
1810/11 that you have put something into its lOB. Beware, 
however, that if you haven't written to the lOB the 1810/11 will 
try to interpret whatever may be in the buffer as a command. 
This will give you unpredictable results. 

The Message ready (MR) interrupt signals the host that a 
message for it has been placed in the OOB. The host will then 
be interrupted whenever requested information has been prepared, 
or when an interrupt condition, defined by commands AO-AFh, 
occurs. The host should then read the OOB, and interpret the 
interrupt. 

If the condition which caused the interrupt was a response 
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jz disabled 

or al,I040B 

out CORT,al 
popf 

• 
• 
• 

pusbf 
eli 

jjump if 1810/11 interrupts are disabled 

jset the interrupt enable bit also 

jhit the "Command Ready" bit 
jreenable interrupts 

isave the interrupt flag 
jdisable interrupts 

aov STATE,IOffB 
aov al,I040B 

iget ready to enable interrupts 
jat the 1810/11 

out CORT ,a1 
popf 

• 

pushf 
eli 
aov STATE, 10008 
IIOV aI, lOOOH 
out CONT,a1 
popf 

jenable interrupts 
jenable interrupts 

isave the interrupt flag 
jdisable interrupts 
jget ready to disable interrupts 
jat the 1810/11 
idisable interrupts 
jenable interrupts 

As you can see, these routines restore the prior state of 
the interrupt flag with the "popf" instruction and also that 
interrupts were disabled upon entering the routines with the 
"pushf", "cli" instruction sequence. On some processors the 
interrupt flag is not so easily manipulated. In a background 
routine you might choose to use the "cli", "sti" 1nstruction 
sequence since the state of the interrupt flag should be known at 
all times there. 

E. CoaaaDd Modes 

1. Proara..iaa Modes 

The 1810/11 has two basic operating modes: indexer and 
velocity Streaaill&. Each of these modes lIlay be further divided 
into two "sub-modes." 

Indexer mode allows individual execution of commands such 
as preset-distance moves and position reportbacks, or those com-
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mands may be executed sequentially by putting them into a sequen
ce buffer. Individual commands have attributes (described below) 
which allow or disallow a given command's execution either inside 
or outside of a sequence buffer. 

The twn sub-modes for Velocity Streaming mode are Velocity
Time Streaming and Velocity-Distance Streaming. These modes gi ve 
the user great flexibility in controlling motor motion by allow
ing him (her) to specify the motor velocity for either fixed 
periods of time or distance. 

a. Indexer Mode 

The Motor Controller is put into Indexer mode upon power up 
or receipt of the command Enter open-loop indexer mode (SOh). 
When in this mode the Motor Controller may be instructed to 
execute moves of a preset distanc~relative to the current 
position or an absolute position--or constant velocity, or allow 
operation of the Compumotor 852 Joystick (commands 10h and IIh). 

In Indexer mode the host must define a move before it may 
be executed. A move may be defined as relative, absolute or 
continuous. Relative and absolute moves are of a preset distance 
a tap res e t vel 0 cit y and a c c e 1 era t ion. Th e a b sol ute po sit ion 
reference may be difined by command 30h. 

Continuous moves are executed at a preset velocity and 
acceleration. Once started, a continous move will continue until 
killed (78h), stopped (70h), or the motor enco~nters an end of 
travel limit. This contrasts relative and absolute preset moves, 
which will end after a given distance. 

The acceleration parameter specified for any of these moves 
is a linear acceleration from the starting velocity to the termi
nal velocity. The acceleration ramp is updated every two milli
seconds to provide smooth motor response. 

The velocity specified for a preset move is the maxi.um 
velocity for that move. A trapezoidal move consists of three 
parts: an acceleration ramp, a period of constant velocity, and a 
deceleration ramp. The acceleration and deceleration ramps will 
always be the same for preset moves, but may be respeclfled for 
each change in velocity of a constant velocity move. The 
constant velocity portion of a preset move has zero time allowed 
for it if the average velocity (distance move total / tiae move 
total) is more than half the specified move velocity. 

Preset moves are performed with no overshoot or creeping up 
to the end point of the move. Pulses are cut off as soon as the 
preset number of pulses has been issued. 
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All move parameters are specified in motor pulses--per unit 
time for velocity, per unit time squared for acceleration, and 
pulses of distance. This allows any motor resolution to be used 
without any sort of motor selection configuration jumpers or 
commands that would let the 1810/11 know what resolution the 
motor is: It does not need to know. 

A command has been included to allow the setting of a 
start/stop velocity (D6h). This allows use of 200/400 step 
motors without worrying about their resonant characteristics 
(which could stall the motor at low velocities.) Compumotors 
accelerate smoothly through all allowed velocity ranges. 

b. Velocity-Streaa1ng Mode 

Velocity-streaming mode, once entered, allows the host to 
specify absolute motor velocity with reference to user-defined 
units of time or distance. This way, the user may create custom 
acceleration ramps (such as a parabolic curve that will compen
sate for reduced motor torque at high velocities) or move pro
files. Inter-axial coordinated motion suitable for contouring 
may then be accomplished, or the motor may be made to follow a 
sensor whose output is read and interpreted by the host. 

The data loaded into the velocity streaaing buffer asy be 
used only once. It is then lost. Entering velocity streaming 
mode destroys any currently defined sequence buffers. 

For example: Suppose you need to move a standard Compu
motor one revolution in 100 milliseconds. This requires an 
average acceleration of 400 revolutions per second squared, and a 
maximum velocity of 20 revolutions per second. If a linear 
acceleration ramp is used, the acceleration will have to be set 
to what the motor can achieve at maximum velocity. This is less 
than what it can do at lower velocities, so the move may not be 
possible in the time allowed, unless the acceleration is tapered 
off at the high velocities. A parabolic acceleration profile 
will give the motor a high acceleration at low motor velocities, 
and then lower it as the motor's velocity increases. 

The following series of steps outlines a 25,000 pulse move 
(approximately), using the velocity-time streaming mode. These 
steps are fundamentally the same for both velocity-time streaming 
and velocity-distance streaming. 

Step 1. Issue the command to enter veloeity-t1.e streaming, along 
with the requisite parameters. 
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Command: 52 Enter velocity-streaming mode 
(in hex) 01 base frequency - 4.3690667 Mhz 

04 divide base frequency by 4 for effective clock 
00 \ 
00 \ buffer empty alarm value - o bytes 
00 I 
00 / 
00 \ rate • 2 milliseconds 
02 I 

Notes: The above command te 11 s the 1810/11 to enter 
velocity-time streaming mode with a base frequency of about 4 
Mhz, which will be divided by four for a one Mhz effective clock 
frequency. The highest frequency available for output is one-half 
of the effective clock frequency. The buffer alarm is set to 
send a message to the host when the velocity-streaming buffer is 
completely empty (the following routine should fit easily into 
the velocity-streaming buffer in one piece). The rate at which 
the motor velocity is updated is set to 2 milliseconds, for a 
very smooth motion profile. 

Step 2: Find out the size of velocity-streaming buffer. 

Command: E2 
(in hex) 

Request number of free bytes 

Not e s : This s t e p causes the 18 10/11 to tell the h 0 s t the 
amount of free space in its velocity-streaming buffer, and 1s in
cluded here for your reference, since the following data should 
fit easily into the buffer, which is about 600 decimal bytes long. 

Step 3: Load the pre-calculated data into the velocity-time 
streaming buffer (until ful L-see step 2). 

Command: 
(in hex) 

Command: 
(in hex) 

Command: 
(in hex) 

Command: 
(in hex) 

El Command name (load the v-s buffer) 
07, 2E, OE, 11, 14, A9, lA, F7, 20, F9, 26, BO, 2C, IC 
Parameter bytes 

El Command name 
31, 3D, 36, 13, 3A, 9E, 3E, DE, 42, D3, 46, 7D, 49, DC 
Parameter bytes 

El Command name 
4C, FO, 4F, B8, 52, 36, 54, 69, 56, 51, 57, ED, 59, 3F 
Parameter bytes 

El Command name 
SA, 46, 5B, 01, 5B, 72, 5B, 97, 5B, 72, 5B, 01, 5A, 46 
Parameter bytes 

Command: El Comma nd name 
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(in hex) 

Command: 
(in hex) 

Command: 
(in hex) 

Command: 
(in hex) 

59, 3F, 57, ED, 56, 51, 54, 69, 52,36, 4F, B8, 4C, FO 
Parameter bytes 

El Command name 
49, DC, 46, 7D, 42, D3, 3E, DE, 3A, 9E, 36, 13, 31, 3D 
Parameter bytes 

EI Command name 
2C, IC, 26, BO, 20, F9, lA, F7, 14, A9, OE, 11,07, 2E 
Parameter bytes 

El Command name 
00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00 
Parameter bytes 

Notes: The above commands load the velocity-time 
streaming buffer with a parabolic move profile which 
goes from zero to 375.632 Khz (15 RPS in a standard 
Compumotor) and back to zero in 100 milliseconds, and 
moves about 25,000 steps in so doing. There are 50 
parameter byte pairs; at two milliseconds per pair, 
that gives us 100 milliseconds to execute the entire 
sequence. 

Step 4: Initiate buffer execution. 

Command: 42 
(in hex) 

Perform the sequence buffer 

Step 5: Wait for the message from the 1810/11 which indicates 
that the buffer has been completed (actually, the buffer empty 
alarm). The message will begin with 52 (hex), the command which 
caused the message to be sent. 

The preceding example illustrates how to use velocity-time 
streaming. You will note that the distance the motor travels 
while the 1810/11 is in this mode cannot be guaranteed, as the 
Motor Controller is more concerned about time than distance. It 
does, however, attempt to give realistic information ultimately 
resulting in a very high acceleration 25,000 pulse move. To 
assure a mOve of the proper distance, the velocity-distance 
streaming mode should be used. For more information concerning 
the commands used above, see "Summary of the Commands." 

Iogaa Velocity Values 

The EE (hex) command, '~efine command to be executed during 
the velocity streaming buffer," allows some commands to be 
executed while streaming user data. This is done by specifying a 
specific velocity that will correspond to a specific command. 
The ve loci ty is then never executed, the specified command is 
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executed instead. The restrictions are that the command must 
have no more than two parameter bytes and must be VALID
concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAHING. Obviously, a velocity value 
of zero cannot be used because the motor could then never come to 
rest. 

Examples of the commands which could be executed while the 
velocity-streaming buffer is being executed are: 

08 Write to the user defined status bits 
09 Set user defined status bit 
OA Clear user defined status bit 
OB Set programmable output bit 
OC Clear programmable output bit 
70 Stop motion 
7C Kill motion when trigger X goes active 
81 Request current position 
89 Request stt:l.te of the limit switches 
8A Request state of the home limit switch 
8B Request direction of travel 
8C Request whether the motor is moving or not 
94 Request state of the trigger inputs 
A9 Interrupt on httting the "+" limit switch 
AA Interrupt on hitting the "_" limit switch 
AC Interrupt on trigger X active 

Suppose you would like the indexer to let you know when it 
has finished a certain portion of the velocity streaming data you 
have given it. To do this you might use the velocity 11 11 as 
your bogus velocity value. This means that anywhere the velocity 
FF FF is found in the velocity-streaming buffer the motor will 
Dot be told to go to that velocity, rather, the command 
associated with that velocity value will be executed. 

For example, 

EE command name 
FF MSB of velocity 
FF LSB of velocity 
09 Set U8er defined status bit 
02 Status bit three 
00 Not needed for data, but must be present 

The above command would signal the 1810/11 to set user status bit 
number three each time the velocity FF FF i8 encountered in the 
velocity streaming buffer. The example could be easily modified 
to clear the user-defined status bit instead of setting it. Then 
the selected bit could be toggled on and off to indicate the 
status of the execution velocity-streaming buffer. 

Up to ten special or bogus velocities may be defined. 
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VALID-withln-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 

This attribute allows a command to be performed inside 
a sequence buffer, but does not exclude its execution outside 
of a sequence buffer. Attempting to place a command without 
this attribute into a sequence buffer will cause the command to 
be ignored. 

VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buf fer-execut ion 

This attribute is a kind of "sub attribute" to VALID-in
INDEXER-aode. Commands having this attribute may be performed 
outside of a sequence buffer while a sequence buffer is being 
performed. A command cannot have this attribute and the 
attribute SINGULAR, because a SINGULAR comaand cannot be 
performed outside of a sequence buffer during sequence buffer 
execution. This attribute does not exclude a command's use 
inside of a sequence buffer or in velocity streaming mode. 

VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STIEAMING 

This attribute is similar to VALID-concurrent-with
SEQUENCE-buffer-execution. It is a "sub attribute," to VALID-in
VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode. Commands having this attribute may be 
performed while the velocity streaming buffer is being performed. 
This attribute does not exclude a command's use in indexer mode. 

F. Command Language Syntax 

A command consists of up to sixteen bytes: a single 
command byte followed by up to fifteen parameter bytes. Some 
commands require no parameter bytes and some require all fifteen 
of them, with many requiring at least one. A command requiring 
parameter bytes must have the correct number of parameter bytes 
(as specified in the Command Language), and they must be in the 
correct range, or the command cannot be interpreted. 

Unrequired parameter bytes may be filled with zeros. Using 
any other cha rac te r wi 11 cause the command to be ignored. For 
example, "perform move number 5" can be written to the 1810/11 
indexer (in hex numbers) 

as, 
40, 05 

or as, 
40, 05, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00. 

Both strings will accomplish the same result. (tn actual use, 
the user would follow the loading of this command by setting bit 
4 in the Control Byte. See "Programming, Control and Status 
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Bytes" for more information.) 

The following format is used to describe the 1810/11's 
commands. 

xx y where XX is the command name and Y is the number 
of required parameter bytes (in hex). 

Followed by each of the required parameter bytes (if any), in hex. 

AA Written here will be an explanation of each of the 
BB required parameter bytes. 
cc 
DD 

FF There may be as many as fifteen required parameter bytes. 

G. Advanced Features 

The Model 1810 Indexer has some features which make it very 
powerful and yet easy to use. The ability to predefine moves and 
then to string them together in a sequence are two examples. 
Move zero is another, but in a different vein. 

1. Pre-de fined Moves 

Instead of issuing new move parameters each time a 
different velocity, distance or acceleration is needed, pre
defined moves allow the user who knows his/her needs in advance 
to prepare ahead of time. Up to 50 moves may be pre-defined, 
and those moves may be of a preset distance or continuous, 
relative to the current motor position or relative to an absolute 
position. 

If, for example, your application always requires a one 
revolution move, a two revolution move and a three revolution 
move, these could be pre-defined. Command C8 (hex) allows 
definition of moves having a preset distance, velocity and 
acceleration. Here is an example of how it is used. 

C8 Command name 
12 Number of move (50 maximum) 
00 Velocity and acceleration ranges (Compumotor standard) 
00 \ 
04 \ Velocity • 262,144 pulses/second 
00 I 
00 / 
00 \ 
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04 \ Acceleration - 262,144 pulses/second 
00 / 
00 / 
00 \ 
00 \ Distance - 25,000 pulses 
61 / 
A8 / 

Once the move is defined it may be executed by referring to 
it by number. The command to do this is 40 (hex) "Perform move 
number 'X'''. To use it, 

40 Command name 
12 Command number. 

A move remains defined until it is redefined or until the 
indexer is reset. This is true even in velocity-streaming mode, 
even though the moves are inaccessible in that mode. They will 
still be there when the indexer is returned to indexer mode. 

The advantage of being able to quickly specify which move 
is needed is an obvious advantage of having the move predefined. 
Another advantage is that the move gets underway in less time. 
When the move is pre-defined it is also pre-calculated. This is 
to say that all required calculations regarding the move profile 
are done in advance. Some indexers require as long as 30 
milliseconds to calculate moves. Because the 8088 microprocessor 
has a divide instruction it can do it in less than half that 
time. But when pre-defined moves are used motor motion will 
begin wi thin fi ve milliseconds of receipt of the command. The 
time savings netted by using pre-defined moves can mean the 
difference between making the move in the required time and not 
making the move, especially when the time allotted for the entire 
move is under one-half ~econd. 

2. Sequence Buffers 

Sequence buffers allow amplification of effort. They allow 
the listing of commands for execution from a single command. In 
it~ simplest form, as sequence buffer consists of a list of 
commands which are to be repeatedly performed 1n sequence. The 
commands can be move commands, of course, but also the user
defined status bits may be set or cleared, the programmable 
output bits may be manipulated, series of commands may be put in 
loops and execution of the sequence may be halted to wait for the 
occurrance of an external trigger. 

An example of how to define a sequence buffer is, 

D9 Begin sequence buffer definition 
08 Number of the sequence (15 maximum) 
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40 Execute a predefined move 
12 Move number 12 (hex) 

OB Set programmable output bit 
01 Output bit number one 

40 Execute a predefined move 
05 Move number 05 (hex) 

OC Clear programmable output bit 
01 Output bit number one 

20 Repeat the following (this command starts a loop) 
03 three commands 
00 --- fifteen times 
OF 

40 Execute a predefined move (first part of the loop) 
08 Move number 08 (hex) 

2A Wait (second part of the loop) 
02 --- for two seconds 

83 Request current absolute position (third part of loop) 

D8 End sequence buffer execution 

The above example would define a sequence to be executed 
upon receipt of a single command, 41 (hex) "Perform a sequence 
buffer". You'll notice that pre-defined moves can be used in 
a sequence. This saves memory space. Even though up to fifteen 
sequence buffers may be defined, they all have to fit into a 
fixed amount of available memory space. By using pre-defined 
moves less of that memory space is used up in defining commands. 
Also, any sequence can calIon any pre-defined move: pre-defined 
moves are not limited for use with a single sequence buffer. 

Sequence buffers are lost when velocity strea.1ng .ode is 
entered. Room can be made available for new sequences, however, 
by deleting old sequences with the DA (hex) command, "Delete 
sequence buffer r'. The sequence buffer is about 600 decimal 
bytes long. 

3. Move Zero 

Move zero may be thought of as the unsung hero of the pre
defined moves. This is the move that uses the default 
acceleration and velocity defined in command 31 (hex). Move zero 
may be ca 11 ed us ing commands 33 and 34 (hex) which are the "Go 
to relative position X", and "Go to absolute position X", 
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respectively. These are the only preset aoves which .ay be 
executed while in velocity atreaa1ng .ode. 

Unfortunately, move zero cannot be called by the "Perform move X" 
command. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 

Physical Description 

Board to Board Spacing: Center to center spacing of 0.6 inches 
+/ - 0.02 inches (15 mm +/ -.5 mm). 

Board Thickness: 0.062 inches +/- 0.005 inches (1.5 mm +/-.1 mm). 

Component Lead Length: 0.093 inches maximum. 

Component Height: 0.420 
tive components 
inches (10.1 mm). 

inches (10.6 mm). 
are limi ted to 

Electrically conduc
be reduced to 0.400 

Dimensions: 12.00 inches by 6.75 inches (305 mm by 172 mm). 

Weight: 0.9 lb (0.4 kg), Shipping: 3.0 Ib (1.4 kg) 

Environmental Data 

Operating Temperature: 320 to 1310 F (00 to 550 C) 

Storage Temperature: -220 to 1850 F (-300 to 850 C) 

Humidity: 10 to 90%, non-condensing 

Performance 

Stepping Accuracy: 
Velocity Accuracy: 
Velocity Repeatability: 

+/- 0 steps of preset distance 
+/- 0.01% of set rate 
+/- 0.01% of set rate 

Velocity Range: 0.017 steps/sec to 1,092,267 steps/sec 
(in 6 user selectable ranges) 
0.00001 steps/sec2 to infinity Acceleration Range: 
(in 3 user selectable ranges) 

Electrical 

Power: +5 Volts DC at 2.7 Amps nominal, 3.0 Amps maximum 
(Supplied by the Multibus backplane.), exclusive of any 
current drawn by devices attached to the 1810/11 other 
than a Compumotor Motor-Driver. 

Inputs and Outputs 

There are seven external connectors on the 1810/11 indexer, 
six located on the top board edge and the MULTIBUS PI 
connector. The MULTIBUS P2 connector ls, not used. The six 
top edge connectors are: Auxiliary, Joystick, Motor-Driver, 
Chassis ground, Encoder and Expansion. The Expansion connector 
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is reserved for Compumotor use and so is not listed here. For 
pinout listings of these connectors see Appendix C. 

The electrical characteristics and functions described in 
this section use the term LS TTL equivalent load. This means 
an input at a TTL high level (2.0 volts to 5.5 vol ts) will sink 
20 microamps of current, and an input at a TTL low level (0.8 
vol ts to 0 volts) will source 0.4 milliamps of current. 

The following foraat is used to describe the six top edge 
connectors' signa 1 s. 

SIGNAL (DIRECTION WITH RESPECT TO THE 1810/11 INDEXER) 
ACTIVE STATE (oaitted if this is undefineable) 

Paragraph describing the signal's function. 

Description of the signal's electrical characteristics. 

The seven connectors to be described, in the order of their 
description, are the AUXILIARY connector, the ENCODER connector 
(on 1811 boards only), the EXPANSION connec tor, the JOYSTICK 
connector, the MOTOR/DRIVER connector, the CRASIS GROUND 
CONNECTOR, and the MULTIBUS PI connector. 

AUXILIARY CONNECTOR 

The AUXILIARY connector is a 20-pin flat-cable header. All 
outputs are 3.7 vol ts nomina I, 60 milliamp maximum sink 
or source, short-circuit protected, unless otherwise noted. 
Inputs are two LS TTL equivalent loads or less with 3.3 Kohm 
pullups and 0.1 microfarad noise filter capacitors to ground, 
unless otherwise noted. 

SBUTDOWR IN 
ACTIVE LOW 

(IRPUT) 

Activating this input can cause the motor to shutdown. 
This input must first be enabled via a command to the inde
xer, "enable SHUTDOWN IN." If the enabling command is not 
issued activating SHUTDOWN IN will have no effect. This 
input is shared with the SHUTDOWN IN input on the JOYSTICK 
connector and, therefore, may not be used if a Joystick 
.is being used. If one issues the command "turn on/off the 
remote power shutdown" and this input has been enabled 
the command will have no effect. Thus, control over 
the remote power shutdown output bit (SHUTDOWN on the 
MOTOR/DRIVER connector) belongs exclusively to either this 
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input or the aforementioned command, not to both at the same 
time. 

This input is shared with the SHUTDOWN IN input on the 
JOYSTICK connector and may not be used if a joystick is 
connected to the indexer. 

CW LIMIT (INPUT) 
ACTIVE BIGB 

Extreme mechanical limit stop. Activation of this input 
causes the indexer to stop any motor motion in the clock
wise direction within 200 microseconds. The signal must 
remain active for a minimum duration of 75 microseconds. 

This input may be wired to a normally-closed limit switch 
of suitable contact rating. The polarity, normally-closed, 
is "fail-safe" in that an open connection causes the motor 
to stop if moving clockwise. An on-board jumper is 
provided to bypass this input if no limit switch is 
connected to the input. 

CCW LIMIT ( INPUT) 
ACTIVE BIGH 

Same as CW LIMIT except it affects motion in the 
counterclockwise direction. 

BOME LIMIT (INPUT) 
ACTIVE RIGH 01. LOW 

This input is not used to stop motion as the CW and CCW 
LIMIT inputs are. It identifies a ''HOME position" that may 
be used as a reference point. For example, exercising 
the command "go to the HOME limit switch" will cause the 
indexer to search for the HOME limit switch. This input 
is shared with the HOME ENABLE input on the ENCODER 
connector and, therefore, is not available 1f the board 
is being used in a closed-loop configuration (Closed-loop is 
available only on 1811 boards). 

This input is not jumper defeatable. 

Tl.IGGER '1 and 16 (IRPUT) 
ACTIVE BIGH IDGE 

These are user defined inputs. 
that can be issued to the 
these inputs, such as "wait 
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for trigger 1 to go active." 
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The ENCODER connector is a 20-pin flat-cable header. It 
is used only with the closed-loop option (available only on the 
1811 board). All outputs are capable of dri ving twenty LS TTL 
equivalent loads, unless otherwise noted. Inputs are two LS 
TTL equivalent loads or less with 3.3 Kohm pullups and a 0.1 
microfarad noise filter capacitor to ground, unless otherwise 
noted. 

CR. At- aDd B+ (INPUT) 

Refers to 90 0 out of phase signals that are normally 
provided by incremental encoders. 

High impedance (lOOk ohm nominal) input from one phase of 
a quadrature encoder signal. Normally a TTL level 
compatible signal. 

CR. A- and B- (INPUT) 

High impedance (lOOk ohm nominal) input optionally 
connected to a complementary output of a quadrature 
encoder signal. Should be left unconnected if this 
input is not used or not required. 

CH. z+ (INPUT) 

Identical to CH. A+ (above) except that this input 
applies to the HOME channel of the encoder signal. 

CR. Z- (INPUT) 
ENCODER-IS 

Identical to CH. A- (above) except that this input 
applies to the HOME channel of the encoder Signal. 

BOME ENABLE (INPUT) 
ACTlft BIGB 

This signal is used with systems having Channel Z 
connected to a rotary encoder. This input marks the 
encoder revolution in which the HOME bit from CH. Z is 
valid. 

This input is usually connected to a normally-closed 
limit switch of suitable contact rating. This input is 
shared with the HOME LIMIT input on the AUXILIARY connector 
and therefore cannot be used if the HOME LIMIT input on the 
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AUXILIARY connector is being used. 

STEP OUT (OUTPUT) 
ACTIVI BIGH 

STEP output from the quadrature detector. This output 
can be used to monitor encoder pulses after the quadra
ture detector has conditioned the quadrature input sig
nals. The encoder circuitry is a times four detec
tor, therefore, four pulses will be seen for every line 
of the encoder. Pulses are nominally 229 nanoseconds 
wide with a maximum repitition rate of 4.37 HHz. 

DIRECTION OUT (OtrrPOT) 

DIRECTION output from the quadrature detector. This 
output can be used to track the direction of the pulses 
coming out of STEP OUT (above). A jumper on the 1810/11 
board inverts the polarity of this signal. 

+5 VOLTS (OUTPUT) 

This supply voltage is connected to the MULTIBUS +5 volt 
signal via a one ohm resistor. It is limited to 250 mil
liamps of current. 

SHIELD 

Connected to chassis ground via user's connection 
to the SHIELD CONNECTOR. This line provides a shield 
ground point for an external cable coming into a "0" 
connector, if that shield is not grounded at the encoder 
or elsewhere. 

JOYSTI<Z 

This is a 20-pin flat cable header intended to allow 
convenient connection to the Compumotor two-axis Joystick, 
Hodel 852. The flat cable is normally terminated with a 
fifteen pin "D" bulkhead connector which connects to the 
standard COlllpumotor 2100 to Joystick cable. All outputs 
are 3.7 volts nominal, 60 milliamp maximum sink or source, 
short-circuit protected, unless otherwise noted. All inputs are 
two L5 TTL equivalent loads or less with 3.3 Kohm pullups and 
ha ve 0.1 microfarad noise capaci tors to ground, unless 
otherwise noted. 
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to the JOYSTICK connector. 

STEP IN (IBPUT) 
ACTIVE HIGH 

Pulse train from a Joystick. Pulse width is limited to 
250 nanoseconds and repitition rate of 2 megahertz. 
Pulses are routed directly to the STEP output on the 
MOTOR/DRIVER connector when the Joystick has been enab
led by the appropriate command to the 1810/11 indexer. 
Therefore, one will see out of STEP (on the MOTOR/DRIVER 
connector) exactly what one puts into this input when the 
Joystick is enabled. 

There is no 0.1 microfarad fil ter capacitor to ground on 
this input. 

DIRECTION IN (IRPUT) 

Direction signal from the Joystick. When this input is 
high it is interpreted as a request for motion in the CW 
direction. When this input is low it is interpreted as a 
request for motion in the CCW direction. It is assumed 
that this signal will not change unless it is both preceded 
and followed by an active AT ZERO signal. AT ZERO must be 
active for at least four milliseconds before and four 
milliseconds after the DIRECTION IN signal changes. 

There is no 0.1 microfarad filter capacitor to ground on 
this input. 

JOYSTIO[ +5 VOLTS (IRPUT) 

SHIELD 

This supply voltage is connected to the MULTIBUS +5 volt 
signal via a one ohm resistor. It is limited to 250 mil
liamps of current. The Compumotor model 852 Joystick uses 
this line to power opto-isolators. 

Connected to chassis ground via user's connection to USER 
CHASSIS GROUND CONNECTOR. Provides a shield ground point 
for external cables coming into a ''0'' bulkhead connector 
without splitting that wire out of the flat cable (ribbon 
cable). 
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IIlTOJ./DIlIVD. 

A 26-pin flat cable header. The flat cable may be termi
nated with a 9-pin "D" bulkhead connector for convenient 
connection to present Compumotor driver cables, or with a 25-
pin "D" to accommodate future Compumotor drivers with added 
features. Outputs are 3.7 volts nominal, 60 milliamp maximum 
sink or source, short circuit protected, unless otherwise noted. 
Inputs are two LS TTL equivalent loads with 3.3 Kohm pullup 
resistors and 0.1 microfarad noise filter capacitors to ground, 
unless otherwise noted. Returns for the following outputs are 
differentially driven, they are not grounds. 

STEP (OUTPUT) 
ACTIVE HIGH 

Step pulse to Motor-Driver. Pulse width is a function of 
chosen velocity range with minumum width equal to 229 
microseconds at a maximum repitition rate of 2.18 mega
hertz. Pulse width is always one half the period of 
the maximum frequency out for the chosen velocity 
range. (Velocity ranges are a function of move defini
tions and of velocity-streaming mode definitions.) 

DIRECTION (OUTPUT) 

This signal is a TTL high when motion in the CW direction 
is expected and a TTL low when motion in the CCW direction 
is expected. 

UMOTI SBDTDOWR (OUTPUT) 
ACTIVE HIGH 

Compumotor drives will turn off current to the motor's 
windings when this signal goes active. 

CW STEP (OUTPUT) 
ACTIVE LOW 

Same as STEP output except active only for clockwise 
motion. This output is intended for driving non-Compumotor 
drives. 

This output is an open-collecter driver. A maximum pullup 
voltage of 40 volts may be used and it will sink a maximum 
of 300 milliamps. 
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CCW STEP (OUTPUT) 
ACTIVE LOW 

Same as STEP output except active only for counterclockwise 
motion. This output is intended for driving non-Compumotor 
drives. 

This output is an open-collector driver. A maximum pullup 
vol tage of 40 vol ts may be used and it will sink a maximum 
of 300 milliamps. 

MOTOK/DUVER +5 VOLTS (I1IPtrr) 

SHIELD 

This supply voltage is connected to the MULTIBUS +5 volt 
signal via a one ohm resistor. It is limited to 250 mil
liamps of current. 

Connected to chassis ground via user's connection to USER 
CHASSIS GROUND CONNECTOR. Provides a shield ground point 
for external cables coming into a ''D'' bulkhead connector 
without splitting that wire out of the flat cable (ribbon 
cable). 

IIJLTIBUS PI 

This connector is the main MULTIBUS connector. All 
loading, drive capabilities, and timing of signals on this 
connector conform to the MULTIBUS specifications as outlined 
in the "INTEL MULTIBUS SPECIFICATION." This publication is 
available from: 

Intel Corporation 
3065 Bowers Avenue 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 

Ask for publication number 9800683 

Section three and Appendix B of the above publication describe 
in detail the requirements of all of the defined MULTIBUS 
signals on the Pl connector. The following MOLTIBUS signals are 
used on the 1810 indexer PI connector. 

D71 through DOl 

ADR13/ through ADRO/ 
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Eight bit data bus. 

Twenty bit address bus. 
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INT7/ through INTO/ 

INlT/ 

lORC/ and IOWC/ 
or 

MRC/ and MWC/ 

XACK/ 

AACK/ 

INRI/ and INH2/ 
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Eight interrupt lines. 

System reset line. 

I/O read command and I/O write 
command or memory read command 
and memory write command. 

Data transfer acknowledge. 

Advanced acknowledge. 

Inhibit one and Inhibit two. 
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OP~LOOP COMlWm DUInTIORS 

Following is a list of the commands that can be issued to 
the 1810 Indexer. Commands for the 1811 Indexer are listed in 
Appendix E, Closed-Loop commands. Each of the commands is a 
single binary byte (represented here by hex numbers), giving a 
maximum of 256 commands. You will note that not all of the 
commands have been defined. Undefined commands will be ignored. 
Some commands require additional bytes, called parameter bytes, 
in order to completely specify the command. 

00 
01 
08 
09 
OA 
OB 
OC 
OD 
OF 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

20 
21 

28 
29 
2A 
2B 
2C 
2E 

30 

31 
32 
33 

34 

The format of the list of commands is (horizontally), 
1.) the command number (in hex), 
2.) the number of parameter bytes required (in hex), and 
3.) the command's defini~ion. 

0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 

0 
0 
1 
1 
1 

3 
1 

1 
4 
2 
2 
2 
4 

0 

A 
1 
4 

4 

Null command, does nothing 
Interrupt "X" 
Write "X" to the user defined status bits 
Set user defined status bit number "X" 
Clear user defined status bit number "X" 
Set programmable output bit number "X" 
Clear programmable output bit number "X" 
Write "X" to the programmable output bits 
Define bit "X" to indicate state "Y" 

Disable the Joystick 
Enable the Joystick 
Turn off/on remote power shutdown 
Disable/enable the "remote shutdown in" bit 
Set CW motion equal to +/-

Repeat the following ''X'' commands IT' times 
Repeat the following "X" commands until a CONTINUE 
is received 
Wait for a CONTINUE 
Wait "X" milliseconds 
Wai t .. X" seconds 
Wait "X" minutes 
Wait for TRIGGER "X" to go active 
Define the absolute open-loop postion as "X" 

Define present position as the absolute zero 
position 
Define default velocity & default acceleration 
Perform the default move (trapezoidal continuous) 
Go to relative position I'X'I at default velocity 
and acceleration 
Go to absolute position ''X'' at default velocity 
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83 

84 
85 
86 
88 
89 
8A 
8B 
8C 
80 

8E 
8F 

90 
91 
92 
93 

94 
95 
97 

AO 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
A8 
A9 
AA 
AB 
AC 
AF 

C8 

CB 

CE 

06 
07 
D8 
D9 
DA 

o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 

o 
1 
1 
o 

o 
o 
o 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
o 

E 

E 

B 

4 
1 
o 
1 
1 
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Request position relative to the absolute zero 
position 
Request current direction 
Request current velocity 
Request current acceleration 
Request current move status 
Request state of the limit switches 
Request state of the HOME limit switch 
Request direction of travel 
Request whether motor is moving or not moving 
Request whether motor is at constant, nonzero 
velocity or not 
Request whether motor is or is not accelerating 
Request whether motor is or is not decelerating 

Request present mode 
Request move parameters for move number "X" 
Request commands stored in the sequence buffer 
Request state of the move definitions (complete or 
incomplete) 
Request state of the TRIGGER inputs (2-5) 
Request state of the Joystick status input 
Request the state of the programmable output bits 

Interrupt at the start of the next move 
Interrupt at the start of every move 
Interrupt at constant nonzero velocity of the next move 
Interrupt at constant nonzero velocity of every move 
Interrupt at the next end of motion 
Interrupt at every end of motion 
Interrupt the next time the motor hits the + limit 
Interrupt every time the motor hits the + limit 
Interrupt the next time the motor hits the - limit 
Interrupt every time the motor hits the - limit 
Interrupt on TRIGGER "X" active 
Inhibit all of the above interrupts 

Define move "X," define it as a relative, 
trapezoidal move 
Define move "X," define is as an absolute, 
trapeziodal move 
Define move "X," define it as a continuous, 
trapezoidal move 
Define the start/stop velocity 
Delete move "X" 
End definiton of sequence buffer 
Begin definition of sequence buffer "X" 
Delete sequence buffer "X" 
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EO 
El 
E2 

E3 
EE 

FD 
FE 
FF 

C 
E 
o 

F 
5 

o 

o 

1810/11 MOTOR CONTROLLER OPERATOR'S MANUAL 

Place data into the velocity-distance buffer 
Place data into the velocity-time buffer 
Request , of free bytes in velocity
streaming/sequence buffer 
Place the following data into the distance-time buffer 
Define command to be executed during the velocity 
streaming buffer. (or Define bogus velocity 
streaming value) 

Request software part number and revision 
reserved (self-test report) 
Perform the test switch function 
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eo ... nd Defln1tlollJl 

00 o lful.l cOIIIIIIlnd. does nothing 

This command does absolutely nothing. It is necessary for 
indicating a 'no command exists' condi tion. If this command is 
sent to the indexer nothing will happenl The only place this 
command has any use at all is when it is used in conjunction with 
the EE command. which defines commands to be executed during 
execution of the velocity streaming buffer. 

01 1 Interrupt "r' 

00 -> FF. the interrupt number. (an identifier) 

This command is a simple interrupt. It will place a 
message into the OUTPUT DATA BUFFER to be read by the host 
and generate a "message ready interrupt" if this interrupt 
is enabled. It may be used to indicate a location within 
a sequence buffer or for debugging the "message ready 
interrupt." The parameter byte. which must be supplied, is an 
identifier for the user. After power up or reset interrupts are 
disabled. 

The following list illustrates the message one would 
receive in the OUTPUT DATA BUFFER as a result of this command. 

01 identifies the command which generated the 

00 -> FF 

00 

00 

message 
the parameter byte supplied with this 
command ("X") 

bytes three through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VAL ID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
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08 1 write ~ to the user defined atatus bits 

00 -> 07, state one wishes to set the three user defined status 
bits to 

The three user defined status bits (which can be read in 
the indexer's STATUS BYTE) will reflect the parameter byte. For 
example, if one sends the command string 08h, OSh user bit 
zero will be set, user bit one will be cleared, and user 
bit two will be set. Since there are three user defined status 
bits the parameter byte may only be OOh through 07h, any 
other parameter byte is considered incorrect and ignored. After 
power on or reset the user defined status bits are set to zero. 

09 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAHING 

1 Set user defined status bit a_her "r' 

00 -> 02, user defined status bit number "X" 

Set the specified user defined status bit. The difference 
between this command and the above command (08h) is this com
mand acts on a specific bit without affecting the other two 
user defined status bits in the STATUS BYTE, while the above 
command (08h) acts on all three user defined status bits at 
once. The parameter byte indicates which user defined status 
bit is to be set. The three user defined status bits are 
labeled 0, 1, and 2; therefore, the parameter byte may be a OOh, 
a OIh, or a 02h. Any other parameter byte is considered incor
rect and the command will be ignored. After power on or reset 
the user defined status bits are set to zero. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VELOCITY STREAMING MODE VALID 
VALID WRILE PERFORMING THE VELOCITY STREAMING BUFFER 
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OJ. 1 Clear user defined status bit nuaber "I" 

00 -> 02, user defined status bit number "X" 

Clear the specified user defined status bit. The dif-
ference between this command and the above command (OSh) is 
this command acts on a specific bit without affecting the 
other two user defined status bits in the STATUS BYTE, while 
the above command (08h) acts on all three user defined status 
bits at once. The parameter byte indicates which user defined 
status bit is to be cleared. The three user defined status 
bits are labeled 0, 1, and 2; therefore, the parameter 
byte may be a OOh, a Olh, or a 02h. Any other parameter byte 
is considered incorrect and the command will be ignored. After 
power on or reset the user defined status bits are set to zero. 

01 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-wi th-SEQUENCE-buffer-execut ion 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

1 Set progr .... ble output bit nuaber wI" 

01 or 02, programmable output bit number "X" 

Set the specified programmable output bit. The 
parameter byte indicates which programmable output bit is to be 
set. The two programmable output bits are labeled 1 and 2; 
therefore, the parameter byte may be a Olh or a 02h. Any other 
parameter byte is considered incorrect and the command is 
ignored. After power on or reset the programmable output bits 
are set. 

VALID-with1n-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-1n-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-w1th-SEQUENCE-buffer-execut1on 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAHING 
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OC 1 Clear progr_ble output bit Dumber "X" 

01 or 02, programmable output bit number "X" 

Clear the specified programmable output bit. The 
parameter byte indicates which programmable output bit is 
to be cleared. The two programmable output bits are 
labeled 1 and 2; therefore, the parameter byte may be a 01h or 
a 02h. Any other parameter byte is considered incorrect and the 
command will be ignored. After power on or reset the programma
ble output bits are set. 

OD 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAHING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

1 Write .X" to the progr .... ble output bits 

00, 02, 04 or 06 
Bit 1 corresponds to programmable output bit 1. 
Bit 2 corresponds to programmable output bit 2. 
All other bits of the parameter byte are undefined 
and are ignored. 

When bit 1 or bit 2 is set, the corresponding programmable 
output bit will be set; when bit 1 or bit 2 is cleared, the 
corresponding programmable output bit will be cleared. This 
command allows changing the state of the programmable output bits 
simultaneously, using a single command. 

There is no "don't care" state associated with either of 
the bits: using this command affects the state of both program
mable output bits. If you wish to write to only one of the 
programmable output bits and not affect the state of the other 
programmable output bit use the OB and OC commands which will set 
and clear the programmable output bits individually. 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAHING 
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indexer display the state of the Joystick request input by both a 
programmable output bit and a user-definable bit. 

It is expected that the OF command will be sent once only 
during initialization. It is an extremely powerful command. It 
can be used in place of requesting information and reading the 
response to a request. For instance. the 8C command is commonly 
used to determine whether the motor is moving or not. Using the 
8C command involves waiting for the input buffer to be ready to 
receive a command. sending the 8C command, indicating the command 
has been sent. waiting for the message to return, reading the 
message, and indicating that you have read the message. There 
are quite a few steps involved here and they usually take about 5+ 
milliseconds to accomplis~ 

Using the OF command, you can simply read the status byte, 
look at the previously defined bit, and know at that instant 
whether or not the motor is moving. In essence, it gives you a 
much more accurate view of the state of the machine. It also 
involves a much simpler and faster process for determining that 
state. 

There is a way to "undo" previously programmed codes. You 
can do thi s by using the null code. For i nstanc e, if use r bi t 0 
is being used to indicate the moving/not moving state, and you 
later want it not to indicate any state, i.e., remain constant, 
send a OF 00 00 00. 

This sequence says, "define user bit 0 to indicate the null 
code state, and leave the bit in its previous state." The last 
parameter byte has no effect. The first parameter byte indicates 
which bit to be defined, in this case, user definable bit O. The 
second parameter byte, 00, means we wish to delete that bity from 
indicating any state. It is not expected that the null code will 
r-e used very often. 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-wi thin-a-SEQUENCE-buffe r 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 
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10 o Disable the Joystick 

This command will disable use of the model 852 Joystick 
if a Joystick is currently enabled. Disabling of the Joy
stick occurs whether or not the motor is moving. If the 
Joystick has not been enabled this command has no affect. 
After power on or reset the Joystick is disabled. 

11 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 

o Enable the Joystick 

This command will enable use of the model 852 Joystick. 
The Joystick may not be enabled if the remote power shutdown 
is ac t i ve or if motion is occuring. When the Joys tick is 
enabled the indexer tracks the Joystick's position, therefore, 
the distance the Joystick has moved the motor may be deter
mined by interrogating the indexer. Moving the Joystick 
from zero velocity to a nonzero velocity and back to zero velo
city is considered a move, requesting the relative position 
following this sequence of events results in a report of the 
total distance traveled during that sequence. The Joystick's 
pulse frequency cannot be modified by the 1810/11 indexer as can 
be done with the 2100 indexer, the pulse frequency out of the 
1810/11 when the Joys tick is enab led is ident lea I to the pu 1 se 
frequency in from the Joystick. After power on or reset the 
Joystick is disabled. 

The indexer considers having the Joystick enabled to be 
equivalent to performing a move. In other words, any command 
that cannot be performed when the motor 1s moving can also not 
be performed when the Joystick is enabled. This is true even if 
the motor is not moving while the Joystick 1s enabled. 

SINGUlAR 
VALID-with1n-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
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12 1 Turn off/on re.ote power shutdown 

00 or nonzero, 00 - "off" and nonzero - "on" 

Turns on or off the remote power shutdown to the 
motor/driver according to the parameter byte passed. (Re
mote power shutdown is a feature of Compumotor microstep 
drives, enabling remote power shutdown turns off current to the 
motor's windings and removes the motor~s holding torque.) A 
nonzero parameter byte will turn on remote power shutdown and a 
00 parameter byte will turn off remote power shutdown. There 
are three means by which one may activate remote power shut
down: the model 852 Joystick, the auxiliary "remote shutdown 
in" bit, and this command. If the Joystick is enabled its 
remote power shutdown signal will have highest priority; if the 
"remote shutdown in" bit on the auxiliary connecter is enabled it 
will have priority; this command (12h) has lowest priority. 
This command will not be performed if the Joystick is enabled, 
if the remote shutdown in bit is enabled, or if the motor is 
moving. After remote power shutdown is turned on no moves may 
be performed nor may the Joystick be enabled, until remote 
power shutdown is turned off. After power on or reset the 
remote power shutdown is off. 

13 

VALID-wi thin-a-SEQUENCE-buffe r 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 

1 Disable/enable the "re.ote shutdown in" bit 

00 or nonzero, 00 - disable and nonzero - enable 

The "remote shutdown in" bit is an input on the auxiliary 
connector of the 1810/11 indexer, its function is to cause 
shutdown of the motor. (Remote power shutdown is a feature of 
Compumotor microstep drives, enabling remote power shutdown 
turns off current to the motor's windings and removes the 
motor~s holding torque.) A nonzero parameter byte will enable 
the "remote shutdown in" bit and a 00 will disable the "remote 
shutdown in" bit on the auxiliary connector. There are three 
means by which one may activate remote power shutdown: the 
mode I 852 Joystick, the auxil iary "remote shutdown in" bi t, 
and the previous command (12h). If the Joystick is enabled its 
remote power shutdown signal will have highest priority; if the 
"remote shutdown in" bit on the auxiliary connecter is enabled, 
via this command, it will have priority; the previous command 
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20 3 Repeat the followiq "I" c~ncle "1" tiMe 

01 -> FF, number of commands to be repeated 
00 -> FF, most significant byte of number of times to loop 
00 -> FF, least significant byte of number of times to loop 

This command can be used only in a sequence buffer, it 
has no meaning anywhere else. Its purpose is to create a loop 
in which a list of commands is repeated up to 65,535 times. A 
maximum of 255 commands may be within the loop. There is no 
nesting of loops, thus one cannot place this command within 
itself, if one does so the inner loop command is ignored. The 
first parameter byte specifies the number of commands following 
this command to be repeated. The second and third parameter 
bytes specify the number of times the loop is to be performed. 
If zero is specified for ei ther "X" or "Y" the command is 
ignored. 

21 

SINGULAR 
VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 

1 Repeat the fo1loviq "1" ca.aancla until a CONTDIUE 
is received 

01 -> FF, number of commands to be repeated 

This command can be used only in a sequence buffer, it 
has no meaning anywhere else. Its purpose is to create a loop 
that is repeated until the host computer issues a CONTINUE 
command (48h). Upon receipt of a CONTINUE command the current 
loop iteration will be completed and the next command in the 
sequence buffer following the loop is performed. Up to 255 
commands may be placed in the loop. Loops may not be nested, 
if one does attempt to nest the inner loop command will be 
ignored. 

SINGULAll 
VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
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28 1 Vai t for a CONTDIUE 

00 or nonzero, 00 - do not interrupt the host and 
nonzero - interrupt the host 

This command is only defined within a sequence buffer. 
It has no meaning outside of a sequence buffer. It causes 
the indexer to suspend processing of the sequence buffer 
until a CONTINUE command is issued by the host computer. Other 
commands may be issued and performed before the CONTINUE command 
is issued by the host, but no commands within the sequence buffer 
will be performed until a CONTINUE command is issued. If the 
parameter byte is nonzero this command will send a message to 
the host to indicate that this command has been encountered. 
If the "message ready interrupt" is enabled an interrupt will be 
generated on the host's bus. The message one will receive in 
the OUTPUT DATA BUFFER will be this command (28h) followed by 
fifteen zeroes. 

SINGULAR 
VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 

29 4 Wait wI" .tlliseconds 

00 -> FF, most significant byte of milliseconds 
00 -> FF, second most significant byte 
00 -> FF, third most significant byte 
00 -> FF, least significant byte of milliseconds 

This command is defined only within a sequence buffer, 
it has no meaning outside of a sequence buffer. It causes the 
indexer to perform a time delay before performing the next 
command 1n the sequence buffer. The first parameter byte is 
the most significant byte of the time delay and the last para
meter byte is the least significant byte of the time delay. A 
time delay of zero is invalid and will be ignored. The time 
delay number one must supply whith this command is interpreted 
as an absolute number, not as a Signed number! As 1s 
apparent, one can perform time delays of 1 to (2-32)-1 
milliseconds (approximately 50 days!). 

SINGULAR 
VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
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2A 2 Wait ~ secoDds 

00 -> FF, most significant byte of seconds 
00 -> FF, least significant byte of seconds 

This command is defined only within a sequence buffer, 
it has no meaning outside of a sequence buffer. It causes the 
indexer to perform a time delay before performing the next 
command in the sequence buffer. The first parameter byte is 
the most significant byte of the time delay and the last para
meter byte is the least significant byte of the time delay. A 
time delay of zero is invalid and will be ignored. The time 
delay number one must supply whith this command is interpreted 
as an absolute number, not as a signed number! As is 
apparent, one can perform time delays of 1 to 65,535 seconds 
(approximately 18 hours). 

2B 

SINGULAR 
VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 

2 Val t wI" IliDutea 

00 -> FF, most significant byte of minutes 
00 -> FF, least significant byte of minutes 

This command is defined only within a sequence buffer, 
it has no meaning outside of a sequence buffer. It causes the 
indexer to perform a time delay before performing the next 
command in the sequence buffer. The first parameter byte is 
the most significant byte of the time delay and the last para
meter byte is the least significant byte of the time delay. A 
time delay of zero is invalid and will be ignored. The time 
delay number one must supply whith this command is interpreted 
as an absolute number, not as a signed number! As is 
apparent, one can perform time delays of 1 to 65,535 minutes 
(approximately 45 day.). 

SINGULAR 
VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
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2C 2 Wait for TRIGGER "~ to 80 active 

01 -> 06, the trigger bit the indexer is waiting for 
00 or nonzero, the active state of the trigger bit (don't care 

if first parameter byte is either 01 or 06) 

This command is defined only within a sequence buffer, 
it has no meaning outside of a sequence buffer. This 
command is very similar in function to the '~ait for a CONTI
NUE" command (28h). When this command is encountered in a 
sequence buffer it will cause suspension of the sequence 
buffer until the desired condition is met (the specified TRIGGER 
bit becomes active). The TRIGGER bits are inputs on the 
1810/11 indexer's auxil iary connector. If a TRIGGER. bit is 
specified outside of the given range the command will be 
ignored. The active state of the trigger bit is specified in 
the second parameter byte: 00 means the TRIGGER. bit is active at 
a volts (TTL low) and nonzero means it is active at +5 volts (TTL 
high) • 

SINGULAR 
VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 

4 

00 -> FF, 

Define the absolute open-loop post ion as "r' 

most significant byte of the absolute 
open-loop position 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 

00 -> FF, 
00 -> FF, 
00 -> FF, least significant byte of the absolute open-loop 

position 

This command allows re-definition of the current absolute 
position. It gives the ability to define the absolute position 
to be some number other than its current value. 

If, for example, the best place for absolute position zero 
happens to be where a cutoff saw does its business (not a good 
place for a home sensor), a home sensor can be place some known 
distance from the saw. Then when it becomes necessary to re
verify the motor's absolute pOSition, the indexer can move the 
motor so that it finds the senBor. and the absolute position 1s 
set to the known offset of the sensor. 
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The command's four parameter bytes indicate the absolute 
open loop position "X" to be defined. This command allows 
definition of the current static position as "X". It may not be 
performed while the motor is moving. The number supplied by the 
four parameter bytes is a signed two's complement number. It has 
a range of 80 00 00 00 through 7F FF FF FF. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VAL ID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 

30 o Define present position as the absolute zero 
position 

This command causes the current position of the motor to 
be assigned the absolute zero position. The absolute zero 
position is the reference point for absolute moves. After 
power up or reset absolute zero is defined to be that position 
the motor is at when the power up or reset occured. The 
absolute zero position and the position of the HOME limit 
switch are two independent locations and only coincide if 
the user wishes them to by performing a "go to the HOME 
limit switch" command (39h) followed by this command. "define 
the present position as the absolute zero p08ition~t This 
command is ignored if the motor is moving or if the Joystick is 
enabled. 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALl D-in-VELOCITY-STREAMlNG-mod e 

31 A Define default velocity , default acceleration 

xx don't care 
XY X - veloci ty range and Y - acceleration range (see 

below) 
00 -> 7F, most significant byte of the default velocity 
00 -> FF, second most significant byte 
00 -> FF, third most significant byte 
00 -> FF, least significant byte of the default velocity 
00 -> 7F, most significant byte of the default acceleration 
00 -> FF, second most significant byte 
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00 -) FF, third most significant byte 
00 -) FF, least significant byte of the default acceleration 

This command defines a default velocity and acceleration 
to be used by the "perform the default move (trapezoidal 
continuous)," "go to relative position 'X' at the default 
velocity and acceleration," "go to absolute position 'X' at 
the default velocity and acceleration," and "go to the HOME 
limit switch at the default velocity and acceleration" commands 
(32h, 33h, 34h, and 39h). If one wishes to request the defaul t 
velocity and acceleration parameters they may do so by using 
the "request move parameters for move number 00" command (9lh) 
(i.e., let parameter byte one of the 9lh command equal 00). Move 
number zero is defined as a trapezoidal, continous move, (CEh). 

The second parameter byte determines the velocity and 
acceleration range for the default move, the available velocity 
and acceleration ranges are defined in commands C8h through D7H 
("define move 'X'''). Bytes three through six specify the 
vel oci ty. Bytes seven through ten specify the acce lera t ion. 
The velocity and acceleration are interpreted as two's complement 
numbers but must be positive, two's complement numbers. A 
negative velocity and a negative acceleration are invalid 
parameters. After power up or reset the default velocity and 
acceleration are set to zero. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 

32 1 Perform the default move (trapezoidal continuous) 

00 or nonzero, move direction, 00 - + and nonzero = -

This command will perform the default move (move number 0 
defined with the above command, 31h) as a trapezoidal, conti
nuous move (same as CEh). The parameter byte specifies the 
direction the move is to be performed, in the + direction if the 
parameter byte is 00, otherwise, in the - direction. If the 
default move has not been defined no move will be performed. 

SINGULAR 
VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
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33 4 Go to relative position "I" at defaul t velocity 
and acceleration 

00 -) FF, 
00 -) FF, 
00 -) FF, 
00 -) FF, 

most significant byte of the relative position 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the relative position 

This command tells the indexer to move UX" pulses at 
the defaul t velocity and acceleration defined with the above 
command, 31h. The relative distance specified is interpreted 
as a signed, two's complement number. A relative move may be 
performed for any distance in the signed range 80000001h through 
7FFFFFFFh (-7FFFFFFFh through +7FFFFFFFh or -(2""31)-1 through 
+(2""31)-1). A distance of 80000000h is invalid and will be 
ignored. If the default move has not been defined (with command 
31h) no move is performed. 

This command is one of the few move commands which may be 
used in VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode. 

34 

SINGULAR 
VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 

4 

00 -) FF, 
00 -) FF, 
00 -) FF, 
00 -) FF, 

Go to absolute position "I" at default velocity 
and acceleration 

most significant byte of the absolute position 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the absolute position 

This command tells the indexer to move to absolute posi
tion "X" ("X" pulses away froll the absolute zero position). 
The absolute distance apecified as a part of this command is 
interpreted as a Signed, two's complement number. Absolute 
pOSitions msy be specified only in the range COOOOOOlh 
through 3FFFFFFFh (-3FFFFFFFh through +3FFFFFFFh or -(2""30)-1 
through +(2""30)-1). The absolute zero position may have either 
sign. The indexer will move the motor at the default velocity 
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byte number four). The diagram below does not illustrate the 
motions the indexer will send the motor through to acheive the 
final approach in the specified absolute direction. 

39 

constant velocity 

------------7\ 
I \ 2) overshoot due 

1) initial search I \ to deceleration 
/ \ 

I \ /\ 
accelerating / \/ \ 

/ /\ \ 
/ I \ \ 3) recovery 

/ / \ \ 
/ I \ \ 

/ / \ \ 
/ I 4) final \ \ approach 

II -- approach ! ___ ! -- velocity 

--------~ -> <-

(offset for graphic clarity) 

active HOME edge 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 

1 Go BOME at the default velocity and acceleration 

00 or nonzero, direction in which search is to begin, 00 • + 
and nonzero • -

This command will cause the indexer to search for the HOME 
limit switch at the velocity and acceleration specified with 
command 3Ih. If the HOME limit switch is not found after 
striking both the CW limit switch and the CCW limit switch the 
search is abandoned. 

The parameter byte specifies the direction the indexer 
will begin moving the motor as it begins its search for the 
HOME input (as defined with command 38h above), i.e., whether 
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to begin searching for the HOME limit switch in the + direction 
or in the - direc tion. This command wi 11 not be performed if 
the above command (38h) has not been performed (the HOME position 
has not been defined), if the default move parameters have not 
been defined, if the motor is moving, or if the joystick is 
enabled. 

40 

SINGULAR 
VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAHING-mode 

1 Perform .ove nuaber "r' 

01 -> 32, move number 

This command will cause the indexer to perform previously 
defined move number "x." The move definition contains informa
tion specifying the distance, velocity, acceleration, direc
tion, velocity range, acceleration range, and move type (rela
tive, preset, or continuous). A move numbered outside of the 
above range is invalid and will be ignored. If a move is 
currently being performed this command is ignored. 

41 

SINGULAR 
VALID-wi thin-a-SEQUENCE-buf fer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 

1 Perform sequence buffer "xn 

01 -> OF indicates sequence buffer number 

This command causes previously defined sequence 
buffer "r' to be performed. The parameter byte must be 
supplied with this command, if it is not supplied the command is 
ignored. If a sequence buffer has not been defined this com
mand is ignored. To find out how much free space is left in the 
sequence buffer refer to command E2. 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
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42 o Perfor. the streaming buffer 

This command tells the indexer to perform the pre
viously filled streaming buffer. If the velocity, distance 
or time-distance streaming buffer is empty no action takes 
place. If the streaming buffer is emptied out faster than it 
is refilled the motor will remain at the last velocity in the 
buffer. To resume streaming the buffer must be refilled and 
this command reissued; thus, when the streaming buffer is 
emptied the 1800 is no longer "performing the streaming buffer." 

VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 

48 o CONTINUE (perfor. the next c:o.maDd) 

This command causes continuation!! If a command has 
been performed instructing the indexer to wait for a CONTINUE 
command thi s is the command it is wai t i ng for. If the indexer 
is not waiting for a CONTINUE this command is ignored. 

so 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

o Enter open loop indexer mode 

This command instructs the controller to enter open loop 
indexer mode. In open loop indexer mode one can perform relative 
moves, absolute moves, and continuous moves. Operation of the 
joystick is also permitted. Open loop indexer mode is what 
one might consider the "normal" mode of the indexer. After 
power on or reset the indexer is in open loop indexer mode. 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
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six) is a comparison number the 1800 indexer uses to determine 
if it should send a "buffer empty alarm" to the host. If the 
number of data bytes in the velocity streaming buffer equals or 
goes below this parameter (and a certain precondition has been 
met) the indexer will send the host a "buffer empty alarm." A 
"buffer empty alarm" is accomplished by sending a message to the 
host. The message sent is this command followed by the parame
ter bytes that were supplied with this command. (Sending a 
message to the host will result in a ''message ready" interrupt, 
if the interrupt has been enabled.) For example, if the third 
parameter was a 00 00 00 64h the indexer would send a "buffer 
empty alarm" to the host when the number of bytes to be proces
sed in the velocity streaming buffer was equal or less than 100 
bytes. However, the alarm would not have occured unless the 
buffer had been filled to more than 100 bytes; in other words, 
one must fill the buffer past the buffer alarm value in order to 
turn on the alarm function. In addition, the alarm will only 
be sent once, the host will not receive continuous alarms after 
the buffer goes below the buffer alarm value. Again, the 
following sequence of events must take place in order to receive 
a "buffer empty alarm." 

1) Define the buffer alarm value with parameter three 
above. 

2) Fill the velocity streaming buffer with more bytes 
than have been specified as the buffer alarm 
value. 

3) Begin velocity streaming. When the buffer empties to 
a number of bytes below the value specified as the 
buffer empty alarm a ''buffer empty alarm" message 
will be sent to the host. 

To avoid the buffer empty alarm altogether specify a buffer 
alarm value that is greater than the total size of the velocity 
streaming buffer (see command E2h). When this is done it is 
impossible to turn the buffer empty alarm function on because 
it is impossible to fill the buffer with more bytes than the 
buffer alarm value specified. 

One may reenter velocity-distance streaming mode while 
in velocity-dlstance streaming mode (but not while perfor
ming the velocity-streaming buffer). Reentering is the only 
means by which one may modify the effective clock frequency and 
the ''buffer empty alarm." If one attempts to enter velocity
distance streaming mode while the motor is moving the request 
will be ignored. The base clock frequency and the effective 
clock frequency cannot be modified if the motor is moving. 

Several move commands may be executed while 1n this mode. 
They are the "goto position at default velocity and acceleration" 
commands. Their command numbers are 33, 34, 35, and 36. 
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VAL I D-in-INDEXER-mod e 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 

52 8 Enter veloeit,-tt.e Btr...tna .ode (user profiling 
mode) 

01 -) 09, ehoose base e10ek frequency 
01 -> 10, choose divisor 
00 -) FF, MS byte of the buffer empty alarm value 
00 -> FF, second MS byte 
00 -> FF, third MS byte 
00 -> FF, LS byte of the buffer empty alarm value 
00 -) FF, most significant digit of the update rate, in milli

seconds 
00 -> FF, least significant digit of the update rate, in milli

seconds 

Velocity-time streaming mode requires that the user 
supply velocity values to be output at a predefined update 
ra tee The firs t three parame ter de termine the "ve 1 oci ty 
range" and the point at which a "buffer empty alarm" will be 
sent. The update rate is supplied as the seventh and eighth 
parameter bytes of this command. The update rate is specified 
in milliseconds and can be any value between 2 and 65,535 milli
seconds, inclusive; an update rate of zero or one millisecond 
is invalid and not allowed. Velocity values to be output by 
the indexer are supplied with the E1h command. 

Entering this mode causes any previously defined sequence 
buffers to be lost. 

The following list contains the base clock frequencies 
available and the parameter byte (parameter byte number one) 
used to choose a base frequency. 

parameter byte 
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02 
03 
04 
05 

06 
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base frequency 

4.3690667 MHz 
436.90667 KHz 
43.690667 KHz 
4.3690667 KHz 
436.90667 Hz 

273.06667 KHz 
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To avoid the buffer empty alarm altogether specify a buffer 
alarm value that is greater than the total size of the velocity 
streaming buffer (see command E2h). When this is done it is 
impossible to turn the buffer empty alarm function on because 
it is impossible to fill the buffer with more bytes than the 
buffer alarm value specified. 

One may reenter velocity-time streaming mode while in 
velocity-time streaming mode (but not while performing the 
velocity-streaming buffer). Reentering is the only means by 
which one may modify the effective clock frequency, the 
"buffer empty alarm," and the predefined update rate. If one 
attempts to enter velocity-time streaming mode while the motor 
is moving the request will be ignored. The base clock fre
quency and the effective clock frequency cannot be modified if 
the motor is moving. 

Several move commands may be executed while in the VELOCITY
STREAMING-mode. These are the "go to position at the default 
velocity and acceleration" commands. Their command numbers are 
33, 34, 35, and 36. 

53 

01 -> 
01 -> 
01 -> 
00 -> 
00 -> 
00 -> 

00 -> 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 

8 Enter distance-time streaming mode (user proflliag 
mode) 

03, choose base clock frequency 
10, choose divisor 
FF, MS byte of the buffer empty alarm value 
FF, third MS byte 
FF, LS byte of the buffer empty alarm value 
FF, most significant digit of the update rate, in milli

seconds 
FF, least significant digit of the update rate, in milli

seconds 

Distance-time streaming mode requires that the user supply 
velocity values to be output at a predefined update rate. The 
first three parameter determine the "velocity range" and the 
point at which a "buffer empty alarm" will be sent. The update 
rate is supplied as the seventh and eighth parameter bytes of 
this command. The update rate is specified in milliseconds and 
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70 o STOP aotiOD 

A controlled deceleration of any motion due to the 
performance of a move is performed. The deceleration to zero is 
at the most recent acceleration/deceleration rate. If the 
velocity streaming buffer is being performed this command 1s 
equivalent to command 78h, KILL motion. 

VALID-in INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 
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71 o DiscOiltinue the sequence buffer 

The command currently being performed in the sequence 
buffer will be completed and no more commands will be started 
in the sequence buffer. This command causes the indexer to 
leave the sequence buffer prematurely. In other words, if this 
command is issued While performing the sequence buffer one will 
not be able to restart the sequence buffer where it was disconti
nued. If the sequence buffer is not being performed this 
command has no effect. The contents of the sequence buffer 
are not lost when this command is executed. 

72 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 

o Suspend the sequence buffer; vai t for a COlfTIBUE 
to resume 

This command is similar to 7lh. Rather than premature
ly ending the sequence buffer it is temporarily suspended until 
a CONTINUE command (48h) is received. Upon receipt of a CONTI
NUE command the next command that was to be performed when the 
sequence buffer was suspended is performed. If the sequence 
buffer is not being performed when this command is executed 
the command is ignored. 

73 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 

o Discontinue a.y 8iaplar coaaand currently beinl 
performed 

Any singular command being performed at the time this 
command is executed i8 prematurely ended. If a move is being 
performed, either preset or continuous, the velocity being output 
at the time the command is issued is the last velocity output. 
In other words, the move is neither STOPPED (see command 
70h), KILLED (see command 78h), nor finished, it 1s suspendedl! 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
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7S 3 Discontinue the sequence buffer when TRIGGER "r' 
goes active 

01 or 06, 01 - TRIGGER 1 and 06 - TRIGGER 6 
00 or nonzero, 00 - disable this function, nonzero - enable 
00 or nonzero, 00 - do not send a message, nonzero - send a 

message 

This command is very similar to 71h. aatheT than 
discontinuing the sequence buffer immediately upon receipt of 
this command the sequence buffer is discontinued when the speci
fied TRIGGER input goes active. As is the case with command 
7Ih, the sequence buffer is prematurely ended and may not be 
restarted at the point of discontinuation. The second parame
ter byte turns this function on and off. A 00 parameter byte 
means an active TRIGGER I or 6 will not discontinue the sequence 
buffer and a nonzeTO parameter byte means an active TRIGGER 1 or 
6 will discontinue the sequence buffer. Following power on or 
Teset this function is disabled. The third parameter byte 
specifies whetheT the indexer is to send a message to the 
host when the specified TRIGGER goes active. If the thiTd 
parameter byte is nonzero the indexer will send a message to the 
host, which will geneTate a "message ready interrupt" on the 
host's bus if interrupts aTe enabled. The message one will 
receive will be this command byte followed by the first para
meter byte and fourteen zeroes. 

Only one function may be performed by a given TRIGGER 
input at a given time. For example, if TRIGGER 1 has already 
been initialized to STOP motion on active TRIGGER 1 no other 
function may be specified for active TRIGGER 1 until the STOP 
motion function 1s disabled. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
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76 3 Suspend seq. buffer when TRIGGER ~ goes active; 
wait for a CONTINUE to resume 

01 or 06, 01 - TRIGGER 1 and 06 - TRIGGER 6 
00 or nonzero, 00 - disable this function, nonzero - enable 
00 or nonzero, 00 • do not send a message, nonzero • send a 

message 

This command is very similar to 72h. Rather than 
suspending the sequence buffer when this command is received 
the sequence buffer will be suspended when the specified TRIG
GER goes active. Upon receipt of a CONTINUE command the next 
command that was to be performed when the sequence buffer was 
suspended is performed. If the sequence buffer is not being 
performed when the specified TRIGGER goes active the TRIG
GER is ignored. The second parameter byte turns this func
tion on and off. A 00 parameter byte means an active TRIGGER 
1 or 6 will not suspend the sequence buffer and a nonzero 
parameter byte means an active TRIGGER 1 or 6 will suspend 
the sequence buffer. Following power on or reset this func
tion is disabled. The third parameter byte specifies whether 
the indexer is to send a message to the host when the speci
fied TRIGGER goes active. If the third parameter byte is 
non-zero the indexer will send a message to the host, which 
will generate a ''message ready interrupt" on the host's bus if 
interrupts are enabled. The message one will receive will 
be this command byte followed by the first parameter byte and 
fourteen zeroes. 

Only one function may be performed by a given TRIGGER 
input at a given time. For example, 1f TRIGGER 1 has already 
been ini t ia lized to STOP mot ion on ac ti ve TRIGGER 1 no other 
function may be specified for active TRIGGER 1 until the STOP 
motion function 1s disabled. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buf£er 
VALID-ln-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-wlth-SEQUENCE-buffer-execut1on 
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7B o ItILL the ftloc:ity-atreaai1ll buffer 

Velocity-streaming is prematurely ended at the velocity 
value in effect when this command 1s executed. This command 
clears the velocity-streaming buffer. To resume velocity 
streaming one must refill the velocity streaming buffer and 
reissue the "perform the velocity streaming buffer" command 
(42h). To bring the velocity of the motor to zero the velocity
streaming buffer must be filled with a zero velocity or the 
KILL motion command must be issued (78h). 

VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

7C 3 ItILL DlOtion when nIGGEll "r loes active 

01 or 06, 01 - TRIGGER 1 and 06 - TRIGGER 6 
00 or nonzero, 00 - disable this function, nonzero - enable 
00 or nonzero, 00 - do not send a message, nonzero - send a 

message 

The effects of this comand are similar to the "KILL 
mot ion" command, (78h). Any motion tha t is occuring a t the 
time the specified TRIGGER goes active is immediately stopped. 
Pulses are stopped immediately, there is no deceleration to 
zero velocity. The action of this command is equivalent to 
hitting a limit switch. The TRIGGER is specified by the first 
parameter byte. The second parameter byte turns this function on 
and off. A 00 parameter byte means an active TRIGGER 1 or 6 
wi 11 not KILL motion and a nonzero parameter byte means an 
active TRIGGER 1 or 6 will KILL motion. Following power on or 
reset this function is disabled. The third parameter byte 
specifies whether the indexer 1s to send a message to the host 
when the specified TRIGGER goes active. If the third para
meter byte is nonzero the indexer will send a message to the 
hos t, which will generate a "message ready interrupt" on the 
host's bus if interrupts are enabled. The message one will 
receive will be this command byte followed by the first para
meter byte and fourteen zeroes. 

Only one function may be performed by a given TRIGGER 
input at a given time. For example, if TRIGGER 1 has already 
been initialized to STOP motion on active TR.IGGER 1 no other 
function may be specified for active TRIGGER 1 until the STOP 
motion function is disabled. 
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VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMlNG-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

7D 3 ~ILL the sequence buffer when TRIGGBa "X" goes 
active 

01 or 06, 01 - TRIGGER 1 and 06 - TRIGGER 6 
00 or nonzero, 00 - disable this function, nonzero - enable 
00 or nonzero, 00 - do not send a message, nonzero • send a 

message 

This command is very similar to 79h. Rather than KILLING 
the sequence buffer immediately upon receipt of the command the 
sequence buffer is KILLED when the specified TRIGGER goes ac
ti vee As is the case with command 79h, the sequence buffer is 
prematurely ended and may not be restarted at the point of the 
KILL. If TRIGGER 1 or 6 goes active when there is no sequence 
buffer being performed it has no effect. The second para
meter byte determines whether or not the specified TRIGGER is 
to be ignored. If the parameter byte is 00 an active TRIGGER 
will not cause KILLING of a sequence buffer, and if the para
meter byte is nonzero an active TRIGGER will cause KILLING 
of a sequence buffer. The third parameter byte specifies 
whether the indexer is to send a message to the host when the 
specified TRIGGER goes active. If the third parameter byte 
is nonzero the indexer will send a message to the host, which 
will generate a "message ready interrupt" to the host's 
bus if interrupts are enabled. The message one will receive 
will be this command byte followed by the first parameter byte 
and fourteen zeroes. 

Only one function may be performed by a given TRIGGER 
input. For example, if TRIGGER 1 has already been initialized 
to STOP motion on acti ve TRIGGER 1 no other function may be 
specified for active TRIGGER 1 until the STOP motion function is 
disabled. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
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7E 3 !ILL current sequence alnaular com.aod when TRIG
GER "X" goes active; wait for a CONTINUE 

01 or 06, 01 - TRIGGER 1 and 06 - TRIGGER 6 
00 or nonzero, 00 - disable this function, nonzero - enable 
00 or nonzero, 00 - do not send a message, nonzero - send a 

message 

If the sequence buffer is being performed any singular 
command being performed when the specified TRIGGER goes active 
is prematurely ended and the sequence buffer is suspended 
until a CONTINUE is recei ved. The second parameter byte 
determines whether the specified TRIGGER is to be ignored or 
not. If the parameter byte is 00 an active TRIGGER will not 
cause suspension of the sequence buffer, and if the parameter 
byte is nonzero an active TRIGGER will cause suspension of the 
sequence buffer. The third parameter byte specifies whether 
the indexer is to send a message to the host when the speci
fied TRIGGER goes active. If the third parameter byte is 
nonzero the indexer will send a message to the host, which will 
generate a "message ready interrupt" to the host's bus if inter
rupts are enabled. The message one will receive will be this 
command byte followed by the first parameter byte and fourteen 
zeroes. 

Only one function may be performed by a given TRIGGER 
input. For example, if TRIGGER 1 has already been initialized 
to STOP motion on active TRIGGER 1 no other function may be 
specified for active TRIGGER 1 until the STOP motion function is 
disabled. 

VALID-withln-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALl D-in-INDEXER-mod e 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 

7F 3 KILL the yeloclty-atreaalul buffer wheD TItIGGEIt 
"1" goes ac ti ve 

01 or 06, 01 - TRIGGER 1 and 06 - TRIGGER 6 
00 or nonzero, 00 - disable this function, nonzero - enable 
00 or nonzero, 00 - do not send a message, nonzero - send a 

message 

Velocity-streaming is stopped at the current velocity 
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being output at the time the specified TRIGGER goes active. 
This command clears the velocity-streaming buffer. To resume 
velocity streaming one must refill the velocity-streaming buffer 
and send the "perform the velocity streaming buffer" command 
(42h). To bring the velocity of the motor to zero the velo
city-streaming buffer must be filled with a zero velocity or the 
KILL motion command must be issued (78h). The second para
meter byte determines whether the specified TRIGGER is to be 
ignored or not. If the parameter byte is 00 an active TRIG
GER will not cause KILLING of the sequence buffer, and if the 
parameter byte is nonzero an active TRIGGER will cause KILLING 
of the sequence buffer. The third parameter byte specifies 
whether the indexer is to send a message to the host when the 
specified TRIGGER goes active. If the third parameter byte is 
nonzero the indexer will send a message to the host, which will 
generate a ''message ready interrupt" to the host's bus if inter
rupts are enabled. The message one will receive will be 
this command byte followed by the first parameter byte and 
fourteen zeroes. 

Only one function may be performed by a given TRIGGER 
input. For example, if TRIGGER 1 has already been initialized 
to STOP motion on act i ve TRIGGER 1 no other func tion may be 
specified for active TRIGGER 1 until the STOP motion function is 
disabled. 

80 

VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAHING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

o Bequest position relative to the beginning of the 
current move 

Five bytes are returned to the host indicating the posi
tion relative to the start of the current move or most recent 
zero velocity. If no move is in progress at the time this 
command is executed the most recent "excursion" from zero velo
city, to nonzero velocity, and back to zero velocity is repor
ted. The first byte returned is an 80h identifying the follo
wing four bytes to be in response to this command. The four 
position bytes are in two's complement notation, most signifi
cant byte first and least significant byte last. The following 
list illustrates the response one would receive from this com
mand. 
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80 

00 -> 

00 -> 
00 -> 
00 -> 

00 

00 

FF 

FF 
FF 
FF 

identifies the command the response is 
intended for 
most significant byte of the relative 
position 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the relative 
position 

bytes six through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

If one performs a sequence of continous moves that result 
in the motor travelling a relative distance greater than 
7FFFFFFFh pu I ses the response from this command will be "ga r
bage." Addi tiona lly. any other position information requested 
will be of questionable value. Thus, if one wishes to insure 
that all position information is correct and valid one must be 
sure the motor does not perform any relative moves greater than 
7FFFFFFFh pulses. 

81 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAHING 

o I.equest position relative to the end of the 
current move 

Five bytes are returned to the host indicating the posi
tion relative to the end of the current preset move. If the 
motor is not moving but the last move performed was a preset 
move that relative end position is returned. If a move is occur
ring and it is not a preset move or if the motor is not moving 
and the last move that was performed was not a preset move a 
zero position is returned (the end position of a continous move 
is undefined). If an overshoot occurs (the move is discontinued 
and then STOPPED or KILLED after passing the desired end posi
tion) the position returned is a negative number; if an 
undershoot occurs (the move is STOPPED or KILLED before it is 
finished) the position returned is a positive number. The 
first byte returned is an 8lh identifying the following four 
bytes to be in response to this command. The four position 
bytes are in two's complement form. most significant byte first 
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and least significant byte last. The following list illustrates 
the response one would receive from this command. 

82 

81 

00 -> FF 

00 -> FF 
00 -) FF 
00 -> FF 

00 

00 

identifies the command the response is 
intended for 
most significant byte of the end relative 
position 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the end relative 
position 

bytes six through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

o Request position relati'9'e to the BOME 11a1t switch 

Seven bytes are returned to the host indicating the 
position relative to the HOME limit switch position. After 
power up or reset the HOME limit switch position is defined 
as that position the motor is currently residing at. The HOME 
limit switch position will only be updated if the command "go to 
the HOME limit switch" (39h) is given. The first byte retur
ned is an 82h identifying the following six bytes to be in 
response to this command. The six position bytes are in two's 
complement form. most significant byte first and least signifi
cant byte last. The following list illustrates the response one 
would receive from this command. 

82 

00 -) FF 

00 -> FF 
00 -> FF 
00 -> FF 
00 -) FF 
00 -> FF 
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identifies the command the response is 
intended for 
most significant byte of the HOME relative 
position 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
fourth most significant byte 
fifth most significant byte 
least significant byte of the HOME rela
tive position 
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83 

00 

00 

bytes eight through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

o Bequest position relative to the absolute zero 
position 

Seven bytes are returned to the host indicating the 
position relative to the absolute zero position (which is 
defined with the 30h command). After power up or reset the 
absolute zero position is defined as that position the motor is 
residing at when power up or reset occurs. The first byte 
returned is an 83h identifying the following six bytes to be 
in response to this command. The six position bytes are 
in two's complement form, most significant byte first and 
least significant byte last. The following list illustrates 
the response one would receive from this command. 

83 

00 -> FF 

00 -> FF 
00 -> FF 
00 -> FF 
00 -> FF 
00 -> FF 

00 

00 

identifies the command the response is 
intended for 
most significant byte of the absolute 
position 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
fourth most significant byte 
fifth most significant byte 
least significant byte of the absolute 
position 

bytes eight through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

Exceeding the maximum expressable absolute position 
value (7FFFFFFFFFFFh) causes the real absolute position to be 
lost. So. if one is interested in insuring that all 
positions are valid and correct they must not exceed the maximum 
expressable absolute position. 
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84 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

o lequest current direction 

The current motor direction is returned. The direction 
returned is a OOh for travel in the + direction and an FFh for 
travel in the - direction. If the motor is not moving the 
most recent direction of travel is returned. The following 
list illustrates the response one would receive from this 
command. 

85 

84 

00 or FF 

00 

00 

identifies the command the response is 
intended for 
direction the motor is travelling or was 
most recently 
travelling, 00 - + and FF - -

bytes three through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

o lequest current .elocity 

If one is in indexer mode six bytes are returned to the 
host indicating the current velocity. The first byte returned 
is an 8Sh identifying the following five bytes to be in res
ponse to this command. The first of the last five bytes indi
cates the velocity range (see the commands to define moves, C8h 
through D7h). The last four bytes are the positive velocity 
most significant byte first and least significant byte last. 
The following list illustrates the response one would receive 
from this command if one is in indexer mode. 

85 identifies the command the response is intended for 
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00 -> FF 
00 -> FF 
00 -> FF 

00 

00 
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x • the velocity range and Y • the acceleration range 
most significant byte of the velocity 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the velocity 

bytes seven through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

If one is in velocity-streaming mode the response is 
different than the above. Only two parameter bytes are returned 
as a response to this command. The bytes returned have the 
same meaning as the velocity numbers one sends to the 1800 to 
fill the velocity streaming buffer (see commands EOh, E1h, 
51h, and 52h). The most significant bi t of the two bytes is the 
direction (1. CCWand O· CW) and the other fifteen bits, V, 
represent the unsigned frequency (velocity). The frequency 
(velocity) can be determined from the following formula: 

frequency • effective clock * (V / 65,536) 

The following list illustrates the response one would 
receive from this command if one is in velocity-streaming mode. 

85 

00 -> FF 

00 -> FF 

00 

00 

identifies the command the response is 
intended for 
direction bit and most significant byte of 
the velocity number 
least significant byte of the velocity 
number 

bytes four through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 
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86 o Request current acceleration 

Six bytes are returned to the host indicating the current 
acceleration. The first byte returned is an 86h identifying the 
following five bytes to be in response to this command. The 
first of the last five bytes returned is the velocity and accel
eration range (see the commands to define moves, C8h through 
D7h). The last four bytes are the positive acceleration most 
significant byte first and least significant byte last. The 
following list illustrates the response one would receive from 
this command. 

88 

86 

XY 

00 -) 7F 
00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 

00 

00 

identifies the command the response is 
intended for 
denotes the velocity and acceleration 
range 
most significant byte of the acceleration 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the acceleration 

bytes seven through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-executlon 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 

o Request current .ove status 

A two byte response indicating the move status. The 
first byte is an 88h indicating the command to which this 
response is directed. The second byte is the status of the 
motor. The following list defines each bit of this status byte. 

88 

bit 0 -) 1 
-) 0 

O-L COMMAND DEFINITIONS 

identifies the command the response is 
intended for 
eight bit number, each bit is explained 
below 
bit 0 is the least significant bit 
bit 7 is the most significant bit 

the + direction limit switch is asserted 
the + direction limit switch not asserted 
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89 

bit 1 -> 1 
-> 0 

bit 2 -> 1 
-> 0 

bit 3 -> 1 
-> 0 

bit 4 -> 1 
-> 0 

bit 5 -> 1 
-> 0 

bit 6 -> 1 
-> 0 

bit 7 -> 1 
-> 0 

00 

00 

the - direction limit switch is asserted 
the - direction limit switch not asserted 

the HOME limit switch is asserted 
the HOME limit switch is not asserted 

the direction of motion is - direction 
the direction of motion is + direction 

the motor is moving 
the motor is not moving 

the motor is at constant, nonzero velocity 
the motor is not at constant, nonzero 
velocity 

the motor is accelerating 
the motor is not accelerating 

the motor is decelerating 
the motor is not decelerating 

bytes three through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

o Bequest state of the ltait switches 

The s tate of the 1imi t swi tches is returned. Two bytes 
are returned, the first byte indicates the command to which the 
response is directed and the second byte indicates which, if 
any, limit switch is active. The high order nibble (most 
significant four bits) of the second byte pertain to the + 
direction limit switch and the low order nibble (least signifi
cant four bits) pertain to the - direction limit switch. 
If a nibble is set the corresponding limit switch is ac
tive, if a nibble is 0 the limit switch i. inactive. The 
following responses can be received from this command. 

89 identifies the command the response is 
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SA 

00 or OF or 
FO or FF 

00 

00 

intended for 

00 means no limit switches are active 
OF means only the - direction limit switch 
is active 
FO means only the + direction limit switch 
is active 
FF means both limit switches are active 

bytes three through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

o Bequest state of the BOM! lta1t switch 

The state of the HOME limit switch 1s returned. 
Two bytes are returned, the first byte indicates the com
mand to which the response is directed and the second byte 
indicates whether or not the limit switch is active. If the 
second byte is an FFh the HOME limit switch is active, 1f the 
second byte is a OOh the limit switch is inactive. The follo
wing response would be received from this command. 

8A 

00 or FF 

00 

00 

identifies the command the response is 
intended for 
00 means the HOME limit switch is inactive 
FF means the HOME limit switch is active 

bytes three through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 
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8B o Bequest direction of travel 

The current or most recent direction of travel is retur
ned. This is a two byte response. The first byte identifies 
the command the response is intended for and the second byte 
identifies the most recent direction of travel. The first 
byte returned is an 8Bh. The second byte will be a OOh for 
travel in the + direction and an FFh for travel in the 
direction. The response to this command is as follows. 

8e 

8B 

00 or FF 

00 

00 

identifies the command the response is 
intended for 
00 means travel in the + direction 
FF means travel in the - direction 

bytes three through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

o Request whether the aotor is aoviug or not IIOving 

Whether or not the motor is moving is answered. 
Two bytes are returned, the first byte identifies the command 
the response is intended for and the second byte indicates the 
moving/not moving status. A OOh is returned if the motor is not 
moving and ~n FFh is returned if the motor is moving. 

8C 

00 or FF 

00 

00 

O-L COMMAND DEFINITIONS 

identifies the command the response is 
intended for 
00 means the motor is not moving 
FF means the motor is moving 

bytes three through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 
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8D 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

o Bequest whether the .otor is at constant, nonzero 
velocity or not 

Whether or not the motor is at constant, nonzero velocity 
is answered. Two bytes are returned, the first byte identifies 
the command the response is intended for and the second byte 
indicates the constant, nonzero velocity/not constant, nonzero 
velocity status. A OOh is returned if the motor is not at 
constant, nonzero velocity and an FFh is returned if the motor is 
at constant, nonzero velocity. 

8D 

00 or FF 

00 

00 

identifies the command the response is 
intended for 
00 means the motor is not at constant, 
nonzero velocity 
FF means the motor is at constant, nonzero 
velocity 

bytes three through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
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81 o Reque8t whetber the aotor i8 accelerating or not 
accelerating 

Whether or not the motor is accelerating is answered. 
Two bytes are returned, the first byte identifies the command 
the response is intended for and the second byte indicates the 
accelerating/not accelerating status. A OOh is returned if the 
motor is not accelerating and an FFh is returned if the motor 
is accelerating. 

8F 

8E identifie8 the command the response is 
intended for 

00 or FF 00 means the motor is not accelerating 
FF means the motor is accelerating 

00 

00 

bytes three through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 

o Reque8t whether the aotor i8 decelerating or not 
decelerating 

Whether or not the motor is decelerating is answered. 
Two bytes are returned, the first byte identifies the command 
the response is intended for and the second byte indicates the 
decelerating/not decelerating status. A OOh is returned If the 
motor is not decelerating and an FFh is returned if the motot' 
1s dece let'ating. 

8F 

00 or FF 

00 

00 

identifie8 the command the response is 
intended for 
00 means the motor is not decelerating 
FF means the motot' is decelerating 

bytes three through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-executlon 
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91 

00 

00 

bytes eight through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

1 Bequest .ave para.eters for .ave nuaber wI" 

00 -> FF, move number 

Returns the parameters defined for move number "X." Six
teen bytes are returned. The firs t byte returned is a 91 h, it 
identifies this command as the command the response is intended 
for. The second through sixteenth bytes appear as the first 
through fifteenth bytes of a move definition. In other words, 
the returned bytes match the format of the bytes that were sent 
with the original define move command. When one is in velocity
streaming mode only the "default move" (move number 00) can be 
defined, therefore, in velocity-streaming mode one will only 
receive a response from this command if the move number is equal 
to 00. Below is an illustration of the response one receives 
from this command. 

91 

CR -> DO 

00 -) FF 
XY 

00 -> 7F 
00 -) FF 
00 -> FF 
00 -> FF 
00 -> 7F 

00 -> FF 
00 -> FF 
00 -> FF 

00 -> FF 

O-L COMMAND DEFINITIONS 

identifies the command the response is 
intended for 
identifies the move type (number is move 
definition command) 
move number 
X • velocity range and Y • acceleration 
range 
most significant byte of the move velocity 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the move velocity 
most significant byte of the move accele
ration 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the move accele
ration 
most signific~nt byte of the move posi
tion, or direction 
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92 

00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 

second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the move position 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

1 Bequest ca..ands stored in the sequence buffer 

01, always (reserved for sequence number) 

Returns the commands that have been loaded into the 
sequence buffer. Sixteen bytes are always returned. Only 
one command is returned from the sequence buffer at a time, if 
a command is not sixteen bytes long the command will be padded 
wi th zeroes to make it sixteen bytes long. The fi rs t byte is a 
92h indicating this is the command the response is meant for. 
The second through sixteenth bytes contain the command. Res
ponses are sent as long as there are commands in the sequence 
buffer. A null command will be sent to indicate the end of 
the sequence buffer, in other words, the last message sent will 
be a 92h followed by the null command (92h followed by fifteen 
zeroes). If there are any messages waiting in the message 
queue for "consumption" by the host (i.e., the host has made a 
request for some information) they wi] 1 be lost. The response to 
this command appears as follows. 

92 

on -) FI-' 
00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 

o-L COMMAND DEFINTTTON~ 

identifies the command the response is 
intended for 
command byte in the sequence buffer 
parameter one, zero if no parameter 
parameter two, zero if no parameter 
parameter three, zero if no parameter 
parameter four, zero if no parameter 
parameter five, zero if no parameter 
parameter six, zero if no parameter 
parameter seven, zero if no parameter 
parameter eight, zero if no parameter 
parameter nine, zero if no parameter 
parameter ten, zero if no parameter 
parameter eleven, zero if no parameter 
parameter twelve, zero if no parameter 
parameter thirteen, zero if no parameter 
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93 

00 -) FF parameter fourteen, zero if no parameter 

SINGULAR 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 

o lequest state of the .ove definitions (ea.plete or 
incomplete) 

The state of the move definitions is returned. This 
command is requesting whether or not all the moves that have 
been loaded into the indexer for definition have been "crunched" 
by the indexer. In other words, have the move definitions 
been converted from their raw form to a form ready for 
performing moves by the indexer. An FFh is returned if the 
moves have all been "crunched" and a OOh is returned if 
the moves have not all been "crunched." If a move has not 
been "crunched" it may still be performed by the indexer. The 
difference between a move being "crunched" and not being "crun
ched" is not the ability to perform the move but, rather, the 
delay time between asking a move to be performed and the move 
actually being executed. For all moves there are some pre-move 
calculations involved, however, if a move has been "crunched" 
the amount of pre-move calculations to be performed is mini
mized and the resulting delay time between asking that a 
move be performed and the move actually being performed is 
minimized. (If the indexer is asked to perform a move that 
has not been "crunched" the indexer will perform the "crun
ching" of that move and begin the move.) The following 
response would result from this command. 

93 

00 or FF 

00 

00 

identifies the command the response is 
intended for 
00 means not all the moves have been 
"crunched" 
FF means all the moves have been 
"crunched" 

bytes three through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
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94 o Request state of the TRIGGER inputs (2-5) 

This command will return the current state of TRIGGER 
inputs two through five. These inputs are level sensitive 
inputs; TRIGGER inputs one and six are edge sensitive inputs. 
The information is returned in one byte; bits two through five 
reflect the state of the corresponding TRIGGER input, a 1 for TTL 
high and a 0 for TTL low. The following message would be re
ceived from this command. 

94 

OOXXXXOOb 

bit o -> 0 
1 

bit 1 -> 0 
1 

bit 2 -> 0 
1 

bit 3 -> 0 
1 

bit 4 -> 0 
1 

bit 5 -> 0 
1 

bit 6 -> 0 
1 

bit 7 -> 0 
1 

00 

00 

identifies the command the response is 
intended for 
eight bit number, each bit is explained 
below 
bit 0 is the least significant bit 
bit 7 is the most significant bit 

always 
never 

always 
never 

TRIGGER 2 is currently a TTL low 
TRIGGER 2 is currently a TTL high 

TRIGGER 3 is currently a TTL low 
TRIGGER 3 is currently a TTL high 

TRIGGER 4 is currently a TTL low 
TRIGGER 4 is currently a TTL high 

TRIGGER 5 is currently a TTL low 
TRIGGER 5 is currently a TTL high 

always 
never 

always 
never 

bytes three through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 
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95 o leqaeat atate of the Joyatick atata input 

This command is used to determine whether the Joystick is 
requesting control of the motor. When the CompUlllotor Model 852 
Joystick's Enable switch is in the Enable or the Shutdown posi
tion it actively requests control of the motor. When the Enable 
switch is in the Disable position, or no Joystick is attached to 
the 1810/11's Joystick input, or power is off to the Joystick 
there will be no Joystick request. 

The 1810/11 Indexer takes no action based on the state of 
this input bit from the Joystick. So, switching the Joystick 
Enable switch to the Enable position is not recognized by the 
1810/11. This is diffe rent from Compumotor's Mode 1 2100 which 
does recognize Joystick requests. In the case of the 1810/11 
Indexer, the Enable the Joystick command (11 hex) must be issued 
to move the motor via the Joystick. 

Thus, this command is used to find out if the Joystick is 
requesting control of the motor, which would necessitate sending 
an 11 command. So, it's possible to tell if a Joystick is pre
sent, and if it wants control of the motor. Sending a 10 command 
disables the Joystick regardless of the state of the Joystick 
request input. 

A response looks like, 95 00 or FF, followed by bytes 3-16 
which are always zero and are always present. 00 indicates the 
input is low, FF indicates the input is high. 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-1n-VELOCITY-STREAHING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAHING 
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97 o Bequeat the atate of the prolr .... ble output bits 

This command ia used to determine the state of the pro
grammable output bits. In the response byte, bit 1 corresponds 
to the state of programmable output bit 1; bit 2 corresponds to 
the state of programmable output bit 2 (bit 0 is not used). The 
state returned is the programmed state of the programmable output 
bits. The response will always accurately indicate the state of 
the output circuit unless an external signal is overpowering the 
outputs, or the output circuity is defective. 

A response looks like, 97 00 or 02 or 04 or 06, followed by 
bytes 3-16 which are always zero and are always present. Bit 1 of 
the first parameter byte indicates the state of programmable 
output bit 1 and bit 2 indicates the state of programmable output 
bit 2. 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAHING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

1 Interrupt at the start of the nezt IIOve 

00 or nonzero, 00 • disable the interrupt, nonzero - enable the 
interrupt 

Interrupt the host bus when the next move begins. The 
interrupt occurs only once, at the beginning of the next move. 
Subsequent moves will not cause an interrupt. The interrupt 
one will receive from the 1810/11 indexer is a "message ready" 
interrupt, the message in the OUTPUT DATA BUFFER is this 
command (AOh) followed by fifteen zeroes. If a move 1a occur
ring at the time this command 1. issued the next move to start 
will cause an interrupt, the current move w111 not cause an 
interrupt as a result of this command. After power on or reset 
this interrupt 1s disabled. 

VALID-wi thln-a-SEQUENCE-buf fer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
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Ai 1 Interrupt at the start of eftry .ove 

00 or nonzero, 00 • disable the interrupt, nonzero • enable the 
interrupt 

Same as AOh except an interrupt will be issued every 
time a move begins. (Unless the command is issued when a 
move is in progress, then the move in progress will not cause an 
interrupt.) The message in the OUTPUT DATA BUFFER will be an 
Alh followed by fifteen zeroes. After power on or reset this 
interrupt is disabled. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 

1 Interrupt at constant, nonzero velocity of the 
next move 

00 or nonzero, 00 • disable the interrupt, nonzero • enable the 
interrupt 

Interrupt the host bus when the next move reaches con
stant, nonzero velocity. The interrupt occurs only once, at 
constant nonzero velocity of a next move. The interrupt one 
will receive from the 1810/11 indexer is the "message ready" 
interrupt, the message in the OUTPUT DATA BUFFER is this 
command (Alh) followed by fifteen zeroes. Subsequent con
stant, nonzero velocities of any moves will not cause an inter
rupt. If a move is occuring at the time this command is issued 
the next move started will cause an interrupt, the current move 
will not cause an interrupt as a result of this command. If 
constant, nonzero velocity is not reached (the move is prema
turely stopped or the performance of a preset move results in a 
triangular profile) no interrupt will be received by the host. 
After power on or reset this interrupt is disabled. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
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1 Interrupt at constant, nODZero velocity of every 
move 

00 or nonzero, 00 • disable the interrupt, nonzero • enable the 
interrupt 

Same as A2h except an interrupt will be issued every 
time any move reaches constant, nonzero velocity. (Unless the 
command is issued when a move is in progress, then the move in 
progress will not cause an interrupt.) The message one will 
receive will be an A3h followed by fifteen zeroes. If con
stant, nonzero velocity is not reached (the move is prematurely 
stopped or the performance of a preset move results in a triangu
lar profile) no interrupt will be received by the host. 
After power on or reset this interrupt is disabled. 

A4 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 

1 Interrupt at the next end of aotioD 

00 or nonzero, 00 • disable the interrupt, nonzero • enable the 
interrupt 

Interrupt the host bus when the next end of motion 
occurs. The interrupt occurs only once, when the motor 
arrives at zero velocity~ Subsequent excursions to zero 
velocity will not cause an interrupt. The interrupt one 
will receive from the 1810/11 indexer is a ''message ready" 
interrupt, the message in the OUTPUT DATA BUFFER is this 
command (A4h) followed by fifteen zeroes. After power on or 
reset this interrupt is disabled. 

VALID-wi thin-a-SEQUENCE-buf fer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
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1 Interrupt at every eDd of aotion 

00 or nonzero, 00 - disable the interrupt, nonzero - enable the 
interrupt 

Same as A4h except an interrupt will be issued every time 
end of motion occurs is reached. The message one will receive in 
the DATA BUFFER will be an ASh followed by fifteen zeroes. 
After power on or reset this interrupt is disabled. 

AS 

VALID-wi thin-a-SEQUENCE-bu ffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 

1 Interrupt the next tt.e the aotor hits the + lia1t 

00 or nonzero, 00 - disable the interrupt, nonzero - enable the 
interrupt 

Interrupt the host bus when the + direction limit switch 
is struck. The interrupt occurs only once, the first time the 
+ limit switch is struck. Subsequent active + direction 
limits will not cause an interrupt. The interrupt one will 
receive from the 1810/11 indexer is a "message ready" 
interrupt, the message in the OUTPUT DATA BUFFER is this 
command (A8h) followed by fifteen zeroes. If the + direction 
limit is active at the time this command is issued the next 
active + direction limit will cause an interrupt, the cur
rent ac ti ve + limi t will not cause an interrupt as a resul t of 
this command. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-1n-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 
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1 Interrupt every ti.e the aotor hits the + Ii.it 
switch 

00 or nonzero, 00 • disable the interrupt, nonzero - enable the 
interrupt 

Same as ASh except an interrupt will be issued every 
time the + direction limit is struck. (Unless the command is 
issued when the + limit is active, then the next active + limit 
will cause an interrupt.) The message one would recei ve in 
the OUTPUT DATA BUFFER is an A9h followed by fifteen zeroes. 
After power on or reset this interrupt is disabled. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

1 Interrupt the next ti.e the .ator hits the - l1.dt 

00 or nonzero. 00 = disable the interrupt. nonzero • enable the 
interrupt 

Interrupt the host bus when the - direction limit switch 
is struck. The interrupt occurs only once, the first time the 
- limit switch is struck. Subsequent active - direction 
limits will not cause an interrupt. The interrupt one 
will receive from the 1810/11 indexer is a "message ready" 
interrupt. the message in the DATA BUFFER is this command (AAh) 
followed by fifteen zeroes. If the - direction limit is active 
at the time this command is issued th~ next active - direc
tion limit will CAuse An i.nterrupt, the ~urrent active 
limit wtll not caURe an interrupt as a result of this 
command. After power on or reset this interrupt is diSAbled. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 
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1 Interrupt e'ftry tiJle the IIOtor hits the - liait switch 

00 or nonzero, 00 - disable the interrupt, nonzero - enable the 
interrupt 

Same as AAh except that an interrupt will be issued every 
time the - direction limit is struck. (Unless the command is 
issued when the - limit is active. then the next active - limit 
will cause an interrupt.) The message one will receive in the 
OUTPUT DATA BUFFER will be an ABh followed by fifteen zeroes. 
After power on or reset this interrupt is disabled. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAHING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

AC 2 Interrupt OD TRIGGER n~ active 

01 or 06, 01 - TRIGGER 1 and 06 - TRIGGER 6 
00 or nonzero, 00 - disable this function. nonzero - enable 

Interrupt the host bus when when the specified TRIGGER 
goes active. The interrupt one will receive from the 1810/11 
indexer is a ''message ready" interrupt, the message in the 
OUTPUT DATA BUFFER is this command (ACh) followed by the 
parameter byte (a 01 or a 06) and fourteen zeroes. 

Only one function may be performed by a given TRIGGER 
input. For example, if TRIGGER 1 has already been initialized 
to STOP motion on acti ve TRIGGER 1 no other function may be 
specified for active TRIGGER 1 until the STOP motion function is 
disabled. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 
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pulses); all three numbers are interpreted in two's complement 
form. The velocity and acceleration numbers must be specified 
as positive numbers. The distance specified is a relative 
distancel A distance of 80000000h is illegal and may not be 
specified. All of the bytes must be present in order for a 
relative move to be defined. Redefinition of a move is 
allowed by reissuing a complete define a move command. 

Only one move number "X" may be defined at any time; for 
example, one can only define one move number 9, whether move 
9 is a relative move, an absolute move, or a continuous move 
is of no relevance, there may be only one move 9. 

There are six velocity ranges defined with three accel
eration ranges per velocity range. If one fails to specify 
a defined range the move definition is invalid. The velocity 
and acceleration ranges are as follows. 

o velocity number is pulses/second (pps) 
maximum velocity is 546,133.3 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 16.667 Hertz 

1 velocity number is pulses/ten seconds (0.1 pps) 
maximum velocity is 54,613.33 Bertz 
velocity resolution is 1.6667 Bertz 

2 velocity number is pulses/hundred seconds (0.01 

maximum velocity i8 5,461.333 Bertz 
velocity resolution is 0.16667 Hertz 

pps) 

3 velocity number is pulses/thousand seconds (0.001 

maximum velocity i8 546.1333 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 0.016667 Hertz 

4 velocity number is pulses/sixty seconds (ppm) 
maximum velocity is 9,102.222 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 0.27778 Hertz 

5 velocity number is pulses/second (pps) 
maximum velocity is 1,092.266.67 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 33.333 Hertz 

o acceleration number is velocity units/second 

pps) 

1 acceleration number is velocity units/ten seconds 
2 acceleration number is velocity units/hundred 

seconds 
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A relative, preset move is defined to be an excur
sion from zero velocity to a nonzero velocity and back to 
zero veloci ty. The goal of a preset move is to get from the 
current position to a new position. Therefore, if the indexer 
is performing a preset move it considers the action of 
"performing a move" to be synonymous with the "motor l'Ilode
ving." Thus, a relative, preset move can only be performed if 
the motor is not moving. It is a good idea not to mix continuous 
moves with preset moves. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 

CI B 

01 -> FF, 
XY 

00 -> 7F, 
00 -> FF, 
00 -> FF, 
00 -> FF, 
00 -> 7F, 
00 -> FF, 
00 -> FF, 
00 -> FF, 
00 -> FF, 

00 -> FF, 
00 -> FF, 
00 -> FF, 

Define .ove "I." define it as an absolute. trape
zoidalmove 

move number 
X - velocity range and Y - acceleration range 
(see below) 
most significant byte of the velocity 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the velocity 
most significant byte of the acceleration 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the acceleration 
most significant byte of the absolute position 
(pulses) 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the absolute position 

This command will define move "r' as an absolute, trape
zoidal move to be performed by the "perform move number 'X'" 
command (40h). The first parameter byte specifies the move 
Dumber, a move number of OOh is illegal and will be ignored. 
The most significant nibble of the second parameter byte de
notes the velocity range of the move and the least signifi
cant nibble denotes the acceleration range. The velocity 
range determines the uni ts of the vel oci ty number sent, the 
maximum velocity acheivable, and the velocity resolution. The 
acceleration range determines the units of the acceleration 
number with respect to the velocity number's units. The last 
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twelve bytes specify the velocity, acceleration, and distance 
(in pulses); all three numbers are interpreted in two's 
complement form. The velocity and acceleration must be 
specified as positive numbers. The distance specified is an 
absolute distance! All of the bytes must be present in order 
for an absolute move to be defined. Redefinition of a move is 
allowed by reissuing a complete define a move command. 

Absolute positions can only be defined within the 
range COOOOOOlh through 3FFFFFFFh (-3FFFFFFFh through +3FFFFFFFh 
or -(2 A 30)-1 through +(2A 30)-1). An absolute position specified 
outside of this range is invalid. If the motor is situated 
outside of this range one must perform a relative distance move 
to return to the inside of the range before an absolute move 
can be performed. 

Only one move number "X" may be defined at any time; for 
example, one can only define one move number 9, whether move 
9 is a relative move, an absolute move, or a continuous move 
is of no relevance, there may be only one move 9. 

There are six velocity ranges defined with three accel
eration ranges per velocity range. If one fails to specify 
a defined range the move definition is invalid. The velocity 
and acceleration ranges are as follows. 

o velocity number is pulses/second (pps) 
maximum velocity is 546,133.3 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 16.667 Hertz 

1 velocity number is pulses/ten seconds (0.1 pps) 
maximum velocity is 54,613.33 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 1.6667 Hertz 

2 velocity number is pulses/hundred seconds (0.01 

maximum velocity is 5,461.333 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 0.16667 Hertz 

pps) 

3 velocity number is pulses/thousand seconds (0.001 

maximum velocity is 546.1333 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 0.016667 Hertz 

4 velocity number is pulses/sixty seconds (ppm) 
maximum velocity is 9,102.222 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 0.27778 aertz 

5 velocity number is pulses/second (pps) 
maximum velocity is 1,092,266.67 Hertz 
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velocity resolution is 33.333 Hertz 

o acceleration number is velocity units/second 
1 acceleration number is velocity units/ten seconds 
2 acceleration number is velocity units/hundred 

seconds 

An absolute, preset move is defined to be an excur
sion from zero velocity to a nonzero velocity and back to 
zero velocity. The goal of a preset move is to get from the 
current position to a new position. Therefore, if the indexer 
is performing a preset move it considers the action of 
"performing a move" to be synonymous with the "motor mo
ving." Thus, an absolute, preset move can only be performed if 
the motor is not moving. It is a good idea not to mix continuous 
moves with preset moves. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 

CE B 

01 -> FF, 
XY 

00 -> 7F, 
00 -> FF, 
00 -> FF, 
00 -> FF, 

00 -> 7F, 
00 -> FF, 
00 -> FF, 
00 -> FF, 

define .ove "X," define it aa a continuous, trape
zoidal move 

move number 
X • veloci ty range and Y • acce 1 e ra t ion range 
(see below) 
most significant byte of the continuous velocity 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte ()f the corttil1l1oUS 
velocity 
most significant byte of the accelerAtion 
second most signtficant byte 
third most significant byte 

00 or nonzero, 
least significant byte of the acceleration 
direction of the move, 00 • + and nonzero. -

This command will define move "X" as a continuous, trape
zoidal move to be performed by the "perform move number 'X'" 
command (40h). The firs t pa rame te r byte speci fies the move 
number, a move number of OOh is illegal and will be ignored. 
The most significant nibble of the spcond parameter byte denotes 
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the velocity range of the move, the least significant nibble 
denotes the acceleration range. The velocity range deter
mines the units of the velocity number, the maximum acheivable 
velocity, and the velocity resolution. The acceleration range 
determines the units of the acceleration number with respect to 
the velocity number's units. The velocity and acceleration of 
the move are interpreted as two's complement numbers, only 
posi ti ve numbers are allowed. The eleventh parameter byte 
specifies the direction of travel: 0 for travel in the + 
direction and nonzero for travel in the - direction. All of 
the bytes must be present in order for a continuous move to be 
defined. Redefinition of a move is allowed by reissuing a 
complete define a move command. 

Only one move number "X" may be defined at any time; for 
example, one can only define one move number 9, whether move 
9 is a relative move, an absolute move, or a continuous move 
is of no relevance, there may be only one move 9. 

There are six velocity ranges defined with three accel
eration ranges per velocity range. If one fails to specify 
a defined range the move definition is invalid. The velocity 
and acceleration ranges are as follows. 

o velocity number is pulses/second (pps) 
maximum velocity is 546,133.3 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 16.667 Hertz 

1 velocity number is pulses/ten seconds (0.1 pps) 
maximum velocity is 54,613.33 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 1.6667 Hertz 

2 velocity number is pulses/hundred seconds (0.01 

maximum velocity is 5,461.333 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 0.16667 Hertz 

pps) 

3 velocity number is pulses/thousand seconds (0.001 

maximum velocity is 546.1333 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 0.016667 Hertz 

4 velocity number is pulses/sixty seconds (ppm) 
maximum velocity is 9,102.222 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 0.27778 Bertz 

5 velocity number is pulses/second (pps) 
maximum velocity is 1,092,266.67 Bertz 
velocity resolution is 33.333 Hertz 
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o 
1 
2 

acceleration number is velocity units/second 
acceleration number is velocity units/ten seconds 
acceleration number is velocity units/hundred 
seconds 

A continuous move is defined to be an excursion from one 
velocity to another velocity. The goal of a continuous move 
is to get from the current velocity to a new velocity. 
Therefore, if the indexer is performing a continuous move 
the action of "performing a move" is NOT synonymous with the 
"motor moving," it is synonymous with either the act of 
accelerating or decelerating. Thus, a continuous move can 
only be performed if the motor is not accelerating or decelera
ting AND a preset move is not being performed. It is a good idea 
not to mix continuous moves with preset moves. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 

D6 4 Define the start/atop velocity 

00 -> 7F, most signficant byte of the start/stop velocity 
00 -> FF, second most significant byte 
00 -> FF, third most significant byte 
00 -> FF, least significant byte of the start/stop velocity 

This command will define the start/stop velocity. 
The start/stop velocity is a part of all moves performed. If a 
move whose velocity is less than the start/stop velocity is 
performed no acceleration is performed to that velocity, instead 
the indexer will jump to the move's defined velocity. If a move 
whose velocity is greater than the start/stop velocity is perfor
med the acceleration to the move's velocity is begun at the 
start/stop velocity and deceleration ends at the start/stop 
velocity_ The start/stop velocity is always specified in 
units of pulses per second (pps). After power on or reset the 
start/stop velocity is defined as zero. 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 
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D7 1 Delete .ova "X" 

01 -> FF, move number 

Deletes move number ''X'' from the library of defined moves 
if move "X" has been previously defined. Otherwise, this com
mand does nothing. 

D8 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execut1on 

o End definition of aequence buffer 

Instructs the indexer that the last command to be 
stored in the sequence buffer has been transmitted. Commands 
sent following this command will be interpreted literally, and 
performed. This command ends definition of whichever sequence 
buffer is currently being defined. 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 

D9 1 Begin definition of aequence buffer "X" 

01 -> OF indicates which sequence buffer is being defined 

Instructs the indexer to begin fill ing the specified 
sequence buffer. Every command sent after this command is 
considered a candidate for the seque"nce buffer except "end 
definition of sequence buffer" and "perform the teat switch 
function" (commands D8h and FFh). In other worda, no commands 
are performed after thia command has been aent to the indexer, 
they are considered for insertion into a aequence buffer; if 
they are valid sequence buffer commands they are placed 
into the sequence buffer, if they are not valid aequence 
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buffer commands they are ignored. 

Thus, no commands can be performed (except the above 
exceptionsl) while a sequence buffer is being filled. 

There is a limited amount of space allocated for all 
sequence buffers (about 600 decimal bytes). Even though 15 
sequence buffers may be defined, if the available buffer space 
becomes filled by some number of sequence buffers less than 15, 
you may not define any more sequence buffers until some space is 
made by de I eting another sequence buffer (command D7). To find 
out how much space remains in the sequence buffer refer to 
command E2. 

SINGULAR 
VAL ID-in-INDEXER-mode 

DA 1 Delete sequence buffer "r' 

01 -> OF indicates which sequence buffer is to be deleted 

This command deletes one of the 15 sequence buffers availa
ble in the 1810/11. All sequence buffers in the 1810/11 share a 
common memory, so if one or more of the sequence buffers i8 very 
large less than 15 buffers will fit into the memory available. 
Deleting a sequence buffer free8 memory making it available for 
use by other sequence buffers. The amount of space remaining in 
the sequence buffer common memory may be requested via the E2 
command. 

SINGULAR 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 

EO C Place the followinl data into the 'Yelocity
distance buffer 

00 -> FF, m08t significant byte of velocity A 
00 -> FF, least significant byte of velocity A 
00 -> FF, most significant byte of relative distance A 
00 -> FF, least significant byte of relative distance A 
00 -> FF, most significant byte of velocity B 
00 -> FF, least significant byte of velocity B 
00 -> FF, most significant byte of relative distance B 
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00 -> FF, least significant byte of relative distance B 
00 -> FF, most significant byte of velocity C 
00 -> FF, least significant byte of velocity C 
00 -> FF, most significant byte of relative distance C 
00 -> FF, least significant byte of relative distance C 

The data will be loaded into the velocity-distance stream
ing buffer if the 1810/11 is in the velocity-distance streaming 
mode, otherwise the command is ignored. The parameter bytes 
are three velocity-distance pairs. All three pairs must be 
supplied if the command is to be executed. The velocity number 
is a fifteen byte numberj the most significant bit is the sign 
bit, 1 - CCW motion and 0 - CW motion. The velocity number, 
V, has an unsigned range of OOOOh through 1FFFh. The following 
formula can be used to determine what the velocity number means 
in units of the "effective clock frequency." 

velocity - effective clock frequency * (V / 65,536) 

The lie f fee ti ve c lock frequency" is determined when ve loci ty
distance streaming mode is entered (see command 5Ih). The 
relative distance is in units of pulses. When supplying 
velocity-distance pairs one must be sure that the distance is 
such that it will take a minimum of two milliseconds to cover 
at its associated velocity. In other words, one should be 
sure the following equation is satisfied, or an incorrect 
profile can result. 

(relative distance) / (velocity) >- 0.002 seconds 

If a distance of 
distance pair is ignored; 
the distance is irrelevant 
plied! 

zero is supplied the velocity
if a velocity of zero is specified 
(and may be zero), but must be sup-

One cannot fill the velocity streaming buffer ~ith more 
bytes than it will hold! To determine how many bytes are 
avail .. ~hl~ in the velocity streaming buffer use the E2h command 
below, the E2h command will report the number of available 
bytes in the velocity streaming buffer. There must be at least 
fifteen free bytes in the velocity streaming buffer to use this 
command, if there are fourteen or fewer the data supplied with 
this command will be lost, it will not be placed into the 
velocity streaming buffer. 

VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAHING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAHING 
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Itl Place the following data into the velocity-tiae 
buffer 

00 -) FF, most significant byte of velocity number A 
00 -) FF, least significant byte of velocity number A 
00 -) FF, most significant byte of velocity number B 
00 -) FF, least significant byte of velocity number B 
00 -) FF, most significant byte of velocity number C 
00 -) FF, least significant byte of velocity number C 
00 -) FF, most significant byte of velocity number D 
00 -) FF, least significant byte of velocity number D 
00 -) FF, most significant byte of velocity number E 
00 -) FF, least significant byte of velocity number E 
00 -) FF, most significant byte of velocity number F 
00 -) FF, least significant byte of velocity number F 
00 -) FF, most significant byte of velocity number G 
00 -) FF, least significant byte of velocity number G 

The data will be loaded into the velocity-time streaming 
buffer if the 1810/11 is in velocity-time streaming mode. 
Otherwise, the command is ignored. As is apparent, one must 
load seven velocity values at a time into the velocity-time 
streaming buffer. (The time is not loaded since the indexer 
automatically updates the velocity at a prespecified rate.) 
If one is finishing a move and does not have a full seven 
velocities to place into the buffer the excess velocity values 
should be equal to the final velocity value. For example, if 
one was performing a velocity streaming move to a velocity of 
1000h and the sequence of velocities one desired to send to the 
indexer was 100h, 200h, 300h, 400h, 500h, 600h, 700h, 800h, 
900h, and 1000h the following commands would be sent to the 
1810/11 to fill the velocity-streaming buffer: 

El,Ol,OO,02,00,03,OO,04,OO,05,00,06,00 
E1,07,00,08,00,09,00,10,00,10,00,10,00 

Every time this command is used seven velocity numbers must be 
supplied. If one was to send either of the following com
mands in place of the second command above the motor would not 
end up at 1000h. In the first case the 1810/11 would ignore the 
command entirely so the motor would remain at a velocity of 
900h. In the second case the 1810/11 would go to 1000h and then 
go directly to zero on the next update. 

El,07,OO,08,OO,09,OO,lO,OO 
El,07,OO,08,OO,09,00,lO,00,00,00,00,OO 

The velocity numbers have the same meaning as they do 
for the above command (EOh). The velocity number is a fif-
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teen byte unsigned number; the most significant bit is the sign 
bit, 1· CCW motion and 0 • CW motion. The velocity number, 
V, has an unsigned range of OOOOh through 7FFFh. The 
following formula can be used to determine what the velocity 
number means in units of the "effective clock frequency." 

velocity • effective clock frequency * (V / 65,536) 

The "effective clock frequency" is determined when velocity
time streaming mode is entered (see command 52h). 

One cannot fill the velocity streaming buffer with more 
bytes than it will hold! To determine how many bytes are 
available in the velocity streaming buffer use the E2h command 
below, the E2h command will report the number of available 
bytes in the velocity streaming buffer. There must be at least 
fifteen free bytes in the velocity streaming buffer to use this 
command, if there are fourteen or fewer the data supplied with 
this command will be lost, it will not be placed into the 
velocity streaming buffer. 

Dh 

VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

o lequest , of free bytes in velocitr-strea.1na/se
quence buffer 

This command reports back to the host the number of bytes 
available in the sequence buffer if the 1810/11 indexer is in 
indexer mode (see 50h command) and the number of bytes available 
in the velocity streaming buffer 1f the 1810/11 indexer is in 
velocity streaming mode (see commands 51h and 52h). Five bytes 
are returned to the host, this command followed by the number 
of free bytes. The number of free bytes returned is a four 
byte number. The following illustrates the response one would 
receive from this command. 

E2 

00 

00 
00 -> FF 
00 -> FF 
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distance-time buffer to insure the 1810 travels a distance which 
is the sum of all the distances in the buffer, and comes to zero 
velocity. The following formula can be used to determine at 
what each (distance included) will be traveled. 

velocity - D/(update rate *1 msec) 

The "update rate" is determined when distance-time streaming 
mode is entered (see command 53h). Care must be taken to insure 
that the resultant velocity does not exceed the maximum specified 
by the clock frequency and divisor specified in the 53 command. 

One cannot fill the distance streaming buffer with more 
bytes than it will hold! To determine how many bytes are 
available in the streaming buffer use the E2h command below, 
the E2h command will report the number of available bytes in the 
streaming buffer. There must be at least fifteen free bytes in 
the velocity streaming buffer to use this command, if there are 
fourteen or fewer the data supplied with this command will be 
lost, it will not be placed into the streaming buffer. 

EE 

VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

5 Define command to be executed during the 
streaming buffer. (or Define bogus 
streaming value) 

the most significant byte of special value 
the least significant byte of special value 
command to be executed 

00 -> FF 
00 -> FF 
00 -> FF 
00 -> FF 
00 -> FF 

first parameter byte of command to be executed 
second parameter byte of command to be executed 

This command defines a command which will be executed upon 
the indexer finding a special, or bogus, velocity value when 
executing the velocity streaming buffer. The special velocity 
values can be any nuaber except zero. In distance-time 
streaming, the value 8000h is also exclued. The commands which 
can be executed upon reaching a special velocity value in a 
velocity streaming buffer must be VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING
mode and they must be VALID-concurrent-w1th-VELOCITY-STREAMING. 
In addi tion, they are 1 1mi ted to 1, 2 and 3 byte commands--that 
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is, commands which have 0, I, or 2 parameter bytes. The null 
command (00 hex) is a special command for the EE function and is 
used to delete a velocity marker, or undefine a velocity marker. 

The way this command is used is to say, for instance, 7F FF 
would be defined as a special velocity. One might define it to 
set a programmable output bit. So the command sequence sent to 
accomplish this would be EE 7F FF OB 01 00. That sequence would 
accomplish setting programmable output bit 1 whenever 7F FF is 
found in the velocity streaming buffer. Notice that the third 
parameter byte is used even though the OB command does not 
require it, the EE command requires all five parameter bytes to 
be filled whether they are used or not. 

10 special velocity markers may be defined, so you might 
have a corresponding special velocity value of 7F FE that would 
be set up to clear programmable output bit one whenever a 
ve loci ty val ue of 7F FF is encountered. This way you can mark 
points within the buffer. If two or more special velocity mark
ers are encountered in the buffer in a row, only the last one 
will be executed. In other words, one cannot have consecutive 
special velocity values. Enough time must be allowed for the 
command associated with a special velocity to be executed before 
another special velocity marker is be encountered. If, for 
instance, you have a special velocity marker in the buffer, a 
real velocity, then another special velocity marker in the buf
fer, the second special velocity marker would not be executed if 
the command associated with the first special velocity marker was 
still in the process of being executed. Therefore, one shou 1 d 
allow enough time for commands associated with special velocity 
markers to be executed. 

Generally, .ost of the commands associated with special 
velocity markers take approximately two to four milliseconds to 
execute. So, if you assure that there will be about a four 
millisecond time frame between special velocity markers in a 
buffer, there should be no problem. If you find that a command 
associated with a special velocity marker is not being executed, 
it may be due to its being too close to another special velocity 
marker. 

If you wish to undefine a special velocity as a marker, 
you would send, aa the parameter bytes, the special velocity 
val ue and three zeros, i.e., the null command referred to above. 
The null c01lllland will erase that special velocity marker from the 
table. 

VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 
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I'D o Request software part auaber aDd revisioD 

This command enables the user to determine the part number 
and revision letter or the software in the 1830 Indexer, without 
removing the Indexer from the host. The information is returned 
in a twelve or thirteen character string, with each byte being 
one ASCII character. The following message would be received 
from this command: 

FD 

39 
34 
2D 

xx ••• xx 
2D 

xx ,XX 
XX 

(XX) 

identifies command for which the response is 
intended 
ASCII character "9" 
ASCII character "4" 
ASCII character "_" 
Six ASCII characters representing the port number 
ASCII character "_" 
two ASCII characters representing revision number 
ASCII character representing revision letter 
ASCII character representing revision letter 
modifier. This character will only be present on 
indexers containing temporary, or intermediate, 
software. 

VAL ID-i n-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 
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APPDDIX • 

Following is a list of the configuration juapers on the 
1810/11 Motor Controller. Most jumpers are either explicitly 
labelled on the board or are located between others so 
labelled. The jumpers are ordered roughly as you would read a 
page. Jumpers that are mutually exclusive are so noted below, 
except where it is physically impossible to install two jumpers 
because they share a pin. 

Caution: Before inspecting the configuration jumpers, 
verify the revision level of the printed circuit board you are 
using and follow the appropriate column below. The revision 
level may be found on the right side of the component side of the 
board (MULTIBUS connector toward you). The number is 61-002154-
XX, where XX is the revision level of the board. 

On revision -03 and -04 boards, Jumpers JUS, 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 
12, 15,23,28,44,57 and 59 are installed at the factory. 

On revision -01 and -02 boards, Jumpers JU1, 2, 12,25,32,41, 
42, 43, 48, 50 and 68 are installed at the factory. 

Juaper installed produces stated condition • 

.JUMPER 
-04 -02 
-03 

JUI 
JU2 

JU3 
JU4 

JUS 
JU6 

JU7 
JU8 

JU9 
JU10 

JU3 
JU6 
JU7 
JU9 

JU2 
JUI 

DESCRIPTION 
P.C Board Revision 

Bypass Trigger bit one. 
2732 EPROM used. 
27128 EPROM used. 
27128 EPROM used. 

User Programmable bit lor, 
Motor-driver Gearshift function. 

User Programmable bit 2 or, 
Motor-driver Overdrive function. 

Bypass CW Limit. Note 
Bypass CCW Limit. Note 

Shutdown driven differentially or, 
Shutdown driven single-ended. 

Motor-driver Fault or, 
Trigger bit three. 

1. 
1. 

JUll Motor-driver Slip Fault or, (see next page) 
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MULTIIUS Address MOde: 
JU43 JU31 12 bit addressing or more 
JU44 JU32 8 bit addressing 

JUMPER DESCIIPTlOR 
-03 -02 P.C Board Revision 
- - tlJLTlBUS Board Addre •• : 
JU45 JU39 Bit 1 weight - 2 
JU46 JU38 Bit 2 weight - 4 
JU47 JU37 Bit 3 weight - 8 
JU48 JU36 Bit 4 weight - 16 
JU49 JU35 Bit 5 weight - 32 
JU50 JU34 Bit 6 weight - 64 
JU51 JU33 Bit 7 weight - 128 

JU52 JUI0 8k by 8 RAM used. 
JU53 JUll 2K by 8 RAM used. 
JU54 JU8 27256 EPROM not used. 
JU55 27256 EPROM used. 

JU56 JU49 MULTIBUS MWTC/ Install 
JU57 JU50 MULTIBUS IOWC/ Install 
JU58 JU47 MULTIBUS MRDC/ Install 
JU59 JU48 MULTI BUS IORC/ Install 

JU60 JU51 MULTIBUS INRI/ Enable 
JU61 JU53 MULTIBUS AACK/ Enable 
JU62 JU52 MULTIBUS INH2/ Enable 

JU63 JU54 MULTIBUS INT7/ from 1810/11 
JU64 JU55 MULTIBUS INT6/ from 1810/11 
JU65 JU56 MULTI BUS INT5/ from 1810/11 
JU66 JU57 MULTIBUS INT4/ from 1810/11 
JU67 JU58 MULTIBUS INT3/ from 1810/11 
JU68 JU59 MULTIBUS INT2/ from 1810/11 
JU69 JU60 MULTIBUS INTI/ from 1810/11 
JU70 JU61 MULTIBUS INTO/ from 1810/11 

if memory-mapped. 
if I/O mapped. 
if memory-mapped. 
if I/O mapped. 

Note 
Note 
Note 

Interrupt Note 
Interrupt Note 
Interrupt Note 
Interrupt Note 
Interrupt Note 
Interrupt Note 
Interrupt Note 
Interrupt Note 

Note 1. Install if there is no external limit. 
Note 2. Install if input not used. 

4. 
5. 
4. 

6. 
6. 
6. 
6. 
6. 
6. 
6. 
6. 

Note 3. Only one of JU24 thru JU28 may be installed. 
Note 4. Install if 1810/11 "shadows" system RAM. 
Note 5. Install to increase bus rate. 
Note 6. Only one of JU63 thru JU70 may be installed. 

CONFIGURATION JUMPERS Pale 1-3 RIs 4.0 
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MOTOI/D1tIVD. CORDC'l'OIt 

J3 on -03/-04 Board 
(26-pin header) 

Pinout for -03/-04 boards 
J3 

Pin 11 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

Signal 

Step 
Step return 
Direction 
Direction return 
CW step 
Remote shutdown 
CCW step 
Remote shutdown return 
Shield 
Gearshift return 
Gearshift 
Fault reset return 
Fault reset 
DC common 
Motor/driver +5 volts 
Drive fault return 
Drive fault 
Slip fault return 
Slip fault 
Overdrive return 
Overdrive 
DC common 
Reserved 
(n.c.) 
(n.c.) 
(n.c.) 

CONNECTOR LISTING Pale 0-2 

J4 on -01/-02 Board 
(26-pin header) 

Pinout for -01/-02 boards 
J4 

Pin ! Signal 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

Step 
Step return 
Direction 
Direction return 
CW step 
Remote shutdown 
CCW step 
Remote shutdown return 
Shield 
DC common 
Reserved 
Boost return 
Boost 
DC common 
Motor/driver +5 volts 
Boost shutdown return 
Boost shutdown 
Driver shutdown return 
Driver shutdown 
Alarm return 
Alarm 
Drive error return 
Drive error 
(n.c.) 
(n.c.) 
(n.c.) 

Rls 4.0 
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JOYsnc:z CODBC'!OR 

J4 on -03/-04 Board 
(20-pin header on -03) 
(16-pin header on -04) 

Pinout for -03/-04 boards 
J4 
~! Signal 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16-20 

Remote enable 
Shield 
Di rec tion in 
DC common 
At zero 
Joystick +5 volts 
Step in 
(n.c.) 
(n.c.) 
(n.c.) 
Remote acknowledge 
(n.c.) 
Shutdown in 
(n.c.) 
(n.c.) 
(n.c.) 

CONNECTOR LISTING 

J3 on -01/-02 Board 
(20-pin header) 

Pil101lt for -01/-02 boards 
J3 

Pin , 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Signal 

Remote enable 
Shield 
Direction in 
DC common 
At zero 
Joystick +5 volts 
Step in 
(n.c.) 
(n.c.) 
(n.c.) 10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

Remote acknowledge 
(n.c.) 
Shutdown in 
(n.c.) 
(n.c.) 

16-20 (n.c.) 

Pa.. 0-3 R.ls 4.0 
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APPERDIX D 

Pre sented here are two of programs wri t ten in the C 
programming language which might be used by a host computer to 
read from and write to the 1810/11 Indexer. They were written 
with the idea of presenting a means by which the user could cut 
development time when using a Compumotor 1810/11 Indexer; and 
they have been used in a variety of forms with great success, but 
they have not been run in the form you see here. For this reason 
you may want to use the programs as structuring examples rather 
than cutting and pasting them into your present system. 

Program names 
1810U.C 
FIFO.C 

Introduction: 

Description 
Utility program written in C 
Read/Write program written in C 

The following functions are written two different ways, one 
assumes the 181X board is I/O mapped and the other assumes the 181X 
board is memory mapped. The I/O mapped version of the function will 
be written first followed by the memory mapped version of the 
function. For I/O mapping the function will work with either eight 
bit or twelve bit I/O mapping (assuming the functions "in", "out", 
"i fifo", and "0 fifo" are written to accomodate either number of 
address bits). Memory mapping is a very strong function of your 
particular MULTIBUS CPU card and its associated processor. The 
memory mapping functions may need to be modified depending upon your 
computer's ability to address the MULTIBUS's total one megabyte 
memory address space. No assumption is made as to the number of 
address bits involved when using the 181X in the memory mapped 
space. 

These functions have been written to be explanatory, not efficient 
or elegant. There is no guarantee that they will work exactly as 
written here, however, versions of these have been used. 

Program '1: 1810U.C 

IIdefine COMMAND Ox10 /* if set in CONTROL, command in FIFO 
IIdefine RESET Ox20 /* if set in CONTROL, reset 1810 
#define ENB INT Ox40 /* if set in CONTROL, enables interrupts 
IIdefine MSG-RED Ox80 /* if set 1n CONTROL, message was read 

'define MSG RDY Ox08 /* if set in STATUS, message 1s ready 
#define BFR-RDY Ox10 1* if set in STATUS, buffer is ready 
#define FAILED Ox20 /* if set in STATUS, 181X has failed 
#define INT MSK Ox40 /* if set in STATUS, interrupts are masked 

SAMPLE PROGRAMS 1n C Page B-1 Rls 4.0 
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Ddefine INTRUPT OxSO 1* if set in STATUS, lS1X has interrupted us 

'define STAT ADDR address+l 
'define CTRL-ADDR address+l 
'define DATA-ADDR address+o 

1* STATUS BYTE address 
1* CONTROL BYTE address 
1* DATA BUFFER address 

'define PASS 
#define FAIL 

o 
-1 

1* zero means passed 
1* nonzero means failed 

*1 

*1 
*1 
*1 

*/ 
*/ 

/************************************************************************/ 
/* */ 
/* SNDCMD - General function to write commands to the lS1X's FIFO. *1 
/* *1 
/* This function will send a variable length message to the lS1X's *1 
/* INPUT DATA BUFFER. Included in this function are handshakes to test *1 
/* that the INPUT DATA BUFFER is ready and to signal to the lS1X that */ 
/* there is a command ready in it's INPUT DATA BUFFER. *1 
1* *1 
/* Name and Form of the function: *1 
1* *1 
1* sndcmd (address, command array. number of bytes) *1 
1* char *addressj *1 
1* char *command array; *1 
1* int number of bytes; *1 
1* *1 
1* *1 
1* Input to the function: *1 
1* *1 
1* Array containing the commands to be sent, and a number *1 
1* indicating the number of bytes of the array to be sent. */ 
1* *1 
1* *1 
/* Output from the function: */ 
/* *1 
/* A PASSIFAIL flag is returned to the caller. *1 
/* *1 
/* *1 
1* Functions called: */ 
/* *1 
1* stat wait 0 fifo out */ 
/* */ 
1************************************************************************/ 

SAMPLE PROGRAMS in C Page ~2 RIs 4.0 
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/* I/O aapped veraioD, SNDCMD */ 

sndcmd (address,cmd arr,nbr bytes) 
char *address; - - /* base address of the 18lX */ 
char *cmd_arr; /* array containing one 18lX command */ 
int nbr bytesj /* number of characters in the command */ 
{ -

} 

if {stat wait (STAT ADDR,BFR RDY) !- BFR RDY) 
return (FAIL); - /* indicates timeout without getting */ 

/* buffer ready signal */ 

o fifo (DATA ADDR,nbr bytes,cmd arr)j /* put a command into the FIFO */ 
out (CTRL ADDR,COMMAND)j - /* tell 18lX there is a command */ 
return (PASS); 

/* Memory mapped veraion, SNDam */ 

sndcmd (address,cmd arr,nbr bytes) 
char *address; - - /* base address of the 18lX */ 
char *cmd_arr; /* array containing one 181X command */ 
int nbr bytes; /* number of characters in the command */ 
{ -

} 

if {stat wait (STAT ADDR,BFR RDY) !- BFR RDY) 
return (FAIL); - 1* indicates timeout without getting */ 

1* buffer ready signal */ 

for (; nbr bytes; nbr bytes--){ 
*DATA-ADDR • *cmd:arr; 
cmd_arr++; 

} 

*CTRL ADDR - COMMAND; 
return (PASS); 

1* put a command into the FIFO */ 

/* tell 18lX there is a command */ 

SAMPLE PROGRAMS in C Page »-3 RIs 4.0 
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/************************************************************************/ 
/* */ 
/* RCVCMD - General function for reading the 181X'. FIFO. */ 
/* */ 
/* This function will read a variable length message from the 181X's */ 
/* FIFO. Included in this function are handshakes to test that the */ 
/* OUTPUT DATA BUFFER has a message ready to be read and to signal to */ 
/* the 181X that the OUTPUT DATA BUFFER has been read. */ 
/* */ 
/* */ 
/* Name and Form of the function: */ 
/* */ 
/* rcvcmd (address, command array, number of bytes) */ 
/* char *address; */ 
/* char *command array; */ 
/* int number of bytes; */ 
/* */ 
/* */ 
/* Input to the function: */ 
/* */ 
/* Array to receive the commands from the FIFO and a number */ 
/* indicating the number of bytes to be read from the FIFO. */ 
/* */ 
/* */ 
/* Output from the function: */ 
/* */ 
/* A PASS/FAIL flag is returned to the caller. */ 
/* */ 
/* */ 
/* Functions called: */ 
/* */ 
/* stat wait i fifo out */ 
/* */ 
/************************************************************************/ 

SAMPLE PROGRAMS in C Page D-4 Rls 4.0 
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1* I/O .. pped version, I.CVCIID *1 

rcvcmd (address,cmd arr,nbr bytes) 
char *addressj - - 1* base address of the lalX */ 
char *cmd arrj 1* where we will put the lalX response */ 
int nbr bytesj 1* number of bytes to be received *1 
{ -

} 

if (stat wait (STAT ADDR,MSG ROY) 1- MSG ROY) 
return (FAIL); - 1* indicates timeout without getting */ 

1* message ready signal *1 

i fifo (DATA ADDR,nbr bytes,cmd arr); 
out (CTRL ADDR,MSG RED)j -
return (PASS); -

1* read FIFO message. */ 
/* tell lalX the message is read*/ 

1* Memory .. pped version, ltCVam */ 

rcvcmd (address,cmd arr,nbr bytes) 
char *address; - - 1* base address of the lalX *1 
char *cmd arrj 1* where we will put the lalX response *1 
int nbr bytes; 1* number of bytes to be received *1 
{ -

} 

if (stat wait (STAT ADDR,MSG ROY) 1- MSG ROY) 
return (FAIL); - /* indicates timeout without getting *1 

/* message ready signal */ 

for (; nbr bytes; nbr bytes--){ 
*cmd arr - *DATA ADDR; 

/* read a message from the FIFO */ 

cmd_arr++j -
} 

*CTRL ADDR - MSG RED; 
return (PASS); 

1* tell lalX we read the message */ 

/************************************************************************/ 
1* */ 
1* STAT WAIT - Function to wait for a status bit from the 181X. */ 
/* */ 
/* This function will read the specified port until its contents *1 
/* match the mask. If the bit does not get set after a maximum number */ 
/* of reads a zero is returned. If the function is successful the mask *1 
1* is returned. */ 
1* */ 

SAMPLE PROGRAMS in C P.. D-S RIs 4.0 
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/* Meaory mapped versioll, I_FIFO */ 

i fifo (address,nbr bytes,cmd arr) 
char *address; - - /* address of the l8lX's DATA BUFFER */ 
int nbr bytes; 1* number of characters to be read *1 
char *cmd arr; 1* array to be filled */ 
{ -

while (n !- O){ 

} 
} 

*cmd arr - *address; 
cmd_arr++; 
n--· , 

SAMPLE PROGRAMS in C Page »-9 

1* read the DATA BUFFER */ 
1* point to next slot in array */ 
1* decrement # of reads *1 

RIs 4.0 
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/************************************************************************/ 
/* */ 
/* 0 FIFO - Sends a character string to the 181X's DATA BUFFER. */ 
1* */ 
1* This function will send a variable length message to the 181X's *1 
1* INPUT DATA BUFFER. */ 
/* */ 
/* Name and Form of the function: */ 
1* */ 
/* 0 fifo (address, number of bytes, command array) */ 
/* char *address; */ 
1* int number of bytes; */ 
/* char *command array; */ 
/* */ 
/* */ 
/* Input to the function: */ 
/* */ 
/* Array containing the bytes to be sent and a number */ 
/* indicating the number of bytes of the array to be sent. */ 
/* */ 
/* */ 
/* Output from the function: */ 
/* *1 
1* none */ 
/* */ 
/* */ 
/* Functions called: */ 
/* */ 
/* out */ 
/* */ 
/************************************************************************/ 

/* I/O mapped version, 0_'110 

o fifo (address,nbr bytes,cmd arr) 
char *acidress; - - /* 
int nbr hytes; /* 
char *r~rl arr; /* 
{ 

while (n !- O){ 

} 
} 

out (address,*cmd arr)j 
cmd_arr++; -
n-j 

address of the 181X's DATA BUFFER 
number of characters to be written 
array to be written 

/* write to the DATA BUFFER 
1* point to next slot in array 
1* decrement , of writes 

SAMPLE PROGRAMS in C Page ~lO RIs 4.0 
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/* MellOry mapped version. 0_ FIFO */ 

o fifo (address,nbr bytes,cmd arr) 
char *address; - - /* address of the 181X's DATA BUFFER */ 
int nbr bytes; /* number of characters to be written */ 
char *cmd arr; /* array to be written */ 
{ -

while (n I- O){ 

} 
} 

*address - *cmd_arr; 

n-- o , 

SAMPLE PROGRAMS in C Page ~ll 

/* write to the DATA BUFFER */ 
/* point to next slot in array */ 
/* decrement , of writes */ 
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COMMAND LIST 

The following is a list of the special commands created for 
software part number 94-002514-01. Each of the commands 1s a 
single binary byte. Some commands require additional bytes, 
called parameter bytes, in order to completely specify the 
command. The following list of commands gives: 

OF 

18 
19 
35 
36 
3A 

2F 

96 

98 
99 

9A 
9B 
9C 
9D 
9E 
9F 

A6 
A7 

BO 
Bl 
B2 
B3 

B4 
B5 

D4 

DS 

3 

1 
1 
4 
4 
1 

4 

o 

o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

1 
1 

4 
4 
4 
7 

4 
4 

E 

E 

1.) the command number (in hex), 
2.) the number of parameter bytes required (in hex) 

and, 
3.) the command's "name." 

Define bit "X" to indicate state "Y" 

Turn off/on post-move position maintenance 
Turn off/on move termination on stall detect 
Go to relative encoder position "X" 
Go to absolute encoder position "X" 
Go to encoder HOME at the default velocity 

and acceleration 

Define absolute closed-loop position 

Request the state of the Channel Z home input 

Request relative encoder count 
Request relative error from desired 

closed-loop position 
Request absolute encoder count 
Request slip detect status 
Request motor pulse to encoder pulse ratio 
Request motor resolution 
Request backlash sigma (motor steps) 
Request position maintenance Alg., const., 

and max. velocity 

Interrupt on next stall detect 
Interrupt on every stall detect 

Define motor pulse to encoder pulse ratio 
Define motor resolution 
Define backlash sigma (motor steps) 
Define position maintenance alg., const., 

and max. velocity 
Define the number of rotor teeth 
Define the deadband region in encoder pulses 

Define move "X," define it as a relative, 
closed-loop move 

Define move "X," define it as an absolute, 
closed-loop move 

POSITION TRACKING COMMANDS Page E-2 Rls. 4.1 
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COMMAND DESCRIPTION 

KOTE: For a complete description of the command 
command attributes refer to the Programming section, 
F. 

syntax and 
parts E and 

OF 3 Define bit "X" to indicate state "1" 

00 -> 04 indicates which bit will be used to indicate 
the desired state. Values greater than 4 are not 
allowed and will cause the command to be ignored. 
Parameter byte values are defined as follows, 

00 corresponds to user definable bit 0, 
01 corresponds to user definable bit I, 
02 corresponds to user definable bit 2, 
03 corresponds to programmable output bit 1, 
04 corresponds to programmable output bit 2. 

00 -> FF indicates which indexer state will be displayed by 
the chosen definable bit (chosen by parameter byte 
1 above). The code numbers indicating the desired 
indexer state are, 

00 indicates the null code, 
01 indicates the moving state, 
02 indicates the performing-a-singular-command 

state, 
03indicates the performing-the sequence

buffer state, 
04 indicates performing-the-velocity-streaming-

buffer state, 
05 indicates the accelerating state, 
06 indicates the decelerating state, and 
07 indicates the non-zero constant velocity state. 

80 indicates the motor is within the user-defin
able closed-loop deadband, 

81indicates the state of the joystick request 
input. 

Codes between 00 and 7F are very accurate state 
indicators. Code numbers between 80 and FF are less 
accurate state indicators. 

zero or non-zero 
indicates the active level of the bit. Non-zero 
means active high, 00 means active low. 

This command is used to indicate that a given state Is 
occurring within the 1810 Indexer. For instance, you can 

POSITION TRACKING COMMANDS Page B-3 RIs. 4.1 
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indicate the state of moving/not-moving through user-definable 
bit number one by sending the command sequence OF 01 01 FF. This 
sequence means: "When the motor is moving, set user-definable 
bit number one, and when the motor is not moving, clear user
definable bit number one." More than one programmable bit may 
indicate the same state at any time, e.g., you could have the 
indexer display the state of the Joystick request input by both a 
programmable output bit and a user-definable bit. 

It is expected that the OF command will be sent once only 
during initialization. It is an extremely powerful command. It 
can be used in place of requesting information and reading the 
response to a request. For instance, the 8C command is commonly 
used to determine whether the motor is moving or not. Using the 
8C command involves waiting for the input buffer to be ready to 
receive a command, sending the 8C command, indicating the command 
has been sent, waiting for the message to return, reading the 
message, and indicating that you have read the message. There 
are quite a few steps involved here and they usually take about 5+ 
milliseconds to accomplish. 

Using the OF command, you can simply read the status byte, 
look at the previously defined bit, and know at that instant 
whether or not the motor is moving. In essence, it gives you a 
much more accurate view of the state of the machine. It also 
involves a much simpler and faster process for determining that 
state. 

There is a way to "undo" previous ly programmed codes. You 
can do this by using the null code. For instance, if user bi t 0 
is being used to indicate the moving/not moving state, and you 
later want it not to indicate any state, i.e., remain constant, 
send a OF 00 00 00. 

This sequence says, "define user bit 0 to indicate the null 
code state, and leave the bi t in its previous state." The las t 
parameter byte has no effect. The first parameter byte indicates 
which bit to be defined, in this case, user definable bit O. The 
second parameter byte, 00, means we wish to delete that bity from 
indicating any state. It is not expected that the null code will 
be used very often. 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-wi thin-a-SEQUENCE-buf fer 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

POSITION TRACKING COMMANDS PaRe E-4 RIs. 4.1 
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18 1 "lbrn off/OD poat-.ow poBltloD mnteDlDCe 

00 or nonzero, 00 - "off" and nonzero - "on" 

Turns on or off the post-move position maintenance function 
according to the parameter byte passed. A nonzero parameter byte 
turns post-move position maintenance on and a 00 parameter byte 
will turn the post-move position maintenance feature off. After 
power up or reset this function is off. 

Position maintenance is the primary closed-loop function. 
When position maintenance is enabled, and the indexer is not 
performing a move, the indexer attempts to maintain the "desired 
encoder position." After power up or reset the desired encoder 
position is that position the encoder was at when power up or 
reset occured (and is defined as zero). From then on the desired 
encoder position is determined by the sum of closed-loop moves 
that have occured, or, if this function is turned off, the 
encoder position the motor was at after completion of the most 
recent open-loop move. For example, if, follOWing reset or 
zeroing of the absolute position (see the 30h command), one 
performed a closed-loop move of distance +30 relative encoder 
pulses and a second closed-loop move of distance -10 relative 
encoder pulses the desired encoder position would be the absolute 
encoder position +20. If one performed an absolute closed-loop 
move to absolute position +55 the desired closed-loop position 
after the move was completed would be the absolute encoder 
position +55. Now, if one was to turn the position maintenance 
function off, perform an open-loop move, and then turn the 
position maintenance function back on, the desired encoder 
position would be that position the encoder Aras at IJhen the open
loop move was completed. 

It c;hould be noted that an open-loop incremental or 
Absolute move cannot be performed when the position maintenance 
function is turned on. Therefore, in order to perform an open
loop move (this excludes the open-loop go HOME move and 
continuous moves) one must first turn the position maintenance 
function off and then perform the open-loop move. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAHING 
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19 1 'lrn off/on.,w terallltioD on stall detect 

00 or nonzero, 00 - "off" and nonzero - "on" 

Turns on or off the move termination 
function according to the parameter byte 
parameter byte turns move termination on and 
will turn the move termination feature off. 
reset this function is off. 

on stall detect 
passed. A nonzero 
a 00 parameter byte 
After power up or 

After the motor to encoder resolution, the motor 
resolution, the backlash sigma, and the number of rotor teeth 
have been defined the indexer will watch for stall detect on ALL 
moves (open-loop and closed-loop). If this function is on when a 
stall is realized the motor velocity will be zeroed, which 
results in prematurely ending the current move. If the position 
maintenance function was turned on when the stall is realized 
(see command ISh) the encoder position at the time of the stall 
becomes the new desired encoder position. If this function is 
turned off when a stall occurs the motor will continue to stall, 
until the move has completed or is stopped by the hostl 

2F 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

4 

00 -> FF, 

Define absolute closed-loop position 

most significant byte of the absolute 
closed-loop position 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 

00 -> FF, 
00 -> f'F, 
00 -> FF, least significant byte of the relative of the 

absolute closed-loop position 

This command is used to define the current position as 
the absolute closed-loop position X, where X is specified with 
the parameter bytes. X Must be within the absolute closed-loop 
positioning range of the indexer. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
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35 

VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 

4 

00 -) FF, 

00 -) FF, 
00 -) FF, 
00 -) FF, 

Go to relative encoder position ~ 

most significant byte of the relative 
encoder position 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the relative 
encoder position 

This command tell s the indexer to move "X" encoder pulses 
at the default velocity and acceleration (defined with the 31h 
command). The relative encoder distance specified is interpreted 
as a signed, two's complement number. A relative closed-loop move 
may be performed for any distance in the signed range "X" * 
(motor pulse to encoder pulse ratio) - 80000001h through "X" * 
(motor pulse to encoder pulse ratio) - 7FFFFFFFh (-7FFFFFFFh 
through +7FFFFFFFh or -(2 A 31)-1 through +(2 A 31)-1). A distance of 
"X" * (motor pulse to encoder pulse ratio) - 80000000h is invalid 
and will be ignored. In other words, the absolute value of "X" 
must be less than or equal to 7FFFFFFFh divided by the motor 
pulse to encoder pulse ratio. If the default move has not been 
defined (with command 31h) and the BOh through B4h commands have 
not been defined no move can be performed. 

36 

SINGULAR 
VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 

4 

00 -> FF, 

00 -) FF, 
00 -> FF, 
00 -> FF, 

Go to absolute encoder position ~ 

most significant byte of the absolute 
encoder position 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the absolute 
encoder position 

This command tells the indexer to move to absolute encoder 
position "X" ("X" pulses away from the absolute zero position). 
The absolute encoder distance specified as a part of this command 
is interpreted as a signed, two's complement number. Absolute 
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positions may only be specified such that "X" minus the current 
absolute encoder position does not exceed the values given above, 
in the 35h command. In other words, the relative distance 
traveled by the motor must be less than or equal to 7FFFFFFFh 
divided by the motor pulse to encoder pulse ratio. The indexer 
will move the motor at the default velocity and acceleration 
(defined with the 3Ih command). If the default velocity and 
acceleration have not been defined and commands BOh through B4h 
have not been defined no move cam be performed. 

3A 

SINGULAR 
VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 

1 Go to encoder BOME at the default 
velocity & acceleration 

00 or nonzero, direction in which search is to begin, 
00 - + and nonzero - -

This command will cause the indexer to search for the 
channel Z HOME position at the velocity and acceleration 
specified with command 31h. If the channel Z HOME position is not 
found after striking both the CW limit switch and the CCW limit 
switch the search is abandoned. 

The parameter byte specifies the direction the indexer will 
begin moving the motor as it begins its search for the HOME input 
(as defined with command 38h), i.e. whether to begin searching 
for the HOME position in the + direction or in the -direction. 
This command will not be performed if the 38h command has not 
been performed (the HOME position has not been defined), if the 
default move parameters have not been defined, if the motor is 
moving, or if the joystick is enabled. 

The channel Z home position is defined via the CH Z+ and 
the CH Z-inputs. These inputs are typically found on incremental 
encoders and are used to indicate a known reference point. For 
rotary encoders it is necessary to supply an additional signal 
which is referred to as the ROME ENABLE input. Activating the 
HOME ENABLE input validates the channel Z home position (which 
occurs once during each revolution of a rotary encoder). 
Therefore, the indexer will search for the channel Z home 
position that occurs when ROME ENABLE is active. 

One must issue the 38h command before any "go HOME" moves 
can be performed. The 38h command is typically performed only 
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once after power up or system initialization. It allows the user 
to define the precise home position with respect to a HOME input 
signal of finite width and fixed position, regardless of the 
initial approach direction. It also defines the velocity and 
direction at which the final approach to the HOME position is 
performed. Additional information regarding the closed-loop "go 
HOME" command is provided on the following pages. 

SINGULAR 
VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 

ROTES OR THE CLOSED-LOOP GO BOME COMMAND 

The 38h command is used to define the HOME position for 
both open-loop and closed-loop "go HOMES." When used to define a 
closed-loop "go HOME" its parameter bytes take on slightly 
different meanings. Following is a description of the 38h command 
as it pertains to the closed-loop "go HOME" move. (Note: if 
position maintenance is turned off a closed-loop "go HOME" cannot 
be performed. An open-loop "go HOME" can be performed regardless 
of the state of position maintenance.) 

38 4 Define BOMB location aDd fiDal 
search p8r8l'll!ters (for c-l) 

00 or nonzero, 
XX 
01 -> 64 
00 or nonzero. 

active state of HOME ENABLE input. 00 - TTL low 
don't care, (not ignored by open-loop go "HOME") 
final approach velocity as % of default velocity 
final approach direction. 00 - CW and nonzero - CCW 

The first parameter byte supplied with the 38h command 
defines the active state of the HOME ENABLE input. A 00 parameter 
byte means the HOKE ENABLE input is active low (TTL 0) and a 
nonzero parameter byte means the HOME ENABLE input is active high 
(TTL 1). The HOKE ENABLE input, lilte TRIGGERs 2 through 5, is a 
level sensitive input and must be active for a minumum of four 
milliseconds at the default velocity, (defined with the 31h 
command), in order for the indexer to "see" HOME properly. 
Following is an illustration of an active HOME ENABLE input. 
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'ITt high 
-\ / 

\ 00 active / 
\ / 

'ITt low \--------------------------./ 
<------

TTL high 
/ 

I 
I 

TTL low __ I 

t -------------) 
t )- 4 msecs 

\ 
\ 

nonzero active 

The second parameter byte is ignored when performing a 
closed-loop "go HOME." It sU 11 has meaning if one attempts to 
perform an open-loop "go HOME" move! The edge of HOME to be 
chosen as the HOME position by the indexer is a function of the 
final approach direction (parameter byte number four) and a 
jumper on the 1811 board. 

The edge approach velocity, specified by the third 
parameter byte, is the velocity at which the final search for the 
HOME position is performed. There is no acceleration to nor 
deceleration from this velocity, the motor must be able to step 
up to and down from this velocity. The repeatability of the HOME 
position is a function of the magnitude of the final approach 
velocity. The lower the final approach velocity the more 
repeatable, and more accurate, will be the HOME position. The 
final approach velocity is determined as a function of the 
default velocity (defined with command 31h). The third parameter 
byte supplied with the 38b command expresses the final approach 
velocity to be a percent of the default velocity. Percents 
greater than 100 or equal to 0 are invalid and will cause this 
command to be ignored. To determine the actual final approach 
velocity use the following formula: 

third parameter byte 
approach velocity - (default velocity) * ------------------

100 

The fourth, and final, parameter byte supplied with this 
command specifies the final approach direction for finding the 
HOME position. This means that the HOME position will always be 
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approached from the same absolute direction. If this 
byte is a 00 the final approach direction is in the CW 
towards the CW limit. If the parameter byte is nonzero 
approach direction is in the CCW direction, towards 
limit. 

parameter 
direction, 
the final 

the CCW 

The "go HOME" move is designed to be rapid and repeatable. 
The initial search direction is specified with the go HOME 
command (3Ah), but if an end of limit is encountered the motor 
will reverse and try searching in the other direction. If the 
opposite end of travel limit is hit the search for HOME is 
abandoned. The following diagram illustrates what happens after 
the specified HOME edge is found once. Item number one indicates 
the initial search for the HOME input. When the active edge of 
interest is found (either at the default velocity or during 
acceleration to the default velocity) the indexer will begin to 
decelerate the motor; this begins item number two, the overshoot 
due to deceleration. The indexer notes the distance it has 
overshot and will perform a recovery move, item number three, to 
get back to the approximate location of the HOME position. The 
final approach to the HOME position will be performed at the 
specified percent of default velocity (parameter byte number 
three) in the specified absolute direction (parameter byte number 
four). The diagram below does not illustrate the motions the 
indexer will send the motor through to acheive the final approach 
in the specified absolute direction. 

constant velocity 

- - - - - - - - - - - -7\ 

1) initial search 
I \ 2) overshoot due to deceleration 

I \ 
I \ 

I - \ 1\ 
accelerating I \1 \ 

I 1\ \ 
I I \ \ 3) recovery 

I 1\\ 
I I \ \ 

I I \ \ 
, I 4) final \ \ __ approach velocity I' -- approach I 

-------- -> I~<----------------

(offset for graphic clarity) 

active HOME edge 
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96 o Request the state of the Channel Z hoae input 

This command is used to determine the state of an encoder 
home bit input. There are two home inputs to the 1810 Indexer, 
the home bi t on the auxil ia ry connec tor and the home bi t on the 
encoder connector. They are not the same home bit. One is the 
open-loop home bit; the other is the closed-loop home bit. This 
command refers to the closed-loop home bit. 

To de termine the s ta te of the open-loop home bi t, use the 
8A command. When using the closed-loop home bit as a home bit, 
the open-loop home bit becomes the home enable bit. This is for 
use with rotary encoders. Rotary encoders have a home bit that 
occurs once every revolution. The home enable bit is used to 
determine which revolution contains the true home. Therefore, 
two bits are required for a closed-loop home--the home enable bit 
and the closed-loop home bit. 

A response looks like, 96 00 or FF, followed by bytes 3-16 
which are always zero and are always present. 00 indicates the 
input is low, FF indicates the input is high. 

This command should be used only on 1811 indexers. The 
command is active on 1810 Indexers, but there is no hardware on 
the board supporting the Z-channel input. 

98 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

o Request relative encoder count 

This command returns the relative encoder count. If the 
indexer is performing a move the relative encoder count is the 
number of encoder pulses that have been seen by the indexer since 
the most recent zero velocity position. If the indexer is not 
performing a move the relative encoder count is the number of 
encoder pulses the indexer saw during the last move (zero 
velocity to nonzero velocity and back to zero velocity). The 
position returned is expressed in two's complement form, most 
significant byte first and least significant byte last. The sign 
of the distance reflects the direction of the relative move. 
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The following list illustrates the message one will receive 
1n the OUTPUT DATA BUFFER as a response to this command. A 
'~essage ready interrup~' will be generated if that interrupt is 
enabled and the appropriate jumpers have been installed. 

99 

98 
00 -> 
00 -> 
00 -> 
00 -> 

00 

00 

FF 
FF 
FF 
FF 

identifies the command sending the message 
MS byte of the relative encoder count 
second MS byte 
third MS byte 
LS byte of the relative encoder count 

bytes six through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

o Request relative error from desired 
closed-loop position 

This command returns the difference between the desired 
absolute closed-loop position and the actual absolute closed-loop 
position. The error returned is expressed in two's complement 
form, most significant byte first and least significant byte 
last. The sign of the error reflects the direction the motor must 
move to make up the error. The error is expressed In units of 
encoder pulses as seen by the indexer (see command BOh). The 
error is calculated using the following formula: 

where: 

error - A - B 

A - desired absolute closed-loop position 
B - actual absolute closed-loop position 

The following list illustrates the message one will receive 
in the OUTPUT DATA BUFFER as a result of this command. A "message 
ready interrupt" will be generated if that interrupt is enabled 
and the appropriate jumpers have been installed. 
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9B 

00 
through sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-w1th-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

o Request slip detect status 

This command returns the slip detect status word. The slip 
detect status word is the number of motor rotor teeth (+1/-0 if 
the number is nonzero and +/-0 if the number is zero) that have 
slipped with respect to the stator teeth. If no slip has occured 
this number will be zero. The slip status word can only be 
calculated if the motor to encoder ratio, the motor resolution, 
and the number of rotor teeth have been defined. If these 
quantities have not been defined a zero will always be returned, 
even if slip has occured. Slip 1s defined as follows: 

if (abs value of (A - B*C) > sigma) 
slIp status word (abs_value_of (A - B*C) - sigma) I (DIE); 

else 
slip status word - OJ 

where: 
A -
B -
C -
sigma 
D -
E -

current absolute motor pulse count 
current absolute encoder count 
motor pulse to encoder pulse ratio 

- system backlash (motor steps) 
motor resolution (# of motor steps 
number of rotor teeth 

per revolution) 

The motor to encoder ratio is defined with the BOh command. 
The motor resolution is defined with the B1h command. The number 
of rotor teeth is defined with the B4h command. The slip status 
word is the number of rotor teeth that the motor has "slipped" 
with respect to the stator teeth. In other words, if a slip does 
occur it means the motor has lost sychronism with the input 
pulses being sent by the indexer. It is recommended that the slip 
detect status word only be requested when the motor is not 
moving. To set this quantity back to zero, if a slip has 
occurred, one must issue the 30h command, which results in 
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zeroing both the open-loop absolute position and the closed-loop 
absolute position. . 

The following list illustrates the message one will receive 
in the OUTPUT DATA BUFFER as a result of this command. A "message 
ready interrupt" will be generated if that interrupt is enabled 
and the appropriate jumpers have been installed. 

9C 

9B 
00 
00 
00 -> FF 
00 -> FF 

00 

00 

identifies the command sending the message 
always 
always 
MS byte of the slip status word 
LS byte of the slip status word 

bytes six 
through sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VAL ID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

o Request aotor pulse to encoder pulse ratio 

This command returns the motor pulse to encoder pulse 
ratio. This ratio is used to convert encoder pulses counted by 
the 1800 indexer to motor pulses when calculating various 
quantities (see commands 19h and 9Bh). The second and third byte 
returned are the numerator of this ratio and the fourth and fifth 
byte are the denominator. This ratio is defined by the host witr 
the "define motor pulse to encoder pulse ratio" command (BOh). 
The numbers returned are interpreted as ABSOLUTE numbers, not as 
signed numbers. 

The following list illustrates the message one will receive 
in the OUTPUT DATA BUFFER as a result of this command. A "message. 
ready interrupt" will be generated if that interrupt is enabled 
and the appropriate jumpers have been installed. 

9C identifies the command sending the message 
00 -> FF MS byte of the ratio's numerator 
00 -> FF LS byte of the ratio's numerator 
00 -> FF MS byte of the ratio's denominator 
00 -> FF LS byte of the ratio's denominator 
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9D 

00 

00 

bytes six 
through sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-wi th-SEQUENCE-buffer-execut ion 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMlNG-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

o Request aotor resolution 

This command returns the defined motor resolution. The 
motor resolution is required for a number of calculations. 
including stall detect and slip detect. If this quantity is not 
supplied those functions that require this number will not be 
operable. This quantity is defined with the Blh command. The 
motor resolution is defined as the number of pulses that 
constitute one complete revolution of the motor. Note that the 
number returned is always a positive number. 

The following list illustrates the message one will receive 
in the OUTPUT DATA BUFFER as a result of this command. A I~essage 
ready interrupt" will be generated if that interrupt is enabled 
and the appropriate jumpers have been installed. 

9D 
00 

identifies the command sending the message 
always 

00 
00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 

00 

00 

always 
MS byte of the motor resolution 
LS byte of the motor resolution 

bytes six 
through sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buf fer-execut ion 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMlNG-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 
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available and are chosen with parameter byte number one. Those 
three functions are: 

parameter byte # one 

01 
02 
03 

correction algorithm 

correction velocity -
correction velocity -
correction velocity -

K * error 
K * (error)A(1/2) 
K * (error)"'2 

In the first algorithm, 01, the correction velocity is K 
times the positional error. For algorithm 02 the correction 
velocity is equal to K times the square root of the positional 
error. And in algorithm 03 the correction velocity is equal to K 
times the square of the positional error. 

K is the correction gain constant and is specified with the 
second parameter byte. It may be any number between 0 and FFh (0 
-255). Obviously, if 0 is chosen no correction will take placel 

The last five parameter bytes specify the maximum 
correction velocity allowed. The method of choosing the maximum 
correction velocity is similar to that used to choose move 
velocities. That is, a velocity range number must be supplied 
with the four byte velocity number. The velocity range number 
corresponds to the velocity range numbers one uses when defining 
a move. 

The following list illustrates the message one will receive 
in the OUTPUT DATA BUFFER as a result of this command. A "message 
ready interrup~1 will be generated if that interrupt is enabled 
and the appropriate jumpers have been installed. 

9F 
01 -) 03 
00 -) FF 
OX -) 5X 
00 -) 7F 
00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 
00 -) FF 

00 

00 

identifies the command sending the message 
position maintenance algorithm 
correction gain constant (K) 
velocity range number (see C8 command) 
MS byte of the maximum correction velocity 
second MS byte 
third KS byte 
LS byte of the maximum correction velocity 

bytes nine through 
sixteen are always zero 
and are always present 

VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-wlth-SEQUENCE-buffer-executlon 
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BO 4 Define mtor pulse to encoder pulse ratio 

00 -) FF, MS byte of the numerator 
00 -) FF, LS byte of the numerator 
00 -) FF, MS byte of the denominator 
00 -) FF. LS byte of the denominator 

This command defines the motor pulse to encoder pulse 
ratio. This ratio is used for a variety of calculations (see 
commands 19h and 9Bh). The second and third parameter bytes are 
the numerator of this ratio and the fourth and fifth parameter 
bytes are the denominator. The numbers in the ratio are 
interpreted as absolute integers. not as two's complement 
numbers, (the ratio is a rational number). The 1800 closed-loop 
circuitry performs a "times 4" function on the incoming encoder 
pulses. Therefore. one incoming encoder period equals four 
encoder periods as counted by the 1800 indexer. To determine the 
ratio do the following: 

1) x - number of motor pulses per revolution of the motor 
2) y - number of encoder lines per revolution of the motor 
3) z - y * 4 (number of encoder pulses per motor revolution) 
4) ratio - x I z 

The numbers one must send with this command are "x" and 
"z." These two numbers are interpreted as positive sixteen bit 
numbers. If the numbers one determines for the above ratio do not 
fit into the two byte numerator and denominator format it may be 
necessary to simplify the ratio. For example, if one has a ratio 
of 70,000 I 10,000 they cannot define the ratio using this 
command because 70,000 does not fit into sixteen bits. However, 7 
I 1 does fit, and will work just as well! 

VALlO-wi thin-a-SEQUENCE-buf fer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 
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Bl 

00, 
00, 

4 

00 -> FF, 
00 -> FF, 

Define .otor resolution 

always 
always 
MS byte of the motor resolution 
LS byte of the motor resolution 

This command defines the motor resolution. The motor 
resolution is used for a variety of calculations (see commands 
19h and 9Bh). The motor resolution is defined as the number of 
pulses that constitute one complete revolution of the motor (in a 
standard Compumotor this would be 25,000 steps). Note that the 
motor resolution is always defined as a positive number. 

B2 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

4 Define backlash sis-a (motor steps) 

00 -> 7F, MS byte of the backlash sigma 
00 -> FF, second MS byte 
00 -> FF, third MS byte 
00 -> FF, LS byte of the backlash sigma 

The backlash sigma number is the number of motor steps 
required to traverse any deadband in the mechanical system 
between the motor's shaft and the encoder. Typically the deadband 
is due to backlash in a geartrain being driven by the motor. If 
the encoder is mounted directly to the motor's shaft there should 
be no backlash or deadband (between the motor and the encoder). 
This number is named sigma because it is not expected to be very 
large. Too large a deadband can result in an unstable closed-loop 
system. 

Note that the backlash sigma is defined in units of motor 
pulses, not encoder pulses, and is the entire width of the 
deadband region. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-executlon 
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VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

13 7 Define position .. intenance ala., 
const. & max. velocity 

01 -> 03, choose position maintenance algorithm 
00 -> FF, correction gain constant (K) 
OX -> 5X, velocity range number 
00 -> 7F, KS byte of the maximum correction velocity 
00 -> FF, second KS byte 
00 -> FF, third KS byte 
00 -> FF, L5 byte of the maximum correction velocity 

Position maintenance is performed only when enabled and 
only when ~ move is not being performed. The position maintenance 
algorithm is very simple and consists of creating a correction 
velocity based on the positional error (the difference between 
the desired absolute encoder position and the actual absolute 
encoder position). Three velocity generation functions are 
available and are chosen with parameter byte number one. Those 
three functions are: 

parameter byte # one correction function 

01 
02 
03 

correction velocity • 
correction velocity • 
correction velocity • 

K * error 
K * (error)-(1/2) 
K * (error)A2 

In the first algorithm, 01, the correction velocity is K 
times the positional error. For algorithm 02 the correction 
velocity is equal to K times the square root of the positional 
error. And in algorithm 03 the correction velocity is equal to K 
times the square of the positional error. 

K is the correction gain constant and is specified with the 
second parameter byte. It may be any number between 0 and FYh (0 
-255). Obviously, if 0 is chosen no correction will take placel 
The first two correction algorithms work the best. Always start 
off with a small value for K and work up to the optimum value for 
K. The correct algorithm and K value are very strong functions of 
the your mechanical system. 

The last five parameter bytes specify the maximum 
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correction velocity allowed. The maximum correction velocity is 
specified in units as one specifies a move velocity. The velocity 
range number used here is exactly the same as the velocity range 
numbers used in move definitions. (See the D4h command below). 

No position maintenance will be performed until 
these parameters have been supplied. These parameters 
changed at any time, it is not necessary to turn the 
maintenance function off when changing them. 

B4 

00, 
00, 
00 -> 
00 -> 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-wlth-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

4 Define the nuaber of rotor teeth 

always 
always 

FF, MS byte of the number of rotor teeth 
FF, LS byte of the number of rotor teeth 

all of 
may be 

position 

This command defines the number of rotor teeth on the motor 
being driven. The number is required to calculate the slip detect 
status word. Most hybrid permanent magnet step motors have 50 
rotor teeth. (All Compumotors at the time of this writing have 50 
rotor teeth). The number of rotor teeth determines the distance 
over which a slip will occur. 

VALID-wlthin-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
VALID-in-VELOCITY-STREAMING-mode 
VALID-concurrent-wlth-VELOCITY-STREAMING 

IS 4 Define the dead band relion in encoder pulses 

00 -> FF ignored 
00 -> FF ignored 
00 -> FF most significant byte of deadband size 
00 -> FF least significant byte of deadband size 

This command is required for use with the code 80 option 
of the OF command. Code 80 of the OF command is used to indicate 
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D4 

01 -> FF, 
XY 

00 -> 7F, 
00 -> FF, 
00 -> FF, 
00 -) FF. 
00 -) 7F, 
00 -) FF. 
00 -) FF, 
00 -> FF, 
00 -> FF, 

00 -) FF, 
00 -) FF, 
00 -> FF, 
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define IIDve "X." define it as a relative, 
closed-loop move 

move number 
X - velocity range and Y - acceleration range 
(see below) 
most significant byte of the velocity 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the velocity 
most significant byte of the acceleration 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the acceleration 
most significant byte of the relative distance 
(enc. pulses) 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the relative distance 

This command will define move "X" as a relative, closed
loop move to be performed by the "perform move number 'X'" 
command (40h). The first parameter byte specifies the move 
number. a move number of OOh is illegal and will be ignored. The 
most significant nibble of the second parameter byte denotes the 
velocity range of the move and the least significant nibble 
denotes the acceleration range. The velocity range determines the 
units of the velocity number sent, the maximum velocity 
achievable, and the velocity resolution. The acceleration range 
determines the units of the acceleration number with respect to 
the velocity number's units. The last twelve bytes specify the 
velocity, acceleration, and distance (in encoder pulses); all 
three numbers are interpreted in two's complement form. The 
velocity and acceleration numbers must be specified as positive 
numbers. The distance specified is a relative encoder distance! 
The relative distance specified must be in the range (relative 
encoder distance) * (motor pulse to encoder pulse ratio) • 
80000001h through (relative encoder distance) * (motor pulse to 
encoder pulse ratio) - 7FFFFFFFh. In other words, the absolute 
value of the relative encoder position specified must be less 
than Qr equal to 7FFFFFFFh divided by the motor pulse to encoder 
pulse ratio. All of the bytes must be present in order for a 
relative move to be defined. Redefinition of a move is allowed by 
reissuing a complete define a move command. 

It should be noted that this move may only be performed 
after the motor pulse to encoder pulse ratio has been defined 
(see the Bah command). Without this ratio no moves may be 
performed. The distance specified in this move definition is in 
units of encoder pulses as seen by the indexer; that is, the 
distance is specified In terms of encoder lines times four (see 
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the BOh command) not in terms of motor pulses. 

Only one move number ''X'' may be defined at any time; for 
example, one can only define one move number 9, whether move 9 is 
a relative move, an absolute move, or a continuous move is of no 
relevance. there may be only one move 9. 

There are six velocity ranges defined with three 
acceleration ranges per velocity range. If one fails to specify a 
defined range the move definition is invalid. The velocity and 
acceleration ranges are as follows. 

o velocity number is pulses/second (pps) 
maximum velocity is 546,133.3 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 16.667 Hertz 

1 velocity number is pulses/ten seconds (0.1 pps) 
maximum velocity is 54.613.33 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 1.6667 Hertz 

2 velocity number is pulses/hundred seconds (0.01 pps) 
maximum velocity is 5,461.333 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 0.16667 Hertz 

3 velocity number is pulses/thousand seconds (0.001 pps) 
maximum velocity is 546.1333 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 0.016667 Hertz 

4 velocity number is pulses/sixty seconds (ppm) 
maximum velocity is 9,102.222 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 0.27778 Hertz 

5 velocity number is pulses/second (pps) 
maximum velocity is 1,092.266.67 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 33.333 Hertz 

o acceleration number is velocity units/second 
1 acceleration number i8 velocity units/ten seconds 
2 acceleration number is velocity units/hundred seconds 

A relative, preset move is defined to be an excursion from 
zero velocity to a nonzero velocity and back to zero velocity. 
The goal of a preset move is to get from the current position to 
a new position. Therefore, if the indexer is performing a preset 
move it considers the action of "performing a move" to be 
synonymous with the ''motor moving." Thus, a relative, preset move 
can only be performed if the motor is not moving. It is a good 
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idea not to mix continuous moves with preset moves. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 

DS • 
01 -) FF, 
XY 

00 -) 7F, 
00 -) FF, 
00 -) FF. 
00 -) FF, 
00 -) 7F, 
00 -) FF, 
00 -) FF, 
00 -) FF, 
00 -) FF, 

00 -) FF. 
00 -) FF, 
00 -) FF. 

Define IIOve "X." define it as an absolute, 
closed-loop move 

move number 
X • velocity range and Y - acceleration range 
(see below) 
most significant byte of the velocity 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the velocity 
most significant byte of the acceleration 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the acceleration 
most significant byte of the absolute position 
(enc. pulses) 
second most significant byte 
third most significant byte 
least significant byte of the absolute position 

This command will define move "X" as an absolute, closed
loop move to be performed by the "perform move number 'X'" 
command (40h). The first parameter byte specifies the move 
number, a move number of OOh is illegal and will be ignored. The 
most significant nibble of the second parameter byte denotes the 
velocity range of the move and the least significant nibble 
denotes the acceleration range. The velocity range determines the 
units of the velocity number sent, the maximum velocity 
achievable, and the velocity resolution. The acceleration range 
determines the units of the acceleration number with respect to 
the velocity number's units. The last twelve bytes specify the 
velocity, acceleration, and distance (in encoder pulses); all 
three numbers are interpreted in two's complement form. The 
velocity and acceleration must be specified as positive numbers. 
The distance specified is an absolute distance! All of the bytes 
must be present in order for an absolute move to be defined. 
Redefinition of a move is allowed by reissuing a complete define 
a move command. 

Absolute positions can only be defined such that the 
difference between the current absolute encoder position and the 
desired absolute encoder position meets the relative encoder 
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distance specifications outlined in the D4h command above. In 
other words, the relative encoder distance to be travelled must 
be less than or equal to 7FFFFFFFh divided by the motor pulse to 
encoder pulse ratio. An absolute position specified outside of 
this range is invalid. 

It should be noted that this move may only be performed 
after the motor pulse to encoder pulse ratio has been defined 
(see the BOh command). Without this ratio no moves may be 
performed. The distance specified in this move definition is in 
units of encoder pulses as seen by the indexer; that is, the 
distance is specified in terms of encoder lines times four (see 
the BOh command) not in terms of motor pulses. 

Only one move number "X" may be defined at any time; for 
example, one can only define one move number 9, whether move 9 is 
a relative move, an absolute move, or a continuous move is of no 
relevance, there may be only one move 9. 

There are six velocity ranges defined with three 
acceleration ranges per velocity range. If one fails to specify a 
defined range the move definition is invalid. The velocity and 
acceleration ranges are as follows. 

o velocity number is pulses/second (pps) 
maximum velocity is 546,133.3 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 16.667 Hertz 

1 velocity number is pulses/ten seconds (0.1 pps) 
maximum velocity is 54,613.33 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 1.6667 Hertz 

2 velocity number is pulses/hundred seconds (0.01 pps) 
maximum velocity is 5,461.333 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 0.16667 Hertz 

3 velocity number 1s pulses/thousand seconds (0.001 pps) 
maxinum velocity is 546.1333 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 0.016667 Hertz 

4 velocity number is pulses/sixty seconds (ppm) 
maximum velocity is 9,102.222 Hertz 
velocity resolution is 0.27778 Hertz 

5 velocity number is pulses/second (pps) 
maximum velocity is 1,092,266.67 Hertz 
velocity resolution 1s 33.333 Hertz 
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acceleration number is velocity units/second 
acceleration number is velocity units/ten seconds 
acceleration number 1s velocity units/hundred seconds 

An absolute, preset move is defined to be an excursion from 
zero velocity to a nonzero velocity and back to zero velocity. 
The goal of a preset move is to get from the current position to 
a new position. Therefore. if the indexer is performing a preset 
move it considers the action of "performing a move" to be 
synonymous with the ''motor moving." Thus. an absolute, preset 
move can only be performed if the motor is not moving. It is a 
good idea not to mix continuous moves with preset moves. 

VALID-within-a-SEQUENCE-buffer 
VALID-in-INDEXER-mode 
VALID-concurrent-with-SEQUENCE-buffer-execution 
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